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Impulsivity: A deficiency of inhibitory control?

Impulsivity has been defined as “doing things suddenly without any planning and without 
considering the effects they may have” (http://www.dictionary.cambridge.org), or “inclined to act 
on impulse rather than thought; the inability to curb one’s immediate reactions or think before 
one acts” (http://www.medterms.com). As a result, people who are extremely impulsive may blurt 
out answers to questions, run into the street without looking, and find it hard to wait for things 
they want. Additional related behaviors are over-responsiveness, recklessness, sensation seeking, 
excessive attraction to immediate reward, and a failure to plan ahead (Taylor, 1998). 

Impulsivity appears to be a multidimensional construct and there is no consensus in the 
literature about what constitutes impulsivity. Evenden (1999) argued that “there is not one unitary 
impulsivity” and introduced “varieties of impulsivity” to denote the several related phenomena 
which are usually classified together as impulsivity. For example, Cloninger (1987) distinguished 
three personality dimensions - novelty seeking, harm avoidance, and reward dependence – which 
include different aspects of impulsivity. Lecrubier et al. (1995) defined impulsivity as the lack of self-
control or less time needed for decision. The wide range of impulsive phenomena is reflected in the 
variety of ways in which personality theories conceptualize impulsivity and in the various self-report 
measures that have been developed to assess separate, factorially distinct aspects of impulsivity. 

Self-report questionnaires of impulsivity that have repeatedly been used in research are 
the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-11), Eysenck’s questionnaire (I7), and Dickman Impulsiveness 
Inventory (DII), each based on a different conceptualization of impulsivity. First, Barratt (1985) 
distinguished three components of impulsivity which can be assessed using Barratt’s questionnaire 
(BIS-10): motor (i.e., “acting without thinking”), non-planning (i.e., “present orientation and lack of 
futuring”), and cognitive (i.e., “making quick cognitive decisions”) impulsiveness. Identifying the 
factor structure of the revised BIS-10 (BIS-11) in a clinical and non-clinical population confirmed 
the motor and non-planning components. A third dimension of impulsivity, namely attention, was 
further identified rather than the previous cognitive component (Patton et al., 1995). Accordingly, 
Barratt’s questionnaire was adjusted to assess three specific dimensions of impulsivity: (1) motor 
impulsivity (e.g., “I do things without thinking”), (2) non-planning (e.g., “I get easily bored when 
solving thought problems”), and (3) attention/cognition (e.g., “I have ‘racing’ thoughts”).

Second, Eysenck and Eysenck (1978) postulated three dimensions of personality: Extraversion, 
Psychotism, and Neuroticism. Based on these personality traits, Eysenck et al. (1985) distinguished 
two types of impulsivity. Venturesomeness is defined as “risk-taking behavior, knowing fully that 
there is a risk involved” and is related to Extraversion, whereas Impulsivity is defined as “a complete 
lack of looking ahead at the consequences of one’s actions” and is related to Psychotism. The I7 

questionnaire assesses both subcomponents of impulsivity (e.g., “would you enjoy water skiing?” for 
Venturesomeness and “do you often change your interests?” for Impulsiveness).

Third, Dickman (1990) defined impulsivity as “the tendency to deliberate less than most people 
of equal ability before taking action”. He distinguished two types of impulsivity. Dysfunctional 
impulsivity (DI) is the tendency to act with less forethought and this tendency has negative 
consequences, whereas Functional impulsivity (FI) has positive consequences. Dickman (1990) 
developed a questionnaire which assesses and distinguishes between these subtypes of impulsivity 
(e.g., “I often get into trouble because I don’t think before I act” for DI and “most of the time, I can 
put my thoughts into words very rapidly” for FI). Both types of impulsivity appeared to be relatively 
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independently and showed different patterns of correlations with other personality traits (Dickman, 
1990).

The drawback of self-report questionnaires is that they rely on participants’ own judgments. 
Participants must recognize and report on their own behavioral tendencies in various contexts. These 
self-perceptions may not always accurately reflect their impulsive behavior and may be biased by 
low self-awareness, test-taking attitudes, limitations of subjects’ recall, lack of honesty, and concerns 
over social desirability. In addition to self-report measures, the various definitions discussed above 
have led to a number of other methods to assess impulsivity, including observations and behavioral 
laboratory tasks. Behavioral tasks are less sensitive to biased self-perceptions and therefore relatively 
objective assessments of impulsive behavior. The multitude of definitions has also resulted in a 
multitude of behavioral tasks to assess impulsivity, and several of these will be presented here (e.g., 
Stroop test, stop-signal task, and antisaccade task, all of which are to be discussed later). 

As will be discussed in the next section, extreme impulsivity may characterize certain 
psychopathologies, especially attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). The main focus of 
this thesis is whether impulsivity in ‘healthy’ individuals, as assessed by self-report questionnaires, 
is qualitatively similar to, but less extreme than, pathological impulsivity. In other words, does 
pathological impulsivity lie at the extreme end of a continuous distribution that also includes 
healthy individuals? Recently, two studies have examined the latent structure of ADHD and revealed 
first evidence for the view that ADHD represents a continuum of dysfunction rather than a discrete 
category (Frazier et al., 2007; Haslam et al., 2006). The question whether pathological impulsivity lies 
at the extreme end of a continuum of impulsivity across the population is of intrinsic theoretical, 
but also of practical interest. Finding an appropriate healthy-volunteer ‘model’ for pathological 
impulsivity may greatly enhance the capacity to investigate impulsivity in a manner that serves to 
increase our insight into the mechanisms and possible treatments of pathological impulsivity.

For schizophrenia (e.g., Ettinger et al., 2005), autism (Hermans, 2006), and psychopathy (Van 
Honk et al., 2002), it has already been demonstrated that psychiatric disorders may represent an 
extreme end of a broad continuum of personality traits. In these studies, healthy individuals with 
schizophrenic, autistic, or psychopathic characteristics, as assessed by self-report questionnaires, 
have shown impaired performance in cognitive tasks similar to the patient population (i.e., reduced 
antisaccade performance, reduced mimicry of facial expressions, and abnormal decision making, 
respectively). 

Experimental paradigms may also be used as healthy-volunteer ‘models’ for psychopathologic 
disorders. For example, virtual reality environments that elicit context conditioning, as assessed by 
contextual fear-potentiated startle, have already been developed to ‘model’ symptoms of anxiety 
as found in generalized anxiety disorder (Baas et al., 2004; Grillon et al., 2006). Furthermore, Bekker 
et al. (2004) implemented an experimental manipulation in a continuous performance test (CPT), 
evoking more conflict and hence, more effort to stop the initiated response, as reflected in more 
false alarms and faster reaction times. This experimental manipulation may reflect impulsive 
behavior as seen in ADHD. In addition, administration of hormones or drugs and brain stimulation 
using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) may also yield more insights into the neurobiology of 
psychiatric disorders (see Schutter et al., 2002 and Van Honk et al., 2003 for depression).

In this thesis, self-report questionnaires are supplemented by assessments of behavioral 
or cognitive task performance. The general logic will be as follows: If self-reported impulsivity is 
less extreme than, but not qualitatively different from pathological impulsivity, then healthy, but 
highly impulsive individuals may show a similar pattern of deficient task performance as patients 
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characterized by impulsive behavior such as individuals with ADHD. One step further, if behavioral 
results indicate that pathological impulsivity is an extreme variety of self-reported impulsivity, then 
the question is whether similar brain dysfunctions underlie deficient task performance in healthy as 
well as pathological samples. 

Although there are several syndromes or clusters of symptoms that include impulsivity, 
the main focus of the present thesis will be on attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). In 
the most prevalent subcategory of ADHD (i.e., the combined subtype), impulsivity is a defining 
characteristic. The next section discusses ADHD in more detail.

Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is the most common psychiatric disorder of 
childhood. Inappropriate degrees of inattention and hyperactivity/impulsivity are considered to 
be the main symptoms of ADHD (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)-IV; 
American Psychiatric Association, 1994). Symptoms of inattention are for example “often does not 
seem to listen when spoken to directly” and “is often forgetful in daily activities”, whereas “often 
fidgets with hands or feet or squirms in seat” and “often has difficulty awaiting turn” are hyperactivity/
impulsivity symptoms. For an ADHD diagnosis, symptoms have to be present before the age of 
7 years, at least in two settings (e.g., at school/work and at home), and there must be significant 
impairment in social, academic, or occupational functioning. 

Three subtypes have been distinguished: the predominantly inattentive, predominantly 
hyperactive-impulsive, and the combined subtype. Almost all research on ADHD pertains to the 
combined subtype, whereas the predominantly inattentive and the rare, predominantly hyperactive-
impulsive subtypes are relatively under-investigated. 

Prevalence

ADHD affects approximately 4% to 12% of all school-age children (American Academy of Pediatrics, 
2000). Recently, data from the 2005 National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) for the United States 
showed that almost four million children between 3 and 17 years of age (7%) had ADHD. Further, 
boys (9%) were more than twice as likely as girls (4%) to have ADHD (Bloom et al., 2006). The ratio 
between boys and girls appears to decrease with age (Swanson et al., 1998). ADHD is commonly 
found in children worldwide (Faraone et al., 2003). 

In approximately 30% to 50% of all cases ADHD persists in adolescence and adulthood, giving 
rise to significant academic, social, emotional, attention, and concentration problems (e.g., Ingram 
et al., 1999; Wilens & Dodson, 2004; Klassen et al., 2004). Recently, it has been reported that 4.4% of 
the adult population in the United States has been diagnosed with ADHD (Kessler et al., 2006). 

Etiology

Genes play a highly significant role in the development of ADHD. Twin and adoption studies have 
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reported a high heritability in the range of 60% to 90% (Kuntsi et al., 2005; Waldman & Gizer, 2006), 
with a mean heritability estimate of 76% for 20 twin studies from the United States, Australia, 
Scandinavia, and the European Union (Faraone et al., 2005). Note that mean heritability estimates of 
81% and 69% have been reported for height for women and men, respectively (Shousboe et al., 2004). 
Further, molecular genetic studies of ADHD have demonstrated significant associations between 
ADHD and several candidate genes. The dopamine transporter gene (DAT1), the dopamine D4 and 
D5 receptor genes (DRD4 and DRD5), dopamine beta-hydroxylase (DBH), SNAP-25 (synaptosomal-
associated protein), the serotonin transporter gene (SLC6A4), and the serotonin receptor 5HT1B 
gene (HTR1B) have all been linked to ADHD (for reviews, see Faraone et al., 2005; Heiser et al., 2004; 
Maher et al., 2002; Waldman & Gizer, 2006). The magnitude of an association between ADHD and a 
candidate gene can be assessed by an odds ratio (OR) statistic, using a two-by-two table including 
the presence of the disorder (ADHD or not) and the presence of the specific polymorphism (present 
or not). An OR of 1.0 means that there is no relationship between variables and an OR greater 
than 1.0 indicates a positive relation. Faraone et al. (2005) calculated pooled ORs across studies, 
revealing the greatest ORs for DRD4 (1.45), HTR1B (1.44), DBH (1.33), and 5-HTT (1.31). In addition 
to the candidate gene studies that test the contribution of specific gene polymorphisms to the 
development in ADHD, several genome-wide linkage analyses have been conducted for ADHD, 
revealing different results (Heiser et al., 2004). This method involves the assessment of linkage 
between the disorder and chromosome regions without a priori hypothesis about their function 
(Waldman & Gizer, 2006). 

In addition, a number of neurodevelopmental and environmental (mostly perinatal) 
ethiological factors have been identified. The most robust and consistent findings have been 
the exposure to maternal smoking during pregnancy (Langley et al, 2005) and low birth weight/
prematurity (Bhutta et al, 2002), although maternal use of alcohol (Brookes et al., 2006) and family 
problems during pregnancy (Millberger et al., 1997) have also been reported as potential risk factors 
for ADHD. As is often the case, such environmental factors interact with genetic vulnerability, in that 
it is the combination of genetic risk and environmental adverse events that enhances the probability 
of developing pathology disproportionally (Caspi et al., 2003) (e.g., as with maternal use of alcohol 
during pregnancy and the DAT1 gene in ADHD, Brookes et al., 2006). 

Neurobiology

A large amount of research has focused on the underlying neurobiology of ADHD. Recently, several 
reviews of structural neuroimaging studies (Krain & Castellanos et al., 2006; Seidman et al., 2005; 
Valera et al., 2007) confirmed overall reductions in total brain volume (e.g., cerebral volumes were 
found to be 3-5% smaller in ADHD) as well as smaller prefrontal cortex (particularly the right 
hemisphere), splenium of the corpus callosum, right caudate, and posterior inferior lobules of the 
cerebellar vermis in ADHD as compared with control children.

Regarding abnormal brain activity during task performance, several reviews of functional 
neuroimaging studies (e.g., Bush et al., 2005; Fassbender & Schweizer, 2006; for a meta-analysis, 
see Dickstein et al., 2006) revealed robust evidence for frontal hypoactivity during behavioral 
tasks in individuals with ADHD relative to controls, including dorsolateral prefrontal, ventrolateral 
prefrontal, orbitofrontal, and anterior cingulate cortices. Additional areas with decreased activation 
in ADHD are caudate, putamen, and parietal regions. In addition to underactivated brain regions 
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in ADHD relative to controls, increased activation in several areas, especially parietal and occipital 
regions, has also been reported. Fassbender and Schweitzer (2006) argued that this may reflect 
compensatory activity in these brain regions in order to compensate for the frontal hypoactivity. In 
sum, abnormalities in frontal, striatal, and cerebellar areas have consistently been demonstrated in 
ADHD, possibly underlying the behavioral problems and cognitive dysfunctions in this disorder.

Finally, and important for the present work, quantitative electroencephalography (QEEG) 
studies have consistently demonstrated that a large group of ADHD patients is characterized by 
a deviant pattern of baseline cortical activity, specifically increased slow-wave activity, primarily in 
the theta band, and decreased fast-wave activity, particularly in the beta band, often coupled (i.e., 
an increased theta/beta ratio) (Barry et al., 2003). This has been previously interpreted as cortical 
underactivity, which may result in stimulation seeking behavior in the environment, leading to 
hyperactivity, impulsivity, and/or inattention (Barry et al., 2003; Solanto et al., 2001). Consistently, 
the most effective drug for ADHD treatment – methylphenidate - appears to produce its therapeutic 
affect by increasing cortical (under)activity (Clarke et al., 2003). However, alternative interpretations 
of the increased slow- and decreased fast-wave activity have recently been reported. For example, it 
may reflect reduced cortical control over subcortical drives, leading to impulsive behavior (Schutter 
et al., 2006). In chapter 7, several views on abnormal baseline cortical activity in ADHD are described 
and discussed.

It should be noted that excessive beta activity has also been found in a smaller ADHD group 
and has been suggested to reflect cortical overactivity (Clarke et al., 2001). 

Neurotransmitter and neuroendrocrine systems

Several areas of research have provided abundant evidence for the role of dopaminergic and 
noradrenergic systems in ADHD (Wilens, 2006). Psychostimulants (i.e., methylphenidate and 
dextroamphetamine), which are the first-line treatment of ADHD block the reuptake of both 
dopamine and norepinephrine. More consistent evidence is provided by neuroimaging, animal, 
and genetic studies (for reviews, see Russel, 2007; Swanson et al., 2007; Wilens, 2006; Winstanley et 
al., 2006). For example, neuroimaging studies have demonstrated that ADHD patients, relative to 
controls, had a smaller caudate nucleus and a globus pallidus, both brain structures that contain a 
high density of dopamine receptors (Seidman et al., 2005). Further, several animal studies have found 
alternations in the noradrenergic neurotransmitter system as well as in behavioral characteristics in 
the spontaneously hypertensive rat (SHR), comparable to ADHD (Russel, 2007). Several molecular 
genetic studies have provided evidence for an association between dopamine-related genes and 
the development of ADHD (e.g., Faraone et al., 2003).

However, the exact dysfunction of the dopaminergic and noradrenergic systems in ADHD is 
still not clear (Pliszka, 2005; Sagvolden et al., 2005). It has been suggested that the balance between 
dopamine and noradrenaline activity rather than the absolute levels is important (Oades, 2002). 
Neurotransmitter systems other than the dopaminergic and noradrenergic pathways such as the 
serotonergic system may also be involved in ADHD (Oades, 2002; Overtoom et al., 2003). Although 
the link between serotonin and impulsivity has been repeatedly demonstrated (Carver & Miller, 
2006; Soubrie, 1986), the relation between the serotonergic system and ADHD is still a matter of 
debate (Wistanley, 2006). Again, the balance between serotonin and dopamine activity  rather than 
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the absolute levels may be relevant (Oades, 2002). 
Todd and Botteron (2001) linked the dysfunction of the dopaminergic and noradrenergic 

systems to problems in brain energy metabolism. They argued that reduced input from 
dopaminergic and noradrenergic systems to prefrontal cortical areas results in reduced astrocyte-
mediated neuronal energy metabolism and subsequently impaired frontal brain function. Russel et 
al. (2006) extended this hypothesis to explain the moment-to-moment fluctuations in performance 
(e.g., lapses of attention) which have consistently been found in ADHD. It was hypothesized that 
brief periods of energy insufficiency (i.e., reduced lactate production due to astrocyte dysfunction) 
may account for the intra-individual response variability during brief periods of increased demand 
in ADHD.

A role for abnormal neuroendocrine function in ADHD has also been suggested, based on 
the finding of a significantly higher prevalence of ADHD in children and adults with generalized 
resistance to thyroid hormone as compared to unaffected individuals (Hauser et al., 1993). Hauser et 
al. (1993) hypothesized that generalized resistance to thyroid hormone may affect the catecholamine 
neurotransmitter system, as well as brain development during fetal development, and this in turn 
may be causal to ADHD (Hauser et al., 1993). 

In sum, there is abundant evidence for a dysregulation of dopaminergic, noradrenergic, 
and probably also serotonergic systems in ADHD, although the exact mechanisms underlying the 
etiology of ADHD have to be clarified.

Treatment

Drugs
The standard treatment for ADHD in both adults and children is the prescription of psychostimulants, 
i.e., methylphenidate and dextroamphetamine, which reduce ADHD symptoms in approximately 
80% of ADHD patients (Swanson et al., 1998). Methylphenidate and dextroamphetamine block the 
reuptake of both dopamine (DA) and norepinephrine (NE). In addition, these stimulants, especially 
dextroamphetamine, can inactivate monoamine oxidase (MAO), an enzyme that plays a role in the 
metabolism of NE and DA (Pliszka et al., 2005). Dextroamphetamine also interacts with dopamine 
containing synaptic vesicles, leading to the release of free dopamine into the nerve terminal. 
However, the exact mechanisms of therapeutic action of methylphenidate and dextroamphetamine 
are still not clear (Pliszka, 2005; Sagvolden et al., 2005). 

Although stimulants are the first-line treatment of ADHD, non-stimulants have also been 
shown to be effective in children and adults with ADHD (Gibson et al., 2006). Atomoxetine, which 
has recently been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) to treat ADHD, was 
believed to target specifically the noradrenergic system, as a norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor. 
Additionally, atomoxetine may enhance dopamine levels in the prefrontal cortex, this in contrast 
to psychostimulants which enhance dopamine activity in the nucleus accumbens and the striatum 
(Wilens, 2006). A recent overview of five available ADHD studies that compared the efficacy, safety, 
and abuse potential of stimulants with that of atomoxetine concluded that stimulants have superior 
efficacy, but that atomoxetine may be a good alternative medication to treat ADHD in patients with 
comorbid substance abuse, or patients who do not respond to or cannot tolerate stimulants (Gibson 
et al., 2006). 
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Modafinil is a relatively new pharmacological agent with the potential of a good alternative 
medication to treat ADHD (see e.g., Wigal et al., 2006), although the exact mechanisms of action of 
modafinil are not clear. However, evidence indicates that modafinil may improve ADHD symptoms 
and may be well tolerated (Wigal et al., 2006). With regard to cognitive performance, the findings of 
three different studies indicate that the response to methylphenidate and modafinil in adult ADHD 
differs across cognitive functions (Aron et al., 2003; Turner et al., 2004; Turner et al., 2005). Specifically, 
both methylphenidate and modafinil improved inhibitory control and sustained attention, whereas 
improved spatial working memory has only been found after intake of methylphenidate, but not 
modafinil. 

Other non-stimulant medications that have been used and proven to be efficacious in the 
treatment of ADHD are tricyclic antidepressants (imipramine and desipramine), bupropion, and α-
adrenergic agonists (clonidine and guanfacine) (Brown et al., 2005; Lopez, 2006). 

In the Netherlands, guidelines for the treatment of ADHD (http://www.ggzrichtlijnen.nl) 
recommend psychostimulants (methylphenidate and dextroamphetamine) as first-line treatment 
of ADHD. Clonidine is suggested as a good alternative drug, especially in ADHD with comorbid tics, 
sleep problems, and/or aggression. Regarding atomoxetine, although it is a promising agent for 
the treatment of ADHD, more well-designed methodological studies are needed before it will be 
prescribed as standard treatment for ADHD in The Netherlands.

Enhanced cognitive performance after intake of psychostimulants, modafinil, and atomoxetine 
has also been found in healthy individuals. Improved inhibitory control has been found after the 
intake of dextroamphetamine (De Wit et al., 2000; 2002), atomoxetine (Chamberlain et al., 2006), 
and modafinil (Turner et al., 2003), but not citalopram (i.e., a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor) 
(Chamberlain et al., 2006). In contrast, citalopram but not atomoxetine impaired probabilistic 
learning (Chamberlain et al., 2006). Furthermore, methylphenidate and dextroamphetamine 
decreased impulsive-choice behavior (De Wit et al., 2002; Pietras et al., 2003). 

In sum, psychostimulants (methylphenidate and dextroamphetamine) are the first-line 
treatment of ADHD and efficacious in the majority of ADHD patients. For ADHD patients who do not 
respond or tolerate psychostimulants, alternative drugs are available, which may differ with regard 
to the effects on cognitive performance.

Non-pharmacological treatments
Although medication is the most commonly used treatment in ADHD, non-pharmacological 
therapies have also been applied such as psychosocial treatments (e.g., psycho-education for 
parents and classroom interventions), neurofeedback, dietary modification, and even massage and 
yoga (McClearly & Ridley, 1999; Murphy, 2005; Rojas & Chan, 2005). 

The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) has initiated a multisite, multimodal treatment 
study of children with ADHD (MTA Cooperative Group, 1999; Richters et al., 1995). It examines the 
long-term effectiveness of medication versus psychosocial treatment versus both for therapy of 
ADHD. Until know, several MTA studies have been published, suggesting that medication alone (or 
combined with behavioral treatment) is the most effective treatment for the symptoms of ADHD 
(e.g., MTA Cooperative Group 1999). 

Here, we will briefly discuss neurofeedback and psychosocial treatment. As already described, 
in a large group of ADHD patients cortical underactivity, that is, enhanced theta activity and 
decreased beta activity, has been found. Based on these findings, neurofeedback therapy has been 
developed. Neurofeedback therapy is an electroencephalogram (EEG) feedback training aimed at 
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normalizing this abnormal pattern of EEG activity (for details, see Heinrich et al., 2007; Monastra, 
2005). Several studies have investigated the efficacy of neurofeedback in ADHD, suggesting that it 
may be a valuable treatment for ADHD (for a review, see Rojas & Chan, 2005). However, most studies 
have methodological problems such as lack of control group or lack of a placebo condition. More 
well-designed studies are needed to confirm the effectiveness of neurofeedback and to clarify the 
mechanisms underlying it (Heinrich et al., 2007; Monastra et al., 2005).

The most widely used psychosocial treatment approaches for ADHD are parent training and 
classroom, academic, and/or peer interventions. A recent review of psychosocial treatments for 
children with ADHD concluded that the combined treatment of stimulant medication and behavioral 
interventions must be recommended (Daly et al., 2006). Moreover, behavioral interventions have to 
be appropriately implemented both at home and in the classroom setting.

ADHD, impulsivity and inhibitory control

Given the clinical manifestation of ADHD, and the associated neurobiological mechanisms, how 
does this disorder present in cognitive task performance? To address this question, we return to the 
multi-facetted nature of impulsivity. Through focusing on different impulsivity dimensions, a variety 
of neuropsychological theories have been developed to explain the different aspects of impulsive 
behavior, especially with regard to ADHD, each hypothesizing that one specific core deficit underlies 
the symptoms of ADHD. 

The two most influential neuropsychological theories refer to deficient inhibitory control 
(Barkley, 1997, 1999; Nigg, 2000, 2001) and motivational dysfunction, especially an aversion to 
delay (Sagvolden et al., 2005; Sonuga-Barke, 2004). Other core deficits that have been proposed 
with regard to ADHD are inattention, deficient working memory, problems in time perception, 
cortical under-arousal, dysregulation in the state of activation, and altered reinforcement processes 
in combination with deficient extinction (Sagvolden et al., 2005; for reviews, see Baneschewski et al., 
2005; Castellanos & Tannock, 2002; Nigg, 2005; Sergeant et al., 2003; Sonuga-Barke, 2003; Sonuga-
Barke, 2005). Most theories suggest that one particular dysfunction underlies the inappropriate 
impulsive/hyperactive behavior in ADHD. However, given the considerable heterogeneity in the 
impaired cognitive functions in ADHD (e.g., deficient inhibition vs. impaired working memory; 
Nigg, 2004), it is more plausible that multiple deficits are involved. In concordance, a recent 
theoretical model has been proposed that includes two developmental pathways to ADHD. In 
this model, deficient inhibitory control and motivational dysfunction both make a distinctive 
contribution to the development of ADHD, but are not mutually exclusive (Sonuga-Barke, 2005). 
A similar distinction has recently been made by Castellanos et al. (2006). They proposed a model 
of execution dysfunction in ADHD which distinguishes between ‘cool’ executive deficits (e.g., the 
ability to suppress prepotent responses and maintain task instructions) and ‘hot’ executive deficits 
(e.g., abnormal motivational state). It has been suggested that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 
may be involved in ‘cool’ executive functions and the orbito- and medial prefrontal cortex in ‘hot’ 
executive functions. Moreover, in line with the multiple pathway model proposed by Sonuga-Barke 
(2005), Castellanos et al. (2006) suggested that the different executive function deficits may make a 
distinctive contribution to the development of ADHD, but are not mutually exclusive.

As already mentioned, the motivational dysfunction hypothesis refers to an aversion to delay. 
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Delay aversion has been defined as an inability to cope with delay-rich environments (Sonuga-Barke, 
2004). It has often been associated with difficulty in waiting and a preference for a small reward that 
is available immediately over a larger, but delayed reward. It has been proposed that ADHD children 
are unwilling to delay their need for gratification (Sonuga-Barke, 2004).

Perhaps the most influential neuropsychological theory about ADHD refers to deficient 
inhibitory control (Barkley, 1997; 1999). By definition, impulsivity refers to a deficiency of inhibition 
or inhibitory control: the inability to suppress actions or response tendencies that are inappropriate 
given the context. The inhibition theory of Barkley (1997; 1999) attributes all deficits in ADHD children 
(predominantly hyperactive and combined subtypes) to a failure of inhibitory control. Barkley (1997; 
1999) proposed three interrelated processes of response inhibition. The first form is inhibition of an 
initial prepotent response to an event. A response may be prepotent because its eliciting stimulus 
has been repeated many times but is then unexpectedly replaced by a different stimulus that calls 
for another or withholding the response. The second form is stopping an ongoing response or 
response pattern. The ability to interrupt already initiated actions greatly adds to flexibility in dealing 
with environmental demands. Consider, for example, a soccer player who is running towards the 
goal, but has to interrupt his ongoing behavior when the referee blows his whistle for offside. The 
third form is interference control, defined as the ability to suppress a competing response. Sources 
of interference are ubiquitous: consider the traffic light for the right-direction lane turning to green, 
while you are waiting for the red light in the left-direction lane.

Nigg (2000) proposed a working inhibition taxonomy to guide clinical research, including 
three major classes of inhibition: Executive inhibition, motivational inhibition, and automatic 
inhibition of attention. The four processes of executive inhibition partly overlap the processes of 
response inhibition suggested by Barkley (1997) and have been defined as “processes for intentional 
control or suppression of response in the service of higher order or longer term goals” (Nigg, 2000, p. 
238). They are (1) interference control (i.e., the ability to maintain response performance during the 
presentation of competing stimuli, (2) cognitive inhibition (i.e., the ability to exclude information 
from working memory), (3) behavioral inhibition (i.e., the ability to withhold a prepotent response, 
and (4) oculomotor inhibition (i.e., the ability to stop a reflexive eye movement).

The perspective in this thesis includes behavioral inhibition, interference control, and 
oculomotor inhibition. 

Behavioral paradigms

A multitude of behavioral paradigms have been developed to quantify inhibitory control in healthy 
and psychopathological samples (Barkley, 1997; Nigg, 2000). Within the inhibition taxonomy 
proposed by Nigg (2000) and the response inhibition model of Barkley (1997), behavioral paradigms 
can be related to different types of inhibition. Go/NoGo tasks, continuous performance tests (CPT), 
and the stop-signal paradigm (Logan, 1994) have been associated with behavioral inhibition as 
well as Barkley’s process of stopping ongoing responses. Stroop and Stroop-related paradigms 
(e.g., Eriksen flanker task) have often been used to assess suppression of prepotent responses and 
interference control. Oculomotor inhibition has been operationalized by oculomotor tasks such as 
the antisaccade task. Other behavioral paradigms that have been developed to address impulsivity 
and inhibitory control are, for example, negative priming, attentional orienting, and matching 
familiar figures tasks (Nigg, 2001). 
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The present thesis focuses on the stop-signal task, the Stroop test, and the antisaccade task. 
Regarding the three inhibition-related processes proposed by Barkley (1999), the stop-signal task 
may assess the process of stopping ongoing responses, and the Stroop and the antisaccade task 
may assess suppression of a prepotent response as well as interference control. Whereas cortical 
suppression of a cortex-based, relatively automatic, over-learned response (word reading) may 
be taxed by the Stroop test, cortex-based suppression of a reflexive subcortical response (eye 
movement) may be taxed by the antisaccade task. Although these behavioral paradigms assess the 
same form of impulsive behavior (i.e., inhibitory control), they may tap distinct processes which may 
be differentially impaired in specific disorders. 

Consistent with the hypothesis that deficient inhibitory control is the underlying core 
deficit in ADHD, robust differences have been reported between ADHD and controls on stopping 
performance in the stop-signal task, indicating deficiencies in stopping an ongoing process in ADHD 
relative to controls (Lijffijt et al., 2005b; Oosterlaan et al., 1998). Deficient oculomotor inhibition in 
the antisaccade task has also repeatedly been reported in ADHD, suggesting abnormal inhibition 
of reflexive eye movements (e.g., Klein et al., 2003). With respect to deficient interference control 
in ADHD, as quantified by the Stroop test, previous meta-analyses have reported inconclusive and 
conflicting results (Frazier et al., 2005; Hervey et al., 2004; Homach & Riccio, 2004; Van Mourik et al., 
2005). In chapter 2, several shortcomings of the meta-analyses of ADHD and the Stroop test are 
addressed and new analyses are applied to clarify the conflicting findings. 

Stop-signal task
In the stop-signal paradigm the primary task is typically a visual choice-reaction time task (Logan 
et al., 1984). Participants have to respond as fast as possible to a specific stimulus (go-stimulus). On 
some trials, a stop-signal (auditory or visual) is presented and participants must stop their response. 
Logan et al. (1984) proposed a “horse-race” model to quantify performance in the stop-signal task. 
According to the horse-race model, there is a competition between two processes, one that generates 
a response to the go-stimulus and one that reacts to the stop-signal. Performance depends on a 
race between the stopping and the go process. If the stop process finishes first, the response can 
be inhibited. In contrast, if the stop process finishes after the go process, the response cannot be 
inhibited. Important assumptions are that the go process (response generation and execution) and 
the stopping process (response inhibition) are independent, and that the latency of the stop process 
is constant. Data have not always been consistent with the independence assumption. Moreover, 
the latency of the stop process (i.e., stop-signal reaction time) may be a random variable. However, it 
has been demonstrated that the effects of violation of these assumptions are relatively small on the 
condition that the stop-signal reaction time was estimated in the situation where the proportion of 
successful stops equals 0.5 (Band et al., 2003). 

The stop-signal paradigm permits the estimation of the duration of the inhibitory process 
even though successful inhibitory control does not produce an overt response. The duration of the 
inhibitory process is the time needed to stop the ongoing response relative to the onset of the 
stop-signal (i.e., stop-signal reaction time [SSRT]). SSRT depends on the go reaction time, the within-
subject variability of the go reaction time, and the delay between the go- and stop-signal (i.e., go-
stop interval). Following the horse-race model’s assumptions, the reaction time (RT) distribution of 
the go process without a stop-signal matches the distribution of the go process with a stop-signal. 
The finishing time of the stop process relative to the onset of the go-signal can be estimated from the 
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go-signal RT distribution and the proportion of successful stopping. Go processes that finish before 
the stop process (i.e., fast responses) result in a response (left side of the RT distribution), whereas 
go processes that finish after the stop process (i.e., slow responses) result in a correct stop (right 
side of the RT distribution). If the percentage of failed inhibition is n, the shortest RT for which the 
go response can be stopped is the reaction time at the nth percentile, i.e., finishing time of the stop 
process relative to the go-signal. The finishing time of the stop process relative to the onset of the 
stop-signal (SSRT) then is the nth reaction time minus the go-stop interval. It has been argued that 
a relatively long SSRT reflects a slower stopping process and this may indicate deficient inhibitory 
control (Schachar et al., 1993; Schachar & Logan, 1990). However, a relatively long SSRT may also 
reflect an inability to switch attention from the go stimulus to the infrequent stop signal (Bekker 
et al., 2005c). So, more information is needed to clarify whether poor stopping in a patient group 
compared to controls is due to impaired inhibition or rather due to inattention for the stop-signal. 

Cortical event-related potentials (ERPs) can help to disentangle attention and inhibition in the 
stop signal task (see the section ‘Neurophysiology of inhibitory control’). They also yield additional 
information on (impaired) processing of the stop-signal when there is uncertainty about the validity 
of SSRT estimation. 

Stroop test
The Stroop test (Stroop, 1935) is among the most commonly administered test in the clinic, but also 
in experimental and neuroimaging research. Since Stroop’s original article (1935), many variations 
of the Stroop test have been developed (e.g., counting- , spatial-, and emotional Stroop paradigms; 
mixed vs. blocked designs; computerized Stroop tests; vocal vs. manual responses) and applied to 
a wide range of research areas (MacLeod, 1991). Recently, several meta-analyses of the Stroop test 
have been published in relation to different research areas such as executive function and frontal 
lobes (Alvarez & Emorg, 2006), emotion (Phaf & Kan, 2007), addiction (Cox et al., 2006), schizophrenia 
(Szoke et al., 2005), and ADHD (Homack & Riccio, 2004; Lansbergen et al., 2007b, chapter 2; Van 
Mourik et al., 2005). 

In the classic Stroop test, the participant is required to name the ink color of patches (or rows 
of X’s: XXXX) printed in red, blue, yellow, or green (control condition) and subsequently, to name 
the ink color of color-words which do not match the color of the ink (e.g., ‘green’ printed in red 
color; incongruent condition). The latter task involves conflict between two incompatible response 
cues as the result of the tendency to read the word as opposed to name the ink color. Typically, 
healthy individuals are relatively slow in naming the colors in the incongruent condition. Stroop 
interference equals the extent of slowing in naming the color in the incongruent condition, relative 
to naming the color in the control condition. The most commonly used method to quantify Stroop 
interference is the difference score, that is, the absolute difference between performance in the 
control condition and performance in the incongruent condition (in time for a specific amount of 
words, number of items in 45 s, or reaction time per item). However, as discussed in chapter 2 of 
this thesis, the difference score (as well as the Golden interference score) is problematic, and the 
alternative ratio interference score is preferred. The ratio score is the time needed to name the color 
in the control condition divided by the time needed to name the color in the incongruent condition 
(the reverse division must be applied when number of items in 45 s is the independent variable). A 
higher ratio score means less interference from incongruent words when naming the colors in the 
incongruent condition. 

The most influential model of cognitive processing in the Stroop test is Cohen’s parallel 
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distributed processing account (PDP; Cohen et al., 1990). Important features of the model are the 
assumption of parallel processing of word reading and color naming through different pathways, 
and the idea that degree of Stroop interference is determined by the relative strength of the 
pathways. Although it has been proposed that the Stroop interference occurs at intermediate and 
response-output stages of cognitive processing, the exact locus of Stroop interference remains 
unclear. In chapter 3, the locus of interference in the Stroop test is studied, using electrophysiological 
chronometric measures (see section ‘Neurophysiology of inhibition’ for more details). 

Antisaccade task 
In the standard antisaccade task (Hallett, 1978) a central fixation target is followed by a visual target 
stimulus in the left or right of the periphery. The fixation stimulus may remain visible for a short 
time period during the presence of the peripheral stimulus (i.e., the overlap fixation condition) or 
may disappear at some fixed interval before the appearance of the peripheral stimulus (i.e., the 
gap fixation condition). In antisaccade trials, participants must suppress their reflexive response to 
make an eye movement to the peripheral stimulus and must instead make a voluntary saccade in 
the opposite direction (for reviews, see Everling & Fischer, 1998; Hutton & Ettinger, 2006; Munoz & 
Everling, 2004). Correct performance in an antisaccade task requires the ability to suppress reflexive 
saccades to the peripheral stimulus and the ability to generate a voluntary saccade towards the 
mirror position of the peripheral stimulus (i.e., an antisaccade). An antisaccade error is defined as 
an eye movement toward the peripheral stimulus, indicating an inability to suppress the reflexive 
response. It has repeatedly been demonstrated that the introduction of a gap between the 
disappearance of the fixation and appearance of the target stimulus (rather than overlap) increases 
antisaccade errors (Fischer & Weber, 1992).

Neurophysiology of inhibitory control

As already mentioned with respect to the stop-signal task, behavioral measures can not be used to 
disentangle neural processes underlying task performance. Furthermore, reaction time data alone 
can not determine which mental sub-processes are influenced by an experimental manipulation. 
An example of the former concerns the stop-signal task. Longer stop-signal reaction times in ADHD 
as compared to controls may be explained by deficient inhibitory control or by an inability to switch 
attention from the go-stimulus to the stop-signal. An example of the latter is elucidating the exact 
locus of the Stroop interference effect. Using reaction time data, it can not be concluded whether 
Stroop interference occurs in more perceptual-related or in more response-related processing 
stages.

The event-related potential (ERP) technique (for details, see Luck, 2005) can be applied 
to identify the timing of neural processes and the order of activation of brain areas during task 
performance. Thus, cortical ERPs in the stop-signal task may provide more insight into the neural 
processes of inhibitory control, especially deficient inhibitory control in patients. ERPs in the Stroop 
test may elucidate the exact timing of Stroop interference. Although the ERP technique can be 
used to examine neural processes in the range of milliseconds, it has a poor spatial resolution. In 
contrast, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (for details, see Jezzard et al., 2003) has an 
excellent spatial resolution and allows for precise localization of brain regions that are involved in 
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task performance.
A multitude of ERP and fMRI studies have examined the brain correlates and structures that 

are associated with inhibitory control in the stop-signal task, Stroop test, and antisaccade task.

Stop-signal task
Several ERP components have been found in relation to the stop-signal task. First, a larger, centrally 
distributed positivity (150-250 ms after stop-signal onset) for successful, relative to failed stops has 
consistently been reported. This ‘stop-P3’ has been interpreted as reflecting an inhibitory mechanism 
per se, but also as being related to error or conflict processing in case of failed stops (Bekker et 
al., 2005a; De Jong et al., 1990; Dimoska et al., 2006; Ramautar et al., 2004, 2006b; Schmajuk et al., 
2006). Second, a right-lateralized, frontally distributed negativity (‘stop N2’) has been reported to 
precede the stop-P3. Previous findings with regard to the effect of successful stopping on the N2 
have been inconsistent (Dimoska et al., 2006; Kok et al., 2004; Pliszka et al., 2000; Ramautar et al., 
2004, 2006a; Schmajuk et al., 2006). Only one recent report found the N2 to be actually larger for 
successful versus failed stops (Schmajuk et al., 2006). A further recent finding, observed for auditory 
stop-signals among visual go signals, is a larger negativity (‘N1’) for successful versus failed stops as 
early as 100 ms after stop-signal onset, thought to mainly reflect the enhanced activation of auditory 
cortex associated with successful stops (Bekker et al., 2005a). The N1 may reflect the trial-to-trial 
varying impact the stop-signal has in the auditory cortex (Bekker et al., 2005a, 2005c; Kenemans et 
al., 2005). 

Regarding brain regions involved in inhibitory control in the stop-signal task, fMRI studies 
of the stop-signal task have consistently reported greater inferior frontal cortical (IFC) activation, 
especially in the right hemisphere, during successful relative to failed stops (Li et al., 2006a, 2006b; 
Rubia et al., 2003). Moreover, activation in the IFC and subthalamic nucleus (STN) but not in the 
pre-supplementary motor area or globus pallidus was correlated with SSRT (Aron & Paldrock, 2006). 
These findings suggest that at least the right IFC, and not other regions of the prefrontal cortex, may 
be specifically involved in mediating inhibitory control in the stop-signal task (Aron et al., 2004). 
Consistently, a recent TMS study demonstrated poor inhibitory control in the stop-signal task after 
deactivation of IFC (Chambers et al., 2006). In addition, a neuroimaging study examining humans 
with right frontal lobe damage showed that particularly (right) IFC damage was related to impaired 
stopping performance (Aron et al., 2003). It should be noted that one fMRI study reported a negative 
relation between SSRT and activation in the superior frontal and precentral cluster, but not in the 
anterior cingulate cluster (Li et al., 2006b). Li et al. (2006b) argued that the left superior frontal gyrus 
and left precentral gyrus may be involved in response inhibition, whereas greater activation in the 
IFC may rather reflect greater signal monitoring during successful compared to failed stops. 

Stroop test
The timing of the Stroop interference effect
Behavioral studies using a modified Stroop test, in which word and color information in a stimulus 
are incongruent but nevertheless map on the same hand response have suggested that Stroop 
interference reflects stimulus (i.e., semantic) as well response conflict (De Houwer, 2003; Schmidt 
& Cheesman, 2005; Van Veen & Carter, 2005). As mentioned previously, electrophysiological 
chronometric measures (specifically, P300 peak latency and lateralized readiness potential [LRP]) 
may be used to examine where in the chain of information processing Stroop interference occurs. 
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It has been suggested that the P300, a positive potential around 300-600 ms after stimulus 
onset, reflects stimulus evaluation or identification (Kutas et al., 1977; Smulders et al., 1995). When 
a given experimental manipulation prolongs P300 peak latency, it is inferred that the processes of 
stimulus evaluation or identification have been affected. A second electrophysiological chronometric 
measure is the lateralized readiness potential (LRP). This potential begins around 200 ms after 
stimulus onset and is larger at scalp sites contralateral to a moved hand, indicating preponderance 
of cortical activation at these sites. The LRP indexes the onset of hand-specific lateralized response 
activation (e.g., Gratton et al., 1988). When the time between the onset of the stimulus and the onset 
of the LRP (i.e., stimulus-locked LRP latency) differs between task conditions, it is inferred that the 
experimental manipulation has affected some process that precedes the initiation of the response 
selection stage (Smulders et al., 1995). When the time between the LRP onset and onset of the 
overt response (i.e., response-locked LRP latency), but not the stimulus-locked LRP differs between 
task conditions, it can be argued that the experimental manipulation has affected a motor-related 
process after the initiation of the response selection stage (Smulders et al., 1995). Previous ERP 
studies investigating the temporal characteristics of Stroop interference have repeatedly reported 
that Stroop interference in terms of reaction time was not associated with delayed P3 latencies, 
suggesting that the Stroop effect originates from response- rather than early stimulus-related 
processes (Atkinson et al., 2003; Duncan-Johnson & Kopell, 1981; Ilan & Polich, 1999; Rosenfeld & 
Skogsberg, 2006). However, the LRP has never been examined. In chapter 3 of this thesis, the locus 
of interference in the Stroop test is assessed by analyzing the P300 component and the lateralized 
readiness potential.

Neural correlates of the Stroop test
With incongruent Stroop stimuli, there is conflict between word and color information and 
associated responses. According to the conflict monitoring theory, the dorsal anterior cingulate 
cortex (ACC) is involved in the monitoring of conflict in incongruent trials. Subsequently, the ACC 
signals other prefrontal areas (specifically, the lateral prefrontal cortex) to implement attentional 
control to minimize further conflict (Botvinick et al., 1999; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004). Several ERP 
studies and a variety of fMRI studies have investigated the temporal and spatial characteristics of 
conflict monitoring and attentional control in the Stroop test.

Event-related brain potential (ERP) studies have consistently identified two phases in the 
difference wave (waveform to incongruent trials minus waveform to congruent trials) that may 
be associated with conflict processing and subsequent transient attentional control in the Stroop 
test, respectively: An early negativity (‘N450’) between approximately 400-500 ms after stimulus 
presentation at frontocentral sites, reversing polarity over the lateral frontal regions, and a late 
sustained negative potential (‘SP’) at approximately 600 ms after stimulus onset at lateral frontal 
areas, reversing polarity over centroparietal areas. Dipole source analyses have suggested that the 
source of the N450 is located in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), whereas the source of the SP may 
be located in the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC). Accordingly, ACC and LPFC have been associated 
with conflict-related processes (Liotti et al., 2000; West, 2003) and subsequent strategic adjustments 
in attentional control to reduce future conflict. However, activation in the inferior frontal cortex that 
preceded activation in the ACC has also been found in a dipole source analysis on the difference 
wave (incongruent vs congruent) (Markela-Lerenc et al., 2004). In chapter 4, the role of the ACC in 
conflict monitoring (N450) and the involvement of the PFC in transient attentional control (SP) are 
examined by conducting dipole analyses.
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Conflict processing in the Stroop test has been frequently investigated using fMRI. Recent 
meta-analyses have concluded that the ACC, left inferior frontal gyrus, inferior frontal junction (IFJ), 
and left inferior parietal lobule are important for correct performance in the Stroop test (Derrfuss et 
al., 2005; Laird et al., 2005; Neumann et al., 2005). Moreover, an fMRI study demonstrated that more 
activity in the ACC on an incongruent trial predicted a greater post-conflict behavioral adjustment 
on a subsequent trial, which was associated with more activity in the prefrontal cortex. This finding 
suggests that in the Stroop test the ACC may be involved in conflict detection and may convey 
this information to the PFC that is responsible for subsequent attentional control to optimize 
performance on the next trial (Kerns et al., 2004). 

Antisaccade task
ERP studies found more pre-saccade negativity for antisaccades than for prosaccades over frontal 
and central areas, followed by more pre-saccade positivity for prosaccades relative to antisaccades 
over centroparietal areas. It has been suggested that the enlarged positivity for prosaccades may 
represent a frontal mechanism of suppressing reflexive prosaccades (Evdokimidis et al., 1996). In 
addition, an enhanced contingent negative variance (CNV) after the onset of a warning signal and 
before target presentation has been found for antisaccade relative to prosaccade trials, reflecting 
the preparation of an eye movement. 

The saccadic eye movement system has extensively been investigated in primates and 
humans, leading to a relatively well-known circuit of brain structures that is associated with the 
control of saccadic eye movements. A brain area with a crucial role in the inhibition of the automatic 
saccade towards the target is the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). A brain structure that is 
probably involved in the initiation of a saccadic response towards the opposite side of the target on 
antisaccade trials is the lateral intraparietal area (LIP). Other brain structures that have been associated 
with controlling saccadic eye movements are the frontal eye fields (FEF), the supplementary eye 
fields (SEF), and the superior colliculus (SC) (see Munoz and Everling, 2004 for a detailed neural 
network associated with the suppression and generation of saccadic eye movements). Additional 
activation in the right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) has been demonstrated during an antisaccade 
task in a situation of increased response inhibition demands (e.g., by presenting more pro- than 
antisaccade trials) (Chikazoe et al., 2007).

Concluding, at least partially the same brain structures may underlie the performance on 
different inhibition-related behavioral tasks. For example, increased activation in the IFG during 
inhibitory control has been found in the stop-signal task and antisaccade task (Aron & Poldrock, 2006; 
Chikazoe et al., 2007; Li et al., 2006a, 2006b; Rubia et al., 2003). Furthermore, the lateral prefrontal 
cortex has been suggested to be involved in the performance in the Stroop test as well as in the 
antisaccade task. Given these findings, relatively high correlations between behavioral performance 
in the stop-signal task, Stroop test, and antisaccade task may be expected. 
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Inhibitory control and impulsivity in ADHD and in healthy but highly impulsive 
individuals

Stop-signal task
Behavioral performance
Robust differences have been found between ADHD patients and controls, especially in terms of 
speed of stopping, with slower stopping reaction times in ADHD, suggesting a deficit in inhibitory 
control (Lijffijt et al., 2005b, Oosterlaan et al., 1998). Moreover, longer stop-signal reaction times 
without differences in go reaction times were found in adult ADHD (Bekker et al., 2005b, Lijffijt et 
al., 2005b).

In highly impulsive healthy individuals, as assessed by self-report questionnaires, inconsistent 
findings have been reported regarding deficient stopping performance. Whereas 6 studies reported 
impaired stopping in relatively high impulsive individuals (Avila & and Parcet, 2001; Avila et al., 2004; 
Gorlyn et al., 2005; Logan, 1997; Marsh et al., 2002; Vigil-Colet & Codorniu-Raga, 2004), 6 other studies 
did not find a relation between impulsivity and stopping behavior (Cheung et al., 2004; Dimoska 
& Johnson, 2007; Enticott et al., 2006; Lijffijt et al., 2004; Reynolds et al., 2006; Rodriguez-Fornells 
et al., 2002). It should be noted that significant correlations between impulsivity and stopping 
performance have mostly been found in studies using a low probability of stop trials within their 
task (i.e., 25% as compared to 40-50%). However, recent exceptions are the studies from Cheung 
et al. (2004), Enticott et al. (2006), Reynolds et al. (2006), and Dimoska and Johnson (2007), which 
used between 25% and 33.3% stop-signals, but nevertheless found no relation between high self-
reported impulsivity and deficient stopping.

In chapter 5 of this thesis, high and low impulsive healthy individuals performed two different 
versions of the stop-signal task which differ in probability of stop-signals (20% vs. 80%), in order 
to manipulate the inhibitory effort which is necessary to stop the tendency to respond to the go-
signal. A stop-signal task with a low probability of stop signals may lead to a stronger tendency to 
respond and consequently may need more inhibitory effort. This version may be a more sensitive 
test to detect potential differences between high and low impulsives. 

Neuroimaging and electrophysiology
Regarding the neural correlates of stopping performance, previous studies have mostly found 
significantly reduced stop-related ERPs in children and adults with ADHD relative to controls, 
especially for the stop-P3, indicating impaired inhibitory control and/or error processing (Bekker et 
al., 2005c, Liotti et al., 2005, Overtoom et al., 2002). For the N1, the greater negativity to successful 
as compared to failed stops that has been reported in healthy controls, was absent in ADHD adults 
(Bekker et al., 2005c). This finding in ADHD has been interpreted as a lack of a link between the impact 
of the stop-signal in the auditory cortex and the probability of stopping an ongoing response.

So far, three neuroimaging studies of stopping performance in ADHD have been published. 
Rubia et al. (1999) demonstrated that relative to controls, ADHD adolescents showed less brain 
activity in the right inferior prefrontal cortex and left caudate nucleus during the stop-signal task. 
When comparing brain activity between unsuccessful and successful stopping, Pliszka et al. (2006) 
found increased activity in the anterior cingulate cortex and the left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex 
after unsuccessful inhibition in controls, but not in ADHD children. Finally, it has been demonstrated 
that medication-naive adolescents with ADHD have reduced brain activation in the right inferior 
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prefrontal cortex during successful stopping, and in the posterior cingulate and precuneus during 
failed stopping, as compared to healthy controls, without any group differences with regard to 
stopping behavior (i.e., SSRT) (Rubia et al., 2005). Rubia et al (2005) interpreted the reduced brain 
activation in the right IFC combined with equal stopping performance as reflecting the use of 
different strategies. Further, the finding of reduced activity in posterior cingulate and precuneus 
during stopping failure has been interpreted as reduced error detection in ADHD relative to controls 
(Rubia et al., 2005). In conclusion, previous findings partially indicate that deficient inhibitory control 
in ADHD may be related to abnormal inferior frontal cortex function (Aron & Poldrack, 2005).

During the preparation of our manuscript, ‘Neural correlates of stopping and self-reported 
impulsivity’, as described in chapter 5, Dimoska and Johnstone (2007) published a similar study. 
These authors examined the difference between healthy individuals with extremely high and those 
with extremely low impulsivity scores (I7 questionnaire) with respect to behavioral performance as 
well as electrophysiological measures during the stop-signal task. Whereas the groups did not differ 
with regard to stopping performance, the amplitudes of the LRP and the error-related negativity 
(i.e., a negative deflection around 50-100 ms after an incorrect response [ERN]) for failed stops as 
well as the N1 and P3 for successful stops were enhanced for participants with high impulsivity 
scores. Dimoska and Johnstone (2007) suggested that high impulsives showed over-active response 
processing. As a result, high impulsive relative to low impulsive individuals demonstrated enhanced 
error monitoring and greater inhibitory activation in order to yield equal task performance. It should 
be noted that the N1 and P3 elicited by failed stops were not analyzed. 

In chapter 5, an experiment is reported that investigated the difference between high and low 
impulsive individuals, as assessed by the I7 questionnaire, on inhibition-related brain potentials in 
the stop-signal task, especially focusing on the contrast between successful and failed stops.

Stroop test
Behavioral performance
Several meta-analyses have reviewed the literature on the Stroop test and ADHD (Frazier et al., 
2004; Hervey et al., 2004; Homack, & Riccio, 2004; Van Mourik et al., 2005) and yielded inconsistent 
findings. In chapter 2, several shortcomings of these meta-analyses are addressed and results of 
new analyses are reported. 

Four published studies in healthy individuals used the Stroop test and found no significant 
relation between impulsivity and interference control (Avila et al., 2004; Cheung et al., 2004; Kirkeby 
& Robinson, 2004; Visser et al., 1996). We address this issue again in chapter 4. In a Stroop experiment, 
we promoted impulsive tendencies to read the word in an incongruent trial by implementing two 
versions of the Stroop test that vary in the probability of incongruent color-words (80% vs. 20% 
incongruent trials). We expected that high impulsives show more Stroop interference than low 
impulsives especially in a Stroop test with mostly congruent words, that is, when more inhibitory 
effort must be exerted to name the color of an infrequent color-word.

Neuroimaging and electrophysiology
Two studies have demonstrated differences in neural activation during the performance of the 
Stroop test between ADHD and control groups and one did not. In a counting Stroop test with 
blocked design, both the ADHD group and the control group showed an interference effect in 
terms of reaction time, but enhanced activation in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) as revealed 
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by fMRI, to incongruent relative to neutral trials, was present only in the control group (Bush et al., 
1999). In an event-related fMRI study, more activation in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), ACC, insula, 
basal ganglia, and cerebellum was found in the incongruent relative to the neutral condition in 
controls, but not in individuals with ADHD off medication (Zang et al., 2005). After acute 10 mg 
methylphenidate, enhanced activation in the incongruent versus congruent condition was seen in 
the prefrontal cortex, insula, and cerebellum, but not in the ACC or basal ganglia. Smith et al. (2006) 
also used event-related fMRI and did not find any difference in brain activation between individuals 
with and without ADHD nor a significant difference in Stroop effect in terms of reaction time. 

Given these findings, it can be speculated that deficient interference control in the Stroop test 
in individuals with ADHD may be related to deficient activation in the prefrontal cortex, particularly 
the ACC. Related findings have been found for the stop-signal task. Assuming that the stop-related 
P3 originates from a generator in the ACC (Bekker et al., 2005c), the findings of poor stopping 
together with a smaller stop-P3 in ADHD, relative to controls, suggest an association between 
deficient inhibitory control and decreased activation in the ACC.

Neuroimaging or electrophysiological studies on Stroop performance in healthy individuals 
scoring high on self-reported impulsivity scales have not been published. In chapter 4 of this thesis, 
healthy volunteers with either extremely high or low self-reported impulsivity scores are compared 
with regard to behavioral performance on the Stroop test as well as the neural correlates of Stroop 
interference. Referring to our previous discussion on ERP correlates of Stroop interference, we 
expected that the N450 and SP are reduced in relation to higher interference in high relative to low 
impulsives.

Antisaccade task
Behavioral performance
Individuals with ADHD consistently make more antisaccade errors than their matched controls (Carr 
et al., 2006; Feifel et al., 2004; Hanisch et al., 2005, Karatekin, 2006; Klein et al., 2003; Mostofsky et al., 
2001; Munoz et al., 2003; Nigg et al., 2002a; O’Driscoll et al., 2005). Fewer corrections of antisaccade 
errors (Klein et al., 2003, Karatekin, 2006), more anticipatory saccades (Carr et al., 2006; Feifel et al., 
2004), and more premature saccades after target onset (Karatekin, 2006; Klein et al., 2003) have 
also been reported. Regarding saccadic reaction times in pro- or antisaccade trials, some studies 
reported significantly longer saccadic reaction times in ADHD relative to control groups (Carr et 
al., 2006; Karatekin, 2006; Klein et al., 2003; Munoz et al., 2003), whereas other studies reported no 
significant differences between the groups (Feifel et al., 2004; Hanisch et al., 2005; Mostofsky et 
al., 2001; O’Driscoll et al., 2005; Rothlind et al., 1991). These findings suggest deficient oculomotor 
inhibition in ADHD.

One study addressed the question whether impulsivity within the normal population is 
associated with antisaccade performance and found a positive correlation between antisaccade 
errors and self-reported impulsivity scores (Spinella, 2004), suggesting deficient oculomotor 
inhibition in healthy high impulsives, comparable to ADHD. In the present work, high and low 
impulsive healthy individuals were compared on an antisaccade task in order to replicate previous 
findings (Chapter 7). Moreover, EEG was recorded during task performance to investigate whether 
the impulsive groups differ with regard to the neural correlates of oculomotor inhibition. The 
antisaccade paradigm included pro- and antisaccades, in both gap and overlap conditions. The 
introduction of a gap between the disappearance of the fixation and appearance of the target 
stimulus (rather than an overlap) may increase the tendency to make a reflexive response, and 
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thereby a need for more inhibitory effort to suppress the reflexive saccade toward the target. This 
manipulation may be particularly effective in highly impulsive individuals. 

Neuroimaging and electrophysiology
To our knowledge, neuroimaging and electrophysiological studies on antisaccade performance 
in ADHD or in healthy individuals scoring high on self-reported impulsivity scales have not been 
published. 

Outline of the present thesis

The primary aim of the present thesis is to examine the relation between subjective impulsivity 
and inhibitory control. Given the findings of deficient inhibitory control in psychopathological 
samples characterized by low impulse control, together with the assumption that impulsivity in 
pathological samples may be conceived as an extreme form of impulsivity in the normal population, 
it is predicted that healthy volunteers who score extremely high on self-reported impulsivity show 
deficient inhibitory control.

In this thesis, three widely used behavioral paradigms, developed to quantify inhibitory control, 
were administered in groups of healthy volunteers: The stop-signal task, the Stroop test, and the 
antisaccade task. It has consistently been demonstrated that individuals with ADHD show deficient 
inhibitory control in the stop-signal task and the antisaccade task, as indicated by long stop-signal 
reaction times and a relatively large numbers of antisaccade errors. Conflicting findings have been 
reported with regard to impaired interference control in the Stroop test. Chapter 2 presents a meta-
analysis of Stroop interference and ADHD. Importantly, two widely used methods to quantify Stroop 
interference were criticized and the alternative ratio interference score was proposed. This ratio 
score was used to assess the consistency of impaired Stroop interference control in ADHD across 
studies. The main hypothesis was that interference control in the Stroop test is in fact impaired in 
ADHD.

Chapter 3 focuses on the timing of central motor preparation in the Stroop test. Although 
it has been proposed that Stroop interference occurs at intermediate and response-output 
processing stages (and not at early, perceptual-input stages; Cohen et al., 1990), the exact locus of 
Stroop interference has not been elucidated. In this study, chronometric measures (i.e., the latency 
of the P3 component and the lateralized readiness potential [LRP]) were used to examine whether 
the Stroop effect originates from stimulus- and/or response-related processes. Given the findings 
of stimulus (semantic) and response conflict in behavioral Stroop studies, it was predicted that the 
Stroop interference effect originates from perceptual as well as response-related processes.

As already discussed, the neural processes and substrates underlying Stroop interference 
have repeatedly been investigated. With regard to the neural connectivity between the anterior 
cingulate cortex (ACC) and prefrontal cortex (PFC) during the Stroop test, it has been suggested 
that across successive trials, activation in the ACC was followed by activation in PFC, indicating that 
conflict detection in the ACC leads to the recruitment of attentional control in the PFC. The first major 
question addressed in chapter 4 concerns whether activation in the ACC is followed by activation in 
the PFC, also within a trial during the Stroop test. Dipole source localization was applied to address 
this question.
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Chapters 4, 5, and 6, and appendix I focus on the association between self-reported impulsivity 
and inhibition-related processes. The primary aim was to assess whether impulsivity must be viewed 
as continuous across the healthy population on the one hand and ADHD on the other. Assuming that 
ADHD is an extreme variant on a behavioral continuum, it was predicted that healthy individuals who 
score extremely high on Eysenck’s I7-impulsiveness subscale would demonstrate deficient inhibitory 
control similar to ADHD patients. If this prediction holds, future studies in non-pathological high 
impulsive individuals may yield more insight in the neurobiology of pathological impulsivity and 
may be helpful for screening new drugs for the treatment of ADHD. Chapter 4 concentrates on the 
relation between impulsivity and inhibition in the Stroop test, chapter 5 on this relation in the stop-
signal task, and chapter 6 on this relation in the antisaccade task. Both behavioral performance and 
brain-potential correlates of inhibition were investigated in order to elucidate possibly deficient 
inhibition mechanisms in high impulsivity. Appendix I concentrates on the relation between 
impulsivity and behavioral performance in the reversed continuous performance test (R-CPT) 
and in a Stroop test with neutral and incongruent color-words. Although these inhibition-related 
paradigms may tap distinct processes, it was expected that healthy highly impulsive individuals 
would show deficient performance similar to ADHD patients, that is, abnormal Stroop interference, 
relatively long SSRTs, a high percentage of antisaccade errors and a high percentage of commission 
errors. 

An alternative method to address impulsivity is to use experimental paradigms that may model 
pathological impulsivity. In the studies reported in chapters 4, 5, and 6, experimental manipulations 
were applied to provoke impulsive behavior. The proportion of incongruent trials and stop signals 
were manipulated in the Stroop test and stop-signal task, respectively. In the antisaccade task, in 
addition to overlap trials, gap trials were included.

Chapter 5 also addresses the question whether the neural mechanisms associated with poor 
stopping performance in healthy individuals are qualitatively similar to those observed in ADHD. 
As previously described, deficient stopping (as indexed by long stop-signal reaction times) is 
the most robust finding in ADHD. It was predicted that slow ‘healthy’ stoppers, characterized by 
long stop-signal reaction times, may show a pattern of inhibition-related brain potentials that is 
qualitatively similar to that observed in ADHD. Moreover, the relation between different forms of 
inhibitory control was addressed in appendix II. It was predicted that slow, healthy stoppers may 
show deficient inhibitory control in the Stroop test, the R-CPT, and the antisaccade task, especially 
with respect to inhibition-related performance.

In addition to deficient inhibitory control, ADHD patients have been characterized by abnormal 
cortical baseline activity, i.e., high theta/beta ratios. In chapter 7, relations between subjective 
impulsivity, theta/beta EEG ratio, and inhibitory control are examined. One prediction was that 
healthy individuals scoring high on subjective impulsivity would show abnormal cortical baseline 
activity, similar to that observed in ADHD. Following the consistent findings of poor stopping in 
ADHD, the second prediction was that healthy individuals, characterized by relatively high levels of 
theta/beta ratio, would show impaired stopping performance.

Finally, in chapter 8 the results are summarized and discussed.





Chapter 2 

Stroop interference and 
ADHD: A review and 
meta-analysis

Lansbergen, M.M., Kenemans, J.L., & Van Engeland, H. (2007). Stroop interference and attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder: A review and meta-analysis. Neuropsychology, 21(2), 251-262.
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Abstract 

Previous reviews and meta-analyses that addressed abnormal Stroop interference in attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) yielded mixed results. The authors of the present study argue 
that the inconsistencies may reflect the problematic nature of 2 frequently used methods to quantify 
Stroop interference - the difference score and Golden’s method (C. J. Golden, 1978). Golden’s method 
to correct for base-word reading is inadequate, and the difference score is sensitive to the nature 
of the outcome variable. The latter can be remedied with a ratio score. Contrasting previous meta-
analyses, this meta-analysis covers all age groups and all Stroop test variants, and it excludes studies 
using the Golden quantification method. Mean effect sizes for interference in ADHD as quantified 
by difference scores relative to control scores were 0.24 across all studies but 1.11 for time-per-
item studies; outcome variable was a significant moderator variable, reflecting the sensitivity of the 
difference score to this variable. Consistency analysis of ratio scores across 19 studies reveals more 
interference for the ADHD groups relative to the control groups. It is concluded that interference 
control is consistently compromised in individuals with ADHD.
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Introduction

Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is defined by inappropriate degrees of inattention, 
hyperactivity and impulsivity. Barkley (1997) suggested that behavioral disinhibition is the primary 
deficit in ADHD (predominantly hyperactive-impulsive type and combined type) and distinguished 
three interrelated forms of behavioral inhibition. The first form is inhibition of an initial prepotent 
response to an event, that is, a response for which immediate reinforcement is available or with which 
reinforcement has been previously associated. The second form is stopping an ongoing response or 
response pattern. This causes a delay in the decision to respond or to continue responding. The third 
form is interference control, defined as protecting the period of delay and self-directed responses 
that occur within it from disruption by competing events and responses. 

Continuous Performance tests (CPTs) and stop-signal tasks can be used to assess both 
inhibition of prepotent responses and stopping of ongoing responses. Several reviews and meta-
analyses (Corkum & Siegel, 1993; Lijffijt et al., 2005b; Losier et al., 1996; Oosterlaan et al., 1998; Riccio 
et al., 2001) demonstrated that individuals with ADHD perform worse on a CPT and stop-signal task 
as compared with normal control participants, reflecting poor response inhibition in ADHD patients. 
The Stroop test (Stroop, 1935) can be used to quantify interference control. Inconsistent findings 
have been reported regarding deficient interference control in ADHD.

Stroop test and ADHD
Three versions of the Stroop test have been used in ADHD research: the standard Stroop test, the 
Golden Stroop test (Golden, 1978), and computerized Stroop tests. In the standard Stroop test, 
participants are required to read 100 black color-words (word card), to name the colors of 100 
solid squares or XXXXs (color card), and to name the colors of 100 incongruent color-words (color-
word card) as fast as possible. Here, total time needed for each card is the outcome variable. In the 
Golden Stroop test, participants are required to name as many items as they can in 45 s for each 
card. The outcome variables are the number of items completed for the word card (W = raw word 
score), the color card (C = raw color score), and the color-word card (CW = raw color-word score), 
respectively. In computerized Stroop tests, congruent color-words or neutral non-color-words, as 
well as incongruent color-words are presented one at a time, and reaction time for each item can 
be recorded. 

In the color-word part of the Stroop test, the automatic response of word reading has to 
be suppressed and prevented from interfering with naming the color of the color-word. Stroop 
interference, then, is the extent of delay in naming the color of an incongruent color-word, relative 
to naming the color of a congruent color-word or of a neutral non-color-word. 

Recently, four meta-analyses have reviewed the literature on the Stroop test and ADHD. 
Whereas Homack and Riccio (2004) reported an effect size of 0.75 for Stroop interference, two 
meta-analyses reported relatively small effect sizes for this variable (Hervey et al., 2004, effect size 
= 0.15; Van Mourik et al., 2005, effect size = 0.35). Frazier et al. (2004) found that the Stroop variable 
(not further specified) was significantly sensitive to ADHD (effect size = 0.56). It has been claimed 
that the meta-analyses cover the complete literature on Stroop and ADHD (Willcutt et al., 2005), 
but there are still some important unresolved issues. First, previous meta-analyses have thus far 
addressed specifically either children (Homack & Riccio, 2004; Van Mourik et al., 2005) or adults 
(Hervey et al., 2004) with ADHD. Second, previous meta-analyses excluded computerized Stroop 
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tests (Hervey et al., 2004; Homack & Riccio, 2004; Van Mourik et al., 2005). Frazier et al. (2004) did not 
report on age effects, on which Stroop test was used, or on which studies were actually included. 
Furthermore, and of most noted importance, previous meta-analyses included studies that used 
different and incorrect quantification methods for Stroop interference. In comparing patient and 
control groups on interference, it is of utmost importance that valid and sensitive quantifications 
of Stroop interference are used. In the review of Frazier et al. (2004), the authors mention “number 
of trials completed or time required to complete the task” (p. 548) but not at all in a relative sense 
(e.g., CW - C), which is a minimum requirement for valid quantification. Hervey et al. (2004) included 
only studies that used Golden’s interference score, and two meta-analyses (Homack & Riccio, 2004; 
Van Mourik et al., 2005) included studies that used the difference score or Golden’s interference 
score. Here, we argue that two frequently used quantification methods, that is, difference score and 
Golden’s interference score, are problematic and that a ratio score may be preferred. 

Quantifying Stroop Interference
The standard method to assess Stroop interference is to calculate the difference score (ID), that is, 
the difference between the color (C) and color-word score (CW), with ID = C - CW when the number 
of items has been scored, and ID = CW - C for time per item. A lower difference score means less 
interference from incongruent words when naming the colors in the color-word condition. Golden 
(1978) proposed an alternative method to quantify interference in the Stroop test. The first step is 
to calculate a predicted color-word score (PCW) on the basis of the word (W) and color (C) scores. The 
predicted numbers of items named in 45 s in the color-word condition (PCW) is calculated as:

PCW = 45 / {[(45 x W) + (45 x C)] / (W x C)} = (W x C) / (W + C).                   (1)

Given PCW , Golden’s interference score (IG) is calculated by subtracting this score from the 
actual color-word score (IG = CW – PCW). Golden and Freshwater (2002) argued that the time to 
name a color-word item is equal to the time needed to suppress the reading of a word plus the 
time to identify a color. In case of impaired interference control, reading the word in the color-word 
condition will actively interfere with naming the color and switching from one to the other will go 
slowly, resulting in a smaller color-word score relative to the predicted score and thus a negative 
Golden’s interference score. 

Validly assessing interference in the Stroop test depends on the adequate use of an 
appropriate control condition. Performance in the color-word condition can be assumed to depend 
both on speed of naming colors and on speed of word reading. A general slowing of speed of word 
reading and color naming can bias the interference estimate. For instance, given a constant ability 
to suppress irrelevant response tendencies, individuals who are relatively slow in color naming have 
more problems with the ability to suppress the word reading, resulting in an overestimation of the 
normal ‘true’ interference level. This is correctly counteracted by applying IG or ID. Regarding word 
reading, individuals who are relatively slow readers have less problems with the ability to suppress 
word reading, resulting in an underestimation of the normal true interference level (given a constant 
ability to suppress irrelevant response tendencies). As illustrated in Equation 1, the way in which IG 
corrects for base-word reading has exactly the same effect as the correction for base color naming, 
indicating a further underestimation of the normal true interference level. Thus, although IG and ID 
adequately correct for base color naming, the way in which IG corrects for base-word reading is not 
valid.
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So, IG suffers from computational problems. These problems do not hold for ID, but we note a 
perhaps more serious problem that might prompt researchers to refrain from using ID: its sensitivity 
to transformations of the raw data. Table 1 shows hypothetical data from a Golden Stroop test 
as acquired in a pathological sample and in healthy control participants, both as the number of 
items in 45 s in the color and color-word tasks and after transformation into time for each item 
(e.g., 45/50 x 1000 = 900 ms). Difference scores were calculated by subtracting numbers of items 
in the color-word condition from those in the color condition (IDN = C – CW), and by a reversed 
subtraction for time per item (IDT = CW – C). As can be seen in Table 1, IDN may not differ between the 
two hypothetical groups (the difference between the color and color-word condition is 25 items in 
45 s in both groups), whereas differences in IDT, which was based on exactly the same data (i.e., CW 
– C after transformation into time for each item), are sizable (900 ms per item in patients vs. 150 ms 
per item in control participants). 

A rather simple alternative for the difference score is the ratio estimated, or ratio score (IR), 
with IR = CW/C when the number of items has been scored and IR = C/CW for time per item. A higher 
ratio score means less interference from incongruent words when naming the colors in the color-
word condition. The great advantage of the ratio score is that it is not sensitive to transformations 

Table 1 - Fictive data of Golden Stroop Test

Number of items in 45 s Time for each item (in ms)

Score Patient Control Patient Control

Color score (C) 50 100 900 450

Color-word score (CW) 25 75 1,800 600

Difference score (ID) 25 25 900 150

Ratio score (IR) 0.50 0.75 0.50 0.75

like from number of items per unit of time to time per item and vice versa. This is illustrated in Table 
1: Either as number of items per unit or as time per item, ratios were 0.50 for patients and 0.75 for 
control participants. Note that the ratio score has in fact been applied occasionally in past research 
(Bondi et al., 2002; Saunders, 1980; Weir et al., 1997). The ratio score does not correct for base-word 
reading directly, but base-word reading can be entered as a covariate in the analysis of group effects 
on the ratio score. Moreover, ratio scores, much more than the difference score, correct for the 
extent that higher interference reflects general slowing, and this slowing is often more pronounced 
in patients. Therefore, it reveals only abnormalities in interference that exceed the contribution of 
general slowing. This can also be viewed as a limitation that may not always be desirable (e.g., Henik 
& Salo, 2004): If general slowing does not affect the extent of interference, the ‘true’ interference 
level may be underestimated when using ratio scores (see, however, Footnote 11). 

An alternative for the ratio score to quantify Stroop interference would be analysis of 

1 The hypothesis of general slowness modulating the Stroop interference effect was tested with a database on (computerized) 
Stroop interference as assessed in 32 healthy adults (Lansbergen et al., 2007d, chapter 4). For each participant, RT per item was computed 
separately for each of four RT quantiles (Rouder & Speckman, 2004). An analysis of variance with factors quantile (4) and Stroop condition 
(2, congruent vs. incongruent) revealed significant increase in Stroop interference with increasing slowness, indicating that the size of 
Stroop interference reflects the general efficiency of information processing. So, in this experimental group, general slowness modulates 
the Stroop effect, and to correct for it, ratio scores should be used. 
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covariance (ANCOVA), with the color score as a covariate in the analysis of group effects on the color-
word score (see Capitani et al, 1999). It can be argued that ANCOVA, like the ratio method, corrects 
for general slowing to a considerable extent. By using a regression coefficient (b) derived from a 
normative sample, individual interference scores can be estimated as CW - b x C. However, as the 
use of a subtraction already suggests, ANCOVA is also sensitive to data transformation (this can be 
readily demonstrated by conducting ANCOVAs on time-per-item data as well as on the transforms 
to items-per-time scores; the latter and the former ANCOVAs will yield different F and p values for 
the group effect). 

Aims of the current review
Previous meta-analyses have addressed either children or adults with ADHD, excluded computerized 
Stroop studies, and included studies using invalid quantification methods to assess Stroop 
interference. This may have resulted in different interpretations of the data. Hence, an exhaustive 
analysis of the existing literature, dealing with these issues is still wanted to more validly determine 
whether patients with ADHD are impaired in Stroop interference control. We performed a meta-
analysis (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001) on Stroop difference scores (ID) that covers both child and adult 
studies as well as all Stroop versions but excludes quantification by Golden interference scores. A 
disadvantage of meta-analysis is that ratio scores cannot be used as a method to evaluate group 
differences in interference because standard deviations (SDs) of ratio scores are usually not provided 
and because effect sizes for ratio scores cannot be derived from means and SDs for each of the two 
Stroop conditions. To investigate the difference in ratio interference scores between individuals 
with and without ADHD, we applied a quantitative test for consistency across studies (see Frazier et 
al., 2004, for a similar approach in relation to full scale IQ). Additionally, we examined what the use 
of different methods to quantify interference in the Stroop implies for the interpretation of real data 
by investigating the consistency across studies separately for each quantification method (i.e., IR, IDT 

and IDN) and by exploring the consistency across methods. 

Methods

Literature search
Studies were gathered by searching the PsychInfo and Pubmed databases for the terms Stroop and 
ADHD and by checking references in review articles (Barkley et al, 1992; Frazier et al., 2004; Hervey 
et al., 2004; Homack & Riccio, 2004; Nigg, 2001; Sergeant et al., 2002; Van Mourik et al., 2005) and 
in the retrieved articles. The present search was completed in January 2006. Inclusion criteria were 
(a) inclusion of a control group, (b) Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)-III, 
DSM-III-R, or DSM-IV diagnosis of ADHD (American Psychiatric Association, 1980, 1987, 1994), (c) the 
Stroop test containing a color-word condition and an appropriate control condition (e.g., a color 
condition), and (d) reporting means and standard deviations of the scores in the incongruent-color-
word and control-color-naming conditions. 

A total of 48 studies was found that compared performance in the Stroop test between 
patients who have ADHD (or are hyperactive) and normal control participants. In 39 studies, the 
diagnosis ADHD was based on DSM-III, DSM-III-R, or DSM-IV criteria. Of the 39 studies, 14 studies 
were excluded for several reasons: The Stroop test did not include a control condition, color or 
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color-word scores were not provided, or the data were ambiguous. Another 9 studies were excluded 
because they provided only Golden’s age-adjusted T-scores (Golden, 1978). Attempts were made to 
locate authors of studies that did not report color or color-word scores and studies that reported 
only Golden’s interference scores, leading to additional data on 3 studies (Goldberg et al., 2005; 
Rucklidge & Tannock, 2002; Scheres et al., 2004). Eventually, 6 studies that provided time for each card 
or reaction per item and 12 studies that used the Golden Stroop test, in which items completed in 
45 s is the variable of interest, were included in the meta-analysis. The consistency analysis included 
all studies from the meta-analysis, plus 1 study (Carlson et al., 1986); the latter study did not provide 
standard deviations and therefore could not be included in the meta-analysis. Demographics and 
the characteristics of each of the studies included are shown in Table 2.

Meta-analysis
Mean and standard deviation for the interference score for each study were calculated with the 
means and standard deviations for the incongruent-color-word and the control-color-naming 
conditions. Mean interference scores were computed by subtracting the control-condition score 
from the incongruent-color-word score (when the dependent variable of interest was time for each 
card or reaction time [RT] per item) or by reverse subtraction (when the dependent variable was 
number of items in 45 s) separately for the ADHD and control group. Standard deviations of the 
interference scores were calculated with the following formula:

SDint =     2 x {[(SDcont)
2 + (SDinc)

2]/2} x (1 - r),                     (2)

where SDcont is the pooled standard deviation (i.e., the square root of the weighted average 
of the two variances) across the ADHD group and the control group for each control-condition 
score, SDinc is the pooled standard deviation across the ADHD group and the control group for 
each incongruent-condition score, and r is the Pearson coefficient of correlation (r = .954) between 
performance in the control condition and that in the incongruent condition, as derived from an 
extant data set from adult individuals (Kenemans et al., 1999). It was assumed that the correlation 
between the control and incongruent condition in this data set approaches the correlation between 
these two conditions in the studies used in this meta-analysis. 

The meta-analysis was conducted according to Lipsey and Wilson (2001). The standardized 
mean difference effect size was computed for each study as the mean interference score for the 
ADHD group minus the mean interference score for the control group divided by the pooled 
standard deviation of the interference score. This effect size score has been shown to be upwardly 
biased when based on a small sample size. Therefore, a correction was performed using Hedges´ 
formula (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). The effect size can be interpreted relative to three criterion levels: 
small (0.2), medium (0.5), and large (0.8) (Cohen, 1988). 

Statistical analyses were performed to test whether the mean effect size did significantly 
differ from 0 (for statistical details, see Lipsey & Wilson, 2001). Effects were considered significant 
when alpha was lower than 5%. Homogeneity analyses were performed to test whether the various 
effect sizes all estimate the same population effect size. The traditional Q statistic may be considered 
insufficiently valid because the outcome depends on the number of studies that are included. An 
alternative measure to quantify heterogeneity is I2, which is independent from the number of 
studies (Higgins & Thompson, 2002). I2 estimates the percentage of total variation among studies 
due to heterogeneity rather than to sample errors. I2 can be interpreted relative to three criterion 
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levels: low (25%) moderate (50%), and high (75%). When effect size distribution was moderately 
heterogeneous (I2 > 50%), moderator variables were evaluated to assess whether they could explain 
the excess in effect size variability. The impact of a moderator variable was tested applying a Q 
statistic. When within-group heterogeneity was still moderate (I2 > 50%), the random effects model 
effect sizes instead of the fixed effects model effect sizes were applied for each category within the 
moderator variable.

Moderator variables
The variables that were evaluated as potential moderators were age (< 17 years for children vs. ≥ 17 
years for adults) and outcome (time/RT vs. number of items in 45 s). Of the 18 studies included in 
the meta-analysis, 9 included children and 8 included adults (1 study included both age groups). In 
12 studies, the dependent variable was the number of items in 45 s (here labeled as item studies); 
in 6 studies, it was reaction per item or time on each card (here labeled as time studies). In addition 
to the moderator variables, age and outcome, other causes may explain the heterogeneity across 
studies such as variation in Stroop test parameters (e.g., mixed vs. blocked design, computerized vs. 
non-computerized Stroop tests, vocal vs. manual responses) and patient samples. Unfortunately, 
too few studies used mixed design, computerized Stroop tests, or manual responses to examine 
these possible moderator variables. Also, most studies did not report the subtype of the patients 
with ADHD who were included.

Consistency analysis 
The consistency analysis was conducted on ratio interference scores calculated for 12 studies that 
measured number of items in 45 s (item studies) and 7 studies that measured time or RT (time studies). 
Of these 7 time studies, 3 measured RT per item and 4 provided time for each card. Consistency for 
ratio interference score (IR) was assessed by conducting a paired-samples t test between pairs of 
ratio scores for participants with ADHD and ratio scores for control participants. 

Additionally, 17 ADHD studies were used to examine what the use of different methods, that 
is, IR, IDT and IDN, to quantify interference in the Stroop test implies for the interpretation of real data 
(2 time studies were excluded because they did not describe the Stroop test in sufficient detail to 
transform the data into number of items in 45 s: Carlson et al., 1986 and Silverstein et al., 1995). IDN 
is defined as the difference between the color and color-word score based on number of items in 
45 s, IDT is the difference between the color and color-word score based on reaction time for each 
item. For item studies and time-for-each-card studies, IDT was calculated after transforming color 
and color-word scores into time for each item (IDT = CW – C). For time studies, IDN was calculated after 
transforming color and color-word scores into number of items in 45 s (IDN = C – CW). Consistency 
across studies for each interference score (IR, IDT, and IDN) was assessed by paired-samples t tests. 
Furthermore, consistency was compared across methods by transforming IR, IDT, and IDN to Z-scores 
for each group separately. These Z-scores were entered in a multivariate analysis with group (ADHD 
vs. control) and method (IR, IDT, and IDN) as within-subjects factors. 
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Results

Meta-analysis
Table 3 shows the mean values and standard deviations per condition and per group for all studies 
included in this review. Table 3 also presents the calculated difference interference scores, the 
calculated standard deviations of the interference score, and the effect sizes for the 18 studies 
used in the meta-analysis. Note that 12 of the 18 effect sizes were positive, indicating that healthy 
control participants are more resistant to interference as compared with patients with ADHD. For 
supplementary information and a complete list of the articles included in this meta-analysis, see 
pages 45-47. 

Individual raw effect sizes ranged from -0.95 to 2.31, yielding a mean effect size of 0.28 (SD = 
0.91) and median of 0.19. The average weighted effect size was 0.24 (95% confidence interval .12-
.36, combined Z = 3.85, p < .001). Although the effect size is significantly larger than zero, according 
to the criteria of Cohen (1988), it is small. Homogeneity analyses yielded a significant result, Q(17) = 
86.25, p < .001 (I2 = 80.29 %), indicating considerable variance in effect size across studies. Further 
analyses tested whether the two moderator variables, age and outcome, differentiated systematically 
between studies with larger or smaller effect sizes. Age group did not explain the excess effect size 
variability (effect size = 0.32 for studies on children and 0.20 for studies on adults), but outcome 
variable did differentiate studies with larger and smaller effect sizes, Q(1) = 28.16, p < .001. However, 
the pooled (over item and time studies) within groups variance still indicated heterogeneity, Q(16) 
= 58.09, p < .001 (I2 = 72.5 %), reflecting that the variability in effect size was due to both systematic 
differences between studies and an additional random component. So, the random effects model 
effect sizes were adopted, revealing a significant effect size for time studies (1.11, 95% confidence 
interval .42-1.80, combined Z = 3.14, p = .002), but a non-significant effect size for item studies (-
0.007). 

Further examination of the data revealed two outliers with extremely high effect sizes of 
2.13 (Scheres et al., 2004) and 2.31 (Silverstein et al., 1995). Post hoc meta-analyses were performed 
without these studies and without the 2 studies with the highest negative effect sizes of -0.95 and -
0.89 (Goldberg et al., 2005; Rucklidge & Tannock, 2002). The raw mean effect size was 0.17 (SD = 0.51) 
and the median was 0.19. The post hoc analysis yielded a significant weighted effect size of 0.17 
(95% confidence interval .05-.30, combined Z = 2.76, p = .006) as well as significant heterogeneity, 
Q(13) = 34.39, p < .001 (I2 = 62.2 %). Again, age was not a significant moderator variable (effect 
size = 0.27 for studies on children and 0.11 for studies on adults), whereas outcome variable was 
a significant moderator variable, Q(1) = 5.88, p = .015. The pooled within-groups variance was still 
significantly heterogeneous, Q(12) = 28.51, p = .005 (I2 = 57.9 %). The random effects model effect 
sizes yielded a mean effect size of 0.06 for the 10 item studies (95% confidence interval -.18-.30, 
combined Z = 0.51, p = .612) and of 0.55 for the 4 time studies (95% confidence interval .16-.95, 
combined Z = 2.76, p = .006).

 

Consistency analysis
Table 4 presents the calculated ratio score (IR) per group for all studies used in the consistency 
analysis. Figure 1 presents the difference in mean ratio scores between the ADHD group and control 
group for item studies (number of items in 45 s; (No. 1 – No. 12) and for time studies (time or RT; 
Time 1 – Time 7). 
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As shown in Figure 1, 5 of 7 time studies and 11 of 12 item studies found larger ratio scores 
in control participants as compared with participants with ADHD, indicating more resistance 
to interference in healthy control participants. The difference between the ADHD group and the 
control group with respect to the mean ratio scores across studies was significant, t(18) = 3.28, p = 
.004; 0.61 and 0.64 for the ADHD group and the control group, respectively. 

For the 12 item and five time studies (see Figures 1, 2, and 3: No. 1 – No. 12, Time 1 and Time 3 – 
Time 6; Carlson et al., 1986, and Silverstein et al., 1995, were excluded), comparative paired-samples 
t tests were conducted for IDN, IDT, and IR. Table 4 presents mean calculated Stroop interference scores 
for patients with ADHD and control participants separately for each study. Whereas IDN is greater 
in ADHD relative to control participants in 8 of 17 studies (Figure 2), group differences in IR and 
IDT are mostly consistent across studies (Figures 1 and 3). Consistency analyses revealed significant 

Table 4 - Calculated interference scores for both ADHD and control groups and for each included study. 

IDN (= C – CW) IDT (= CW – C) IR = (CW/ C or C/CW)

Author
Studies 

(see 
Figures)

ADHD Controls ADHD Controls ADHD Controls 

Bush et al., 1999 Time 1 4.0 2.6 53.0 29.0 0.93 0.96

Carlson et al., 1986 Time 2 0.56 0.49

Carter et al., 1995 Time 3 5.5 3.5 146.8 73.4 0.87 0.93

Gaultney et al., 1999 Time 4 37.2 33.2 442.7 395.0 0.55 0.59

Goldberg et al., 2005 Nr 1 21.3 23.7 726.8 747.1 0.56 0.54

Golden, & Golden, 2002 Nr 2 22.8 21.5 785.3 543.2 0.54 0.60

Houghton et al., 1999 Nr 3 21.4 23.6 819.1 704.0 0.54 0.55

Johnson et al., 2001 Nr 4 32.3 31.5 459.9 398.0 0.57 0.59

Lufi et al., 1990 Nr 5 27.6 26.0 784.5 496.6 0.51 0.59

Nigg, Blaskey et al., 2002 Nr 6 19.9 20.5 872.3 615.4 0.54 0.59

Nigg, Butler et al., 2002 Time 5 5.6 7.3 71.0 69.0 0.91 0.90

Rapport et al., 2001 Nr 7 29.3 31.8 457.5 367.4 0.58 0.60

Riordan et al., 1999 Nr 8 29.1 30.3 551.1 350.7 0.56 0.62

Rucklidge et al., 2002 Nr 9 24.4 27.4 346.1 295.0 0.65 0.66

Scheres et al., 2004 Time 6 19.4 22.0 978.3 645.0 0.53 0.57

Seidman et al., 1997 Nr 10 25.7 25.1 608.5 465.2 0.56 0.60

Seidman et al., 1998 Nr 11 31.8 30.3 481.3 452.4 0.56 0.58

Silverstein et al., 1995 Time 7 0.50 0.53

Walker et al., 2000 Nr 12 27.1 26.7 603.5 359.3 0.55 0.63

Note. IDN = calculated difference interference scores in number of items named in 45 s; IDT = calculated difference interference scores in 
time (milliseconds) per item; IR = calculated ratio interference scores; C = color score; CW = color–word score; ADHD = attention-deficit/
hyperactivity disorder.
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Figure 1. - Differences between patients with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder and control participants in ratio 
scores (IR) for 12 studies that measured number of items in 45 s (No. 1 – No. 12) and for 7 studies that provided time or 
reaction time (Time 1 – Time 7). No._mean: average difference across No. 1 – No. 12; T_mean: average difference across 
Time 1 – Time 7; Mean: average difference across all studies.
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Figure 2. - Differences between patients with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder and control participants in 
number-of-items difference scores (IDN) for 12 studies that measured number of items in 45 s (No. 1 – No. 12) and for 5 
studies that provided time or reaction time (Time 1, Time 3 – Time 6). No._mean: average difference across No. 1 – No. 
12; T_mean: average difference across time studies; Mean: average difference across all studies.
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Figure 3. - Differences between patients with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder and control participants in time 
difference scores (IDT) for 12 studies that measured number of items in 45 s (No. 1 – No. 12) and for 5 studies that provided 
time or reaction time (Time 1, Time 3 – Time 6). RT = reaction time; No._mean: average difference across No. 1 – No. 12; 
T_mean: average difference across time studies; Mean: average difference across all studies.

consistency across studies for IDT and IR, t(16) = 4.78, p < .001; t(16) = -4.82, p < .001, respectively, 
but not for IDN, t(16) = -0.30, p = .77. Note that calculated ratio scores are identical for both scoring 
methods but confirm the time-per-item results. 

Furthermore, consistency across measures was compared by transforming IR, IDT and IDN to Z-
scores for each group separately. The F test for the interaction between group (ADHD vs. control) 
and method (IR, IDT, IDN) was indeed significant, F(2, 32) = 13.55, p < .001, indicating a difference in 
sensitivity between the three interference scores. 

Finally, 13 of 19 included studies reported word (W) scores, and consistency analysis indicated 
that the hypothesis of a difference between groups can be accepted with more than 95% certainty, 
t(12) = 5.19, p < .001, with patients being slower readers than control participants.

Discussion

This review addresses several shortcomings of previous meta-analyses and reviews. Previous meta-
analyses have addressed either children or adults with ADHD. Moreover, they excluded computerized 
Stroop studies. The present meta-analysis took into account the literature on the difference in 
interference between individuals with and without ADHD, covering both age groups as well as all 
versions of the Stroop test, including computerized Stroop tests. An even more important problem 
of previous meta-analyses involves the inclusion of studies that used invalid quantification methods. 
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In the majority of studies on Stroop interference in ADHD, interference was quantified as either the 
difference score or Golden’s interference score, and this has yielded an inconsistent pattern of results 
with regard to the question of abnormal interference in ADHD. We argued that Golden’s method 
and the difference score are problematic, and a ratio score may be preferred. Golden’s method is 
not adequate with respect to controlling the contribution of base speed of word reading, resulting 
in underestimation of interference. The difference score, but not the ratio score, is sensitive to the 
transformation from number of items per unit of time into time per item and vice versa. 

The present meta-analyses excluded studies using Golden’s interference score. Two meta-
analyses, 1 of which included 18 studies, and 1 with four outliers removed, found significant effect 
sizes (0.24 and 0.17, respectively), with more interference for the ADHD than for the control group. 
The mean effect size in the original meta-analysis may be considered small relative to the effect 
size of Homack and Riccio (2004; effect size = 0.75). However, to a large extent this may be due 
to the use of the difference score in individual studies to quantify interference instead of using 
the reported Golden’s interference scores for Golden studies (as in Homack & Riccio, 2004). Van 
Mourik et al. (2005) already reported a large difference in effect sizes for Golden’s method and the 
difference interference score (0.40 and -0.003), confirming our suggestion that different methods to 
quantify interference in the Stroop test affect the interpretation of real data. Very conspicuously, the 
presently observed effect sizes were larger for time studies (1.11 and 0.55 for meta-analysis with and 
without four outliers, respectively) than for item studies (-0.007 and 0.06). A possible explanation 
relates exactly to the transformation-sensitivity problem that was noted for the difference score. 
As exemplified in Table 1, but also apparent in real data when Figures 2 and 3 are compared, group 
differences that are significant with time scores readily disappear after transformation to number-
of-items scores. Regarding the moderator variable age, no significant difference in effect size 
was found between children and adults with ADHD, indicating that the increase in interference 
is independent of age. In a meta-analysis of stop-task studies, Lijffijt et al. (2005b) found that the 
deficiency in stopping did hardly exceed that in general reaction time in children, whereas it clearly 
did so in adults. Stroop interference scores, if validly determined, account for differences in general 
reaction time, but differences in interference between ADHD and controls are equal for child and 
adult samples.

Consistency analyses of ratio interference scores revealed more interference for the ADHD 
than for the control group, confirming the results of the meta-analysis. Only in 3 of 19 studies the 
ratio score was higher in the ADHD group than in the control group. The clear results from the 
consistency analysis also contradict the possible concern that the correlation between performance 
in the two Stroop conditions, as assumed within the meta-analysis, was based on an adult sample 
and may not be evidently generalized to child populations. 

A consistency analysis with respect to the difference between ADHD and control groups in 
base-word reading as assessed by performance on the word task indicated that across studies the 
ADHD groups were systematically slower in base-word reading. This result provides further evidence 
for a higher Stroop interference in ADHD because the ‘true’ interference level is underestimated in 
slow word readers without controlling for slow word reading.

As noted, the differences between ADHD and controls in Stroop interference, as assessed by 
ratio score, are significant but generally small. For example, mean ratio interference scores across 19 
studies were 0.64 for controls and 0.61 for ADHD. For a control-condition score of 80 items in 45 s, 
this would result in 51.2 items in the incongruent condition for control groups and in only 2 items 
less (48.8) for ADHD groups. Therefore, it is important to determine which version of the Stroop test 
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is the most sensitive with respect to the group difference in interference. The present meta-analysis 
revealed higher effect sizes for studies that used time per card or per item as an outcome variable 
rather than number of items per unit of time. Moreover, computerized Stroop tests (see the relatively 
high effect size from Carter et al., 1995) may be more sensitive than standard or Golden Stroop tests. 
An additional argument for using computerized Stroop tests is the tightly controlled experimental 
situation, resulting more easily in significance because of a relative low variance of interference 
scores. The card versions of the Stroop test are problematic for several reasons. First, performance 
may be influenced by the presence of distractors in the area surrounding the target. Second, color 
and color–word scores in card versions of the Stroop test are rated by observers, resulting in relatively 
inaccurate scoring. Furthermore, whereas reaction time as recorded in computerized Stroop tests is 
truly the time needed to respond to a color-word, time as recorded in card versions includes the time 
needed to make errors and correct for errors. An additional advantage of a computerized Stroop test 
with a mixed design is the possibility to incorporate congruent trials beside incongruent and neutral 
trials. In this task version, participants cannot revert to word reading rather than color naming in the 
congruent condition, enabling the quantification of interference as well as facilitation (neutral vs. 
congruent). Future research should elucidate further factors that determine the sensitivity of Stroop 
tests in detecting differences in interference between patient and control groups. One possible 
example involves the manipulation of the relative probabilities of the control and incongruent 
stimuli, respectively, in mixed designs (Carter et al., 1995; Tzelgov et al., 1992). The percentage of 
incongruent stimuli is negatively related to the amount of interference in the Stroop test (Tzelgov 
et al., 1992), which has been interpreted as reflecting less strategic control over interference when 
incongruent stimuli are rare. It could well be the case that in such circumstances control over 
interference would deteriorate even more in pathological samples, especially those suffering from 
problems of behavioral inhibition. Furthermore, future research should quantify interference in the 
Stroop test by several methods and compare the results, particularly in studies that compare two 
groups that differ in the general speed of processing. 

The conclusion of more interference in the Stroop test in ADHD, relative to controls, is also 
consistent with results from related conflict tasks. For example, Jonkman et al. (1999) reported 
increased interference from distractor letters flanking a centrally presented target letter in children 
with ADHD relative to control participants. The present study also complements the earlier reviews 
on reduced stopping performance in ADHD (Frazier et al., 2004; Hervey et al., 2004; Lijffijt et al., 
2005b; Oosterlaan et al., 1998) and increased commission-error rates in the CPT (Frazier et al., 2004; 
Hervey et al., 2004; Losier et al., 1996). The effect sizes of stopping behavior and commission errors 
varied between 0.54 and 0.85 and between 0.55 and 0.73, respectively. Together, these tasks largely 
cover the spectrum of behavioral inhibition, which has been hypothesized to be the core symptom 
of ADHD (especially for the combined and hyperactive subtypes; Barkley, 1997). The stop paradigm 
and the CPT primarily reflect the ability to suppress ongoing behavior and the ability to suppress a 
very potent (but not yet initiated) response. The Stroop test assesses in particular the ability to control 
interference from alternative response tendencies that compete with the one that is adequate given 
the context. The present analysis strongly suggests that also this aspect of behavioral inhibition is 
consistently disturbed in ADHD.
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Table 1 - The unweighted and weighted mean effect sizes and the unweighted median of the effect size for studies 
comparing ADHD patients with healthy control participants.

Unweigthed mean 
effect size (SD)

Weighted mean 
effect size

Unweighted 
median

18 studies 0.28 (0.91) 0.24 0.19

12 studies that provided number of 
items per 45 s -0.16 (0.54) -0.007 -0.04

6 Time per item studies 1.14 (0.89) 1.11 0.88

14 studies (without outliers) 0.17 (0.51) 0.17 0.19

10 number of items studies (without 
outliers)

-0.006 (0.45)
0.06 0.15

4 time per item studies (without 
outliers) 0.60 (0.39) 0.55 0.72
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Figure 1 - Stem and leaf plots for effect sizes of studies that provided number of items per 45 s (A), studies that provided 
time per item (B), studies that included children (C), and studies that included adults (D), comparing ADHD patients with 
healthy control participants.
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Chapter 3

Stroop interference and 
the timing of central 
motor preparation

Lansbergen, M.M., & Kenemans, J.L. (submitted). Stroop interference and the timing of central motor 
preparation.
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Abstract

The exact timing of central motor preparation in the Stroop task was examined in two versions 
of a manual color-word Stroop task, varying in the probability of incongruent color-words. Stroop 
interference effect was manifested as longer reaction times for incongruent relative to congruent 
color-words, and was larger in a task version where incongruent color-words were presented less 
frequently. Whereas the congruence between color display and word meaning did not affect 
average stimulus- and response-locked lateralized readiness potential (LRP) onset latencies 
or response-locked LRP amplitudes, P3 peak latencies were longer and stimulus-locked LRPs 
were smaller for incongruent than congruent trials. These data are consistent with the idea that 
behavioral Stroop interference reflects delays in processing stages preceding color-based selective 
response preparation in a subset of trials. They also do not exclude additional delays after color-
based selective response preparation, at least up until some 200 ms before the overt response. 
In a subset of slowly responding participants, initial selective response activation based on word 
information was observed.
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Introduction

Interference between two incompatible responses has been studied extensively using the Stroop 
task. In the Stroop paradigm (Stroop, 1935), color-words printed in different ink colors are presented 
and participants are required to name the ink-color of the color-word. The Stroop interference effect 
is the longer time that it takes to name the ink color of a color-word when the ink color and printed 
color-word are incongruent (e.g., ‘RED’ in blue ink) as compared to congruent (e.g., ‘RED’ in red). 
Numerous theoretical accounts to explain the Stroop effect have been proposed (MacLeod, 1991). 
A very influential model of Stroop interference, that successfully reproduces a variety of results 
on Stroop interference (e.g., the effect of practice on the extent of interference, or the effect of 
manipulating SOAs on interference and facilitation), is based on the parallel distributed processing 
framework (Cohen et al., 1990). According to Cohen’s model, information processing occurs 
through activation moving along pathways of varying strengths (Cohen et al., 1990). Different 
stimulus attributes are processed in parallel through different pathways. The relative strength of 
two competing pathways (e.g., one for color and one for word processing) determines the degree of 
Stroop interference. Attention and expectancies may influence the relative strength of a pathway. 
The model is relatively silent about the stage(s) of information processing in which word and color 
information interfere so as to produce reduced speed and accuracy. Studies using a modified 
version of the Stroop task, in which word and color information in a stimulus are incongruent, but 
nevertheless map on the same hand response, have suggested that Stroop interference reflects 
stimulus (i.e., semantic) as well response conflict (De Houwer, 2003; Schmidt & Cheesman, 2005; van 
Veen & Carter, 2005). This suggests that incongruency slows processing both in more perceptual 
(e.g., secondary sensory cortex) as well as in more response-related (e.g., motor cortex) stages.

The goal of the present study was to examine the locus of Stroop interference using 
electrophysiological chronometric measures (P3 and lateralized readiness potential [LRP]). Peripheral 
measures of response activation such as reaction time and EMG response can be used to assess 
whether people respond slower in one condition than in another (e.g., incongruent vs. congruent 
color-words). It can then be inferred that the duration of one or more processes has been affected. 
However, these measures do not provide us with direct information about whether these durations 
differ for early stages of stimulus processing, intermediate stages, or relatively late stages of motor 
responding. Event-related potentials (ERP) can be used to identify the mechanisms responsible 
for an observed behavioral effect, especially the P3 component and the LRP. It has been proposed 
that the P3 provides a measure of stimulus evaluation or identification (Kutas et al., 1977; Smulders 
et al., 1995). P3 latency may be thus used to determine whether an effect on RT originates from 
processes leading up to stimulus categorization or processes following stimulus categorization 
(Luck, 2005). The LRP is a central measure of selective response activation. It is the later part of the 
readiness potential (RP) and is larger at scalp sites contralateral to a moved hand. LRPs may be used 
to elucidate whether an experimental manipulation affects stages of processing before or after the 
onset of hand-specific lateralized motor activation. The onset latency of the LRP can be taken as an 
upper limit for the initiation of the response selection stage (Smulders et al., 1995). 

Previous studies that investigated the locus of Stroop interference have examined the P3 
component, but not LRP. It has consistently reported that longer reaction times for incongruent 
relative to congruent color-words were not associated with delayed P3 latencies, suggesting that 
the Stroop effect originates from response- rather than early stimulus-related processes (Atkinson 
et al., 2003; Duncan-Johnson & Kopell, 1981; Ilan & Polich, 1999; Rosenfeld & Skogsberg, 2006). 
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However, the absence of a P3-latency effect still leaves open quite some room for clarification as 
to the exact mechanism and locus of Stroop interference, using movement-related brain potentials 
(i.e., LRP). Specifically, the following scenarios may be anticipated. First, word processing may 
on average be faster than color processing, and the incorrect motor response may be prepared 
although the correct overt response will ultimately be given, resulting in an early dip in the LRP 
toward incorrect response activation on incongruent trials. Second, word and color processing are 
equal in average speed, and compete with each other before selective motor preparation starts, 
resulting in a delayed stimulus-locked (s-locked) LRP-onset latency for incongruent stimuli. Third, 
color-based selective motor preparation may commence at the same average time point for 
congruent and incongruent stimuli, but competition from incongruent words slows the build-up of 
this activation; this will result in about equal stimulus-locked LRP onsets, but smaller and/ or more 
variable amplitudes, and consequently, increased variability of RT. There need not be any difference 
in the final stage of selective motor preparation, as reflected in the response-locked (r-locked) LRP 
latency. Alternatively, a slower build-up of activation after LRP onset may result in longer intervals 
between the response-locked LRP and the response (RT) itself (as reported, in other contexts, by 
Osman & Moore, 1993 and Smulders et al., 1995). 

To be able to derive LRPs, the present study used a manual Stroop task. Previous studies 
have revealed very much comparable, although perhaps somewhat smaller interference effects 
for manual relative to vocal versions of the Stroop test (MacLeod, 1991). In addition, it has been 
demonstrated that semantic conflict may also be present in a manual Stroop test (Brown & Besner, 
2001). Moreover, very much comparable brain correlates of Stroop interference have been found in 
vocal and manual Stroop versions (see Liotti et al., 2000 for an ERP study; see Barch et al., 2001 for 
an fMRI study).

In the present study, we manipulated the relative probabilities of congruent and incongruent 
Stroop stimuli. Larger Stroop interference has been reported in task versions with a high probability 
of congruent color-words (Carter et al., 1995; Carter et al., 2000; Lansbergen et al., 2007d, chapter 4; 
Swick & Jovanovic, 2002; Tzelgov et al., 1992; West & Alain, 2000). Similar probability manipulations 
in the flanker task revealed a tendency for a larger incompatibility effect on mean LRP amplitude 
with decreasing probability of incongruent trials (Gratton et al., 1992). Together, these findings lead 
to the prediction that a low probability of incongruent trials will increase Stroop interference, and 
specifically affect the build-up of correct or even incorrect selective motor preparation. 

Methods

Participants
Sixteen students that scored extremely low and 16 who scored extremely high on the impulsivity 
subscale of the I7 questionnaire were selected from a group of 435 psychology students that filled 
out the Dutch version of the I7 questionnaire (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1978; Lijffijt et al., 2005a). Three 
of the 16 low impulsive participants were excluded from ERP analyses because of too few artifact-
free EEG epochs, resulting in 13 low impulsive (3 males and 10 females) and 16 high impulsive 
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(3 males and 13 females) participants1. Mean age was 20.1 (SD = 2.1). Participants had neither a 
current neurological or psychological disorder nor a history of one and were not on psychoactive 
medication. They reported to be right-handed and vision was normal or corrected-to-normal. All 
participants signed informed consent and were paid for their participation. 

The study was approved by the local ethical committee of the Faculty of Social Sciences.

Stroop task
Participants were seated in a chair in front of a computer screen. Stroop stimuli were the color-
words, ‘red’, ‘blue’, ‘yellow’, and ‘green’, printed in red, blue, yellow or green ink. The color-words 
were presented in an incongruent (e.g., ‘red’ displayed in blue color) or a congruent color (e.g., ‘red’ 
displayed in red). The Stroop stimuli were presented one by one in the center of the screen on a black 
background. Stimulus size was 1.7-2.4° (horizontal) and 0.3° (vertical), stimulus duration was 150 ms, 
and interstimulus interval varied randomly between 1700-2200 ms. Participants were presented with 
two versions of the task that differed in the percentage of incongruent trials. Each version contained 
480 trials presented in four blocks. In the low conflict version, 80% of the trials were incongruent 
and 20% were congruent. In the high conflict version, 20% of the trials were incongruent and 80% 
were congruent. The order of the task versions was counterbalanced across participants. A practice 
block of 12 incongruent and 12 congruent color-words was presented. Participants were instructed 
to press the button, which was identical in color to the ink color of the word. Each index and middle 
finger was associated with a colored button. Assignment of the four colors to the four buttons was 
counterbalanced across participants.

Before the Stroop task commenced, participants practiced two blocks containing 40 color-
words (red, blue, yellow, and green) in grey ink to strengthen the association between the colors 
and the specific color buttons. Participants had to press the button, the color of which corresponded 
to the color-word. 

Electrophysiological recordings
EEG activity was recorded using a BrainCap with 58 Ag/AgCl electrodes referenced to the Cz electrode. 
The ground electrode was placed within the cap between Afz and Fz. Vertical electrooculogram 
(VEOG) was recorded from electrodes attached above and below the left eye and the horizontal 
electrooculogram (HEOG) from the outer canthi of both eyes. Electrode impedance was kept below 
5 kΩ. EEG and EOG were amplified with a BrainAmp amplifier with a bandwidth of 0.04-100 Hz. The 
sampling rate was 200 Hz. 

Data analysis
Performance data
Reaction time (RT) was based on correct responses between 175 ms and 1500 ms poststimulus. To 
obtain an additional, more valid measure of interference, the ratio RT (i.e., RT to congruent/ RT to 
incongruent trials) was also computed (Lansbergen et al., 2007b, chapter 2)

1 Extreme high and low impulsive students were selected to examine the association between trait impulsivity within the 
normal population and abnormal Stroop interference (see Lansbergen et al., 2007d, chapter 4). Since high and low impulsives did not 
differ with respect to Stroop interference in terms of reaction time, analyses in the present study were conducted across all participants. 
Additional statistical analyses regarding the ERP data were also performed including impulsivity (high vs. low impulsivity scores) as 
between-subjects factor to exclude the possible influence of the variable impulsivity on the effects of task version or stimulus type. No 
group or interaction with group effects were found for P3, stimulus-locked LRP, nor response-locked LRP data.
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ERP analyses
EEG and EOG data were analyzed using Analyzer software. EEG signals were rereferenced off-line 
to the average of all electrodes. The continuous EEG data were segmented into epochs from 200 
ms prestimulus to 1900 ms poststimulus. Epochs were filtered with a bandpass filter (0.05 Hz, 12 
dB/octave; 30 Hz, 24 dB/octave) and corrected for eye movements according to the Gratton et al. 
algorithm (1983). Trials with artifacts were rejected from further analyses (difference criterion within 
an epoch of 100 μV; low activity criterion of 0.5 μV within a 100 ms time window). Baseline for the 
ERPs was defined as the mean of the 100 ms period prior to stimulus onset. 

ERP analyses were conducted only for correct response trials. For average ERPs, P3 latency was 
estimated as the peak latency within the time window of 400-700 ms poststimulus, after 8 Hz low-
pass filtering. P3 latency was also estimated as the peak latency within the 400-1000 ms time window 
poststimulus in single trials, after 3.4 Hz low-pass filtering. This method is generally considered a 
more valid method to estimate the average latency across trials (Smulders et al., 1994).

To compute stimulus- and response-locked lateralized readiness potentials (s-LRP and r-LRP, 
respectively), for separate response hands, the s-locked and r-locked ERP at scalp sites ipsilateral 
to the response hand were subtracted from those at contralateral sites. Subsequently, difference 
waves for the left hand responses (C4-C3) and for the right hand responses (C3-C4) were averaged. 
Incongruent trials were excluded from the LRP analyses when the written word and the color of 
the ink were associated with the same hand but a different finger. Jackknife averaging was used to 
accurately estimate the differences in s-LRP and r-LRP latencies between stimulus types and between 
task versions (Miller et al., 1998). For each task version, and each stimulus type, 29 subsample grand-
averages were obtained by omitting one participant from the sample. Subsequently, a relative-
criterion method (Smulders et al., 1996) and a regression-based method (see Mordkoff & Gianaros, 
2000) were applied for each sub-sample waveform. Following the recommendations by Miller et al. 
(1998), we used criteria of 30% and 50% of maximum amplitude for the s-LRPs and criteria of 50% 
and 90% of maximum amplitude for the r-LRPs. The 1 df regression-based method was employed 
as described by Mordkoff and Gianaros (2000). LRP onset was determined as the point of the 
intersection of two lines. The first line was defined as a straight line with a zero height (i.e., the x-axis 
itself ). The second line was a regression line which ended at the peak of the LRP and was fitted to 
the LRP data. In addition to differences in s-LRP and r-LRP latencies between stimulus types and 
between task versions, the effects of experimental manipulation on the mean amplitudes of the 
s-LRP and r-LRPs were examined. For each participant, each stimulus type and each task version, 
average LRP waveforms were low pass filtered with a cut-off of 8 Hz. After inspection of the grand-
average LRP waveforms, we decided to analyze s-LRP amplitudes by calculating 15 mean amplitude 
measures across periods of 20 ms in the range 250-550 ms poststimulus. Response-locked LRPs were 
quantified as the mean amplitude in the -110 to -40 ms time window before the hand response.

Statistical analyses
Separate repeated-measures analysis of variances (ANOVA) were conducted for reaction (RT) and 
standard deviation of the RT (SDRT), including stimulus type (incongruent vs. congruent) and 
version (low conflict vs. high conflict) as within-subjects factors. 

Separate repeated-measures ANOVAs including stimulus type (incongruent vs. congruent) 
and version (low conflict vs. high conflict) as within-subjects factors were conducted for P3 latencies, 
latencies of the s-LRP and r-LRP., and mean amplitudes of the s-LRP and r-LRP. Since we used jackknife 
averaging to estimate the LRP onset latencies, F-values for LRP onset latencies were corrected with 
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Fc = F / (n-1)2 where n is the number of participants and Fc is the corrected F-value (see Ulrich & 
Miller, 2001). The significance level pc was computed using Fc and the degrees of freedom (df = 
28). 

Regarding mean amplitude measures of the s-LRPs, effects were only considered significant 
when they extended over at least two successive 20 ms time windows. The alpha level of significance 
was set at 0.05 two-tailed.

Results

Behavioral data
Stroop interference (slower RTs to incongruent than to congruent color-words) was found in both 
task versions, but was greater in the high conflict than in the low conflict task version (Table 1; 
stimulus type X version effect: F(1, 28) = 21.78, p < .001). Incongruence effects on RT were larger 
for longer RTs, amounting to 8.5 ms, 82.1 ms, 121.9 ms and 164.2 ms for the 1st to the 4th quartile, 
respectively (stimulus type x quartile effect: F(1, 28) = 63.23, p < .001). The ratio interference score 
was greater in the low conflict (0.89 ± 0.03) than in the high conflict task version (0.83 ± 0.07), 
confirming the RT analyses, F(1, 28) = 23.29, p < .001. 

SDRT was larger for incongruent than congruent trials (Table 1), F(1,28) = 101.13, p < .001). 

Table 1 - Mean reaction times (RT), standard deviation of reaction times ( SDRT), latency of the P3 component (estimated 
in the average as well as in single-trials), and latency onsets of stimulus-locked and response-locked LRPs, elicited by 
incongruent and congruent color-words for the high conflict and low conflict versions of the Stroop task. 

High conflict Low conflict

Incongruent Congruent Incongruent Congruent

RT (in ms) 703.4 (121.9) 580.9 (80.5) 658.9 (84.3) 585.3 (70.4)

SDRT (in ms) 223.8 (40.0) 170.8 (40.7) 215.3 (38.6) 174.6 (38.6)

Peak P3 latencies 
(in ms) Average-based 485.9 (41.0) 483.4 (38.7) 487.1 (51.1) 483.8 (41.4)

Single-trial based 647.1 (53.5) 622.0 (55.3) 639.6 (51.1) 628.2 (57.6)

s-LRP onsets 
(in ms) 30% of maximum 354.8 (26.7) 303.6 (15.0) 281.6 (17.5) 345.0 (44.6)

50% of maximum 364.7 (1.2) 298.9 (3.7) 361.4 (6.3) 367.7 (1.0)

Regression-based 240.2 (31.1) 181.7 (8.2) 181.4 (6.9) 189.7 (7.2)

r-LRP onsets 
(in ms) 90% of maximum -159.7 (14.3) -161.7 (11.1) -167.3 (5.8) -156.2 (7.2)

50% of maximum -147.3 (3.8) -150.3 (1.8) -152.6 (1.1) -160.3 (6.6)

Regression-based -265.3 (5.0) -336.7 (18.4) -333.6 (6.3) -322.8 (17.0)

Note. Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 
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Electrophysiological data
Figure 1 displays the grand-average ERP at Pz (A) and grand-average stimulus-locked (B) and 
response-locked LRPs (C) for incongruent (inc) and congruent (con) color-words in the low conflict 
and high conflict task version. Table 1 presents mean P3 latencies and mean onset latencies of the 
s-LRP and r-LRP.

P3 component
For P3 latency, as estimated in the average ERP, marginally a significant stimulus type effect, F(1,28) 
= 3.34, p = .078, was found. For average single-trial latencies, the stimulus type effect was highly 
significant, F(1,28) = 36.26, p = .001. As suggested by Figure 1A, P3 latency was longer for incongruent 
than for congruent trials. No (interaction with) version effect was found. 

Stimulus-locked LRP
Statistical analyses revealed no significant differences in s-LRP onset latency between task versions 
or stimulus types, irrespective of the method used to estimate the LRP onset. With respect to mean 
amplitude, the s-LRP was significantly larger for congruent than for incongruent color-words in the 
interval of 290 to 530 ms (smallest F-value in the 330-350 ms time window: F(1, 28) = 6.32, p = .018). 
Further, the s-LRP was more negative in the low relative to the high conflict task version in the 
interval of 450 to 550 ms (smallest F-value in the 450-470 ms time window: F(1, 28) = 5.08, p = .032). 
No interaction effects between stimulus type and task version were found.

Response-locked LRP
No significant effects of task version or stimulus type were found for onset latencies and mean 
amplitude of the r-LRP. Note that in the time window of around -350 to -300 ms before response 
onset a small positive dip is visible, only for incongruent color-words in the high conflict task version, 
probably reflecting activation of the incorrect response hand before correct motor activation. A 
post-hoc repeated measures ANOVA including stimulus type (incongruent vs. congruent) and 
version (low vs. high conflict) as within-subjects factors for the mean amplitude in the -350 to -300 
ms before response onset did not reveal any significant main effects of version or stimulus type nor 
an interaction effect. 

Post-hoc analyses
In the high-conflict incongruent condition, mean s-LRP amplitude was relatively small and between-
subjects RT relatively large (see Table 1), while there were no differences in r-LRP between conditions. 
This combined pattern suggests relatively large variability across or within subjects in this condition 
with respect to the early phases of selective response activation. To examine this in more detail, we 
compared the LRPs for relatively slow versus relatively fast responders. For each condition separately, 
a slow and a fast group were created by median split of reaction time. Participants who were slow 
in all four conditions were defined as slow responders (n = 10), those who were fast were defined as 
fast responders (n = 10). Figure 2 reveals positive ‘dips’, indicative of incorrect response activation for 
both s-LRP and r-LRP in slow, but not in fast responders. This was confirmed statistically for the mean 
amplitudes between 200-350 ms after stimulus onset (s-LRP) and between -350 to -300 ms before 
response onset (r-LRP). For s-LRPs, a significant version X stimulus type effect, F(1,9) = 10.73, p = .010, 
was found for slow, but not fast responders, reflecting preliminary incorrect response activation 
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Figure 1 - Grand-average ERP at Pz (A) and grand-average stimulus-locked and response-
locked LRPs (B and C), elicited by incongruent (inc) and congruent (con) stimuli for the high 
conflict and low conflict version. 
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Figure 2 - Grand-average stimulus-locked and response-locked LRPs, elicited by incongruent and congruent stimuli 
for the high conflict and low conflict version, separately for slow and fast stoppers. 

to incongruent relative to congruent color-words in the high, F(1,9) = 11.27, p = 0.008, but not the 
low conflict task version. Similar results were found for r-LRPs (version X stimulus type effect, only 
for slow responders, F(1,9) = 7.50, p = .023; stimulus type effect in high conflict version for slow 
responders, F(1,9) = 6.67, p = .030). 

Discussion

The present research examined the locus of Stroop interference in a manual color-word Stroop task 
using electrophysiological chronometric measures (P3 and lateralized readiness potential [LRP]). 
Consistent with previous findings, a robust Stroop interference effect in terms of reaction time was 
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found. Whereas stimulus- and response-locked LRP onset latencies as well as the mean response-
locked LRP (r-LRP) amplitude did not differ between congruent and incongruent trials, the mean 
amplitude of the stimulus-locked LRP (s-LRP) was smaller for incongruent relative to congruent 
color-words. Contrary to previous studies, the peak latency of the P3 component was longer for 
incongruent than congruent trials. Note that this was only revealed when quantifying P3 latency at 
the single-trial level (Smulders et al., 1994).

With respect to the alternative scenarios proposed in the Introduction, at first sight these 
results suggest that selective motor activation starts at the same average time point for congruent 
and incongruent color-words, but competition from incongruent color-words slows the build-up 
of this activation and makes it more variable (scenario 3). Specifically, in the incongruent condition 
and especially in the high conflict version, the average s-LRP reflects a mixture of correct (color-
driven) and incorrect (word-driven) selective response activations, with the balance between these 
competing activations varying substantially in latency between and within subjects. This substantial 
variability was also reflected in a larger between-subject RT standard deviation for the high conflict 
incongruent condition, and a larger within-subject RT standard deviation for incongruent, relative to 
congruent trials. The increased variability in the high conflict incongruent condition was confirmed in 
a separate analysis for slowly responding participants, who evidenced s-LRPs that were significantly 
more driven by word information in this condition than in the other three, a difference that was not 
found in fast responders. Note that this post-hoc finding is consistent with previous findings using 
an Eriksen task (Smid et al., 1990).

However, although scenario 3 may at least partly explain the LRP findings, it is not consistent 
with the P3 latency results. The prolonged P3 latency for incongruent relative to congruent trials fits 
to the idea that Stroop interference also reflects semantic conflict, which occurs during evaluation 
or categorization of the stimulus (De Houwer, 2003; Schmidt & Cheesman, 2005; van Veen & Carter, 
2005). Longer P3 latencies for incongruent stimuli strongly suggest a delay in stages preceding 
selective motor preparation, which should have translated in a delayed s-LRP onset. A previous 
study also found P3 latency differences using single-trial estimates, but not when using average 
signals, which was explained by delayed P3 latencies only present on a portion of trials (Leuthold & 
Sommer, 1998). If this is true for the present data, it may also very well hold for s-LRP onset. In fact, 
scenario 2 - color and word processing are equal in average speed and compete with each other 
before selective motor preparation starts - can account for the present data, if we extend it with 
the assumption of delayed onsets only on a subset of trials. Specifically, on fast trials there is no 
difference between congruent and incongruent trials in s-LRP onset (nor in RT, which is consistent 
with the dependence of RT interference on RT itself ). In contrast, on slow trials there is a delayed 
s-LRP onset in the incongruent condition; in the average across fast and slow trials, however, this 
delay only manifests as an amplitude effect after the simultaneous onsets for the congruent and 
incongruent condition. The substantial variability in the duration of information processes was also 
reflected in a larger RT within-subject standard deviation for incongruent, relative to congruent 
trials. 

For the subgroup of slowly responding participants, infrequent incongruent stimuli in the 
high-conflict version even resulted in incorrect s-LRP and r-LRP, as predicted by scenario 1: word 
processing may on average be faster than color processing, and the incorrect motor response may 
be prepared although the correct overt response will ultimately be given, resulting in an early dip in 
the LRP toward incorrect response activation on incongruent trials. 

Although there may be sources of interference both before and after the start of selective 
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motor preparation, they are quite localized relative to the timing of the overt response. Response-
locked LRP results showed that the final few hundred milliseconds (up to 200 ms) before the overt 
response were equal across conditions. In these last 200 ms, no additional processing delays ensued 
in incongruent, relative to congruent conditions.

Concluding, the present data suggest that Stroop interference at the behavioral level may 
reflect delays in several stages of information processing. These include at least a stage preceding 
selective response preparation based on color information, even to the extent that, in a subset of 
subjects, selective response preparation is initially based on word information. While additional 
delays ensuing after the start of color-based selective response preparation cannot be excluded, 
they do not occur in the last 200 ms before the overt response.



Chapter 4

Impulsivity and conflict 
in the Stroop task: An 
ERP study

Lansbergen, M.M., Van Hell, E., & Kenemans, J.L. (2007). Impulsivity and conflict in the Stroop task: An 
ERP study. Journal of Psychophysiology, 21(1), 33-50.
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Abstract

It has been suggested that impulsive behavior can be attributed to weaker interference control. 
The present research used a Stroop task to test whether impulsivity within the normal population is 
associated with weaker interference control. Sixteen high- and 16 low-impulsive healthy volunteers 
performed a Stroop task, which varied in the proportion of incongruent trials to induce high conflict 
and provoke more impulsive behavior. Event-related brain potentials (ERPs) were recorded to assess 
the brain correlates of Stroop interference (N/P450 and SP [sustained potential]), which have been 
suggested to reflect conflict processing and attentional control, respectively. Higher conflict resulted 
in more Stroop interference and enhanced N/P450 and SP. Source analyses indicated that the neural 
generators of the N/P450 and the SP may both be located near the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), 
suggesting that both may reflect aspects of conflict processing. Differences in Stroop interference in 
terms of error rates, but not in terms of reaction time were found between high and low impulsives. 
This result may reflect enhanced sensitivity to the surprise value of unexpected stimulus categories, 
rather than enhanced interference. High impulsive participants did not differ from low impulsive 
participants with respect to the N/P450, but the SP seemed to originate from a more posterior and 
right-sided cortical network in high impulsive relative to low impulsive participants. In conclusion, 
high impulsiveness within the normal population as assessed by an impulsivity questionnaire is not 
associated with relatively early processes during response inhibition, but the present results may 
suggest an association between impulsiveness and further, complex conflict processing.
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Introduction

Impulsivity is an important psychological trait in personality theories as well as an important 
characteristic in mental disorders. A number of overlapping definitions of impulsivity have been 
proposed. Evenden (1999) argued “that there is not one unitary ‘impulsivity’ or only one type of 
impulsive behavior. Instead, there are several related phenomena which are usually classified together 
as impulsivity, which I would like to term ‘varieties of impulsivity’, and which lead to different forms 
of impulsive behaviour”. One of the problems in studying impulsivity is that different researchers 
have adopted different definitions. Eysenck et al. (1985) focused on two types of impulsivity within 
the normal population. Venturesomeness is defined as “risk-taking behavior, knowing fully that 
there is a risk involved”, whereas Impulsiveness is defined as “a complete lack of looking ahead at 
the consequences of their actions”. Eysenck et al. (1985) developed the I7 questionnaire that assesses 
both venturesomeness and impulsiveness. 

Impulsivity is also a defining characteristic in the context of human psychopathology and as 
such is usually defined by the DSM-IV (America Psychiatric Association, 1994). For example, attention-
deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) is characterized by inappropriate degrees of impulsivity (DSM-
IV). An interesting point is whether impulsivity in ADHD is an extreme variant of impulsivity within 
the normal population. If impulsivity in ADHD is an extreme end of an impulsivity continuum, it can 
be expected that extremely impulsive normal individuals will show similar patterns of cognitive 
performance as have been found in ADHD patients. Then, impulsivity in healthy individuals may 
function as a model for impulsivity in ADHD. 

Impulsive behavior is mostly viewed as being a function of impulse or rather inhibitory 
control, that is, the ability to suppress undesirable response tendencies. Barkley (1999) argued that 
impulsive behavior in ADHD (predominantly hyperactive and hyperactive-impulsive subtypes) 
could be attributed to deficient inhibitory control. He distinguished three interrelated processes 
of behavioral inhibition: (1) the ability to withhold a prepotent response, (2) the ability to stop 
an ongoing response, and (3) interference control. Interference control is the ability to protect a 
delay in the decision to respond or an ongoing activity from interfering events and responses. 
These categories partly overlap with the taxonomy of inhibition constructs presented by Nigg 
(2000, 2001): (1) interference control (i.e., the ability to maintain response performance during the 
presentation of competing stimuli), (2) cognitive inhibition (i.e., the ability to exclude information 
from working memory), (3) behavioral inhibition (i.e., the ability to withhold a prepotent response), 
and (4) oculomotor inhibition (i.e., the ability to stop reflexive eye movements).

Several neuropsychological and cognitive paradigms have been developed to quantify 
inhibition, for example, the continuous performance test (CPT), the stop-signal task, and the 
Stroop task. The CPT and the stop-signal task reflect Barkley’s processes of suppressing prepotent 
responses and stopping ongoing responses and Nigg’s behavioral inhibition. Individuals with 
ADHD make more commission errors in the CPT and show poor stopping behavior in the stop-
signal task as compared with healthy controls, supporting Barkley’s theory of the impairment in 
behavioral inhibition in ADHD (for reviews: Corkum & Siegel, 1993; Lijffijt et al., 2005b; Losier et al., 
1996; Oosterlaan et al., 1998; Riccio et al., 2001). Whereas the CPT and the stop-signal task address 
especially the suppression of prepotent and/or ongoing responses, interference control (especially 
in the face of competing response tendencies) is much better assessed in Stroop and Stroop-like 
tasks. Recently, two of three meta-analyses of studies on Stroop and ADHD supported a deficit 
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in interference control in ADHD (Homack, & Riccio, 2004; Lansbergen et al., 2007b, chapter 2; Van 
Mourik et al., 2005). In contrast to the support for a deficit in behavioral inhibition in ADHD, data 
on impulsivity within the normal population are not fully consistent with a deficit in behavioral 
inhibition. First, no correlation between impulsivity and commission errors in the CPT was found 
(Fallgatter & Herrmann, 2001; Horn et al., 2003). Second, correlations between impulsivity and 
stopping behavior have been assessed in three studies, two of which found significant positive 
correlations, indicating stopping behavior was worse in high impulsive individuals (Avila & Parcet, 
2001; Logan et al., 1997; Vigil-Colet & Codorniu-Raga, 2004). In three studies, performance on the 
stop-signal task was investigated in extreme high and low impulsive groups, of which only one study 
demonstrated significant differences between the groups. (Lijffijt et al., 2004; Marsh et al., 2002;(Lijffijt et al., 2004; Marsh et al., 2002; 
Rodríguez-Fornells et al., 2002). Furthermore, four published studies used the Stroop task and foundFurthermore, four published studies used the Stroop task and found 
no significant relation between impulsivity and interference control (Avila et al., 2004; Cheung et 
al., 2004; Kirkeby & Robinson, 2004; Visser et al., 1996). In summary, previous studies on the relation 
between impulsivity within the normal population and behavioral inhibition, as assessed by the CPT, 
stop-signal task, and Stroop task have revealed inconsistent results. These results do not support the 
theory that impulsivity in ADHD is an extreme variant of impulsivity within the normal population.

A possible explanation for the inconsistent results in the Stroop task with regard to 
interference control is the relatively low level of conflict within the tasks. The level of conflict can 
easily be manipulated in the Stroop task by varying the probability of incongruent color-words. 
Here, conflict is defined as the competition between two incompatible response tendencies. The 
typical Stroop task includes two stimulus types: congruent (or neutral) color-words (e.g., ‘red’ in 
red color) and incongruent color-words (e.g., ‘red’ in blue color), and the task is to name the ink 
color of the color-word. On incongruent trials, independent response tendencies (i.e., color naming 
and word reading) provoke response conflict, and interference control is necessary to suppress the 
automatic response of word reading and instead name the ink color of the color-word. Interference 
control in the Stroop task is commonly assessed as the extent of slowing in naming the color of an 
incongruent color-word, relative to naming the color of a congruent (or neutral) color-word. 

In a version of the Stroop task where there is a low expectancy of incongruent color-words, 
participants may develop a bias towards word reading. In this situation, less control will be exerted 
over the tendency to read the color-word (i.e., low tonic attentional control) and consequently, 
the level of conflict will be increased. Consistent with this idea, previous studies have found larger 
Stroop interference effects in task versions with mostly congruent color-words (Carter et al., 1995, 
2000; Swick, & Jovanowic, 2002; Tzelgov et al., 1992; West & Alain, 2000). Such versions of the Stroop 
task may be thought of as provoking impulsive behavior. Stroop interference may also be expected 
to be enhanced in individuals with low inhibitory control. However, as discussed above, no such 
differences have been reported between low and high impulsive healthy individuals using Stroop 
tasks with equal amounts of incongruent and congruent color-words. Here we hypothesize that 
more interference for high impulsives may be found only when the amount of inhibitory control 
needed to overcome interference is relatively high, as may be expected for infrequently presented 
incongruent color-word stimuli. In other words, a Stroop task with mostly congruent color-words and 
consequently less interference control will be a more sensitive test to detect potential differences 
between high and low impulsives.

Modern psychophysiological and functional neuroimaging techniques have begun to clarify 
the brain processes underlying interference control in the Stroop task. Two processes involved 
in interference control are the detection of response conflict and the implementation of control. 
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Several fMRI studies have suggested that the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) is involved in the 
evaluation of conflict (Botvinick et al., 1999; Carter et al., 2000; Kerns et al., 2004; MacDonald et 
al., 2000), and the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC) in the implementation of strategic processes for 
attentional control. Carter et al. (2000) and Kerns et al. (2004) found increased ACC activity under 
high conflict situations, confirming the role of the ACC in the evaluation of conflict. The general 
idea is that the LPFC is involved in attentional control that is exerted tonically during a task across 
trials (i.e., tonic control), but also that the ACC may signal the LPFC for a transient enhancement 
of control (i.e., transient control within a trial), directed at optimizing performance on subsequent 
trials. Crucially, direct evidence for such within-trial sequence of activations has never been reported 
using fMRI, not even in the study by Kerns et al. (2004), which looked at the ACC and LPFC relation 
across succeeding trials. 

Event-related brain potential (ERP) studies have focused on the difference between ERPs 
to incongruent and to congruent trials in order to identify brain correlates of conflict evaluation 
and subsequent transient attentional control. Two successive phases have been identified in the 
incongruent versus congruent difference wave (e.g., Curtin & Fairchild, 2003; Liotti et al., 2000; 
McNeely et al., 2003; Perlstein et al., 2005; West, 2003; West & Alain, 1999, 2000; West et al., 2004, 
2005). First, a Stroop negativity (N450) has been found between approximately 400-500 ms after 
stimulus presentation at frontocentral sites, reversing polarity over the lateral frontal regions. Source 
analyses of the N450 suggest that the activity in this time window arises from the ACC, consistent 
with a role of the ACC in conflict processing (Liotti et al., 2000; West, 2003). Moreover, consistent 
with the increased ACC activity in high conflict situations (Carter et al., 2000), manipulation of the 
proportion of incongruent stimuli to increase conflict had an effect on the magnitude of the N450, 
with greater negativity under high conflict conditions (West & Alain, 2000). The second phase that 
has been identified in the incongruent versus congruent difference wave is the more sustained 
potential (SP) succeeding the N450 at approximately 600 ms after stimulus onset. The SP consists 
of greater negativity over the lateral frontal areas and greater positivity over centroparietal areas 
on incongruent, relative to congruent trials. The sources of the SP have been suggested to be 
located within the middle or inferior frontal gyrus (LPFC) and the left extrastriate cortices (West, 
2003). Activation in the ACC, reflected in the N450, and subsequent activation in the LPFC and left 
extrastriate cortices, reflected in the SP, are consistent with the theory that the ACC and prefrontal 
regions are involved in evaluative processes and subsequent strategic adjustments in attentional 
control to reduce future conflict. However, based upon dipole models for the difference wave 
(incongruent vs. congruent), Markela-Lerenc et al. (2004) found initial activation in the inferior 
frontal cortex and subsequent activation in the ACC, suggesting that the prefrontal cortex signals 
the ACC to perform the control functions (see also Turken & Swick, 1999). 

If high impulsive and low impulsive individuals differ in terms of behavioral interference, 
ERPs may elucidate the differences in the neural correlates of conflict monitoring and subsequent 
transient attentional control between extreme impulsive groups. To our knowledge, ERPs 
related to Stroop performance have not been examined in ADHD or in high-impulsive healthy 
individuals. Previous literature on brain correlates of Stroop interference which focused on patients 
demonstrated significantly greater N450 and SP on incongruent than congruent trials in controls, 
but not in schizophrenic patients (McNeely et al., 2003) or in survivors of traumatic brain injury (TBI; 
Perlstein et al., 2005).

The present study examined the association between trait impulsivity within the normal 
population and behavioral as well as electrophysiological indices of interference control, assessed 
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in the Stroop task. The impulsiveness scale of the I7 questionnaire was used to assign participants 
into extreme high and low impulsive groups. The behavioral variable of interest was the Stroop 
interference effect, i.e., the difference between performance in the incongruent and congruent 
condition. The brain correlates of conflict evaluation and transient attentional control were examined 
as N450 and SP. The proportion of incongruent stimuli in the Stroop task was varied to induce high 
conflict and provoke more impulsive behavior, providing a more sensitive test of distinguishing low 
from high impulsive individuals. It was hypothesized that high impulsive individuals would have 
more difficulty suppressing irrelevant response tendencies (i.e., more interference in the Stroop task), 
especially under conditions of high conflict in a task version of the Stroop task with low expectancy 
of incongruent color-words. In addition, we expected that brain correlates of conflict evaluation and 
attentional control, the N450 and SP, would be attenuated in high impulsive individuals. We also 
used dipole source localization to confirm the role of the ACC in conflict monitoring (N450) and the 
involvement of the PFC in transient attentional control (SP).

Methods

Participants
Participants were selected from a group of 435 psychology students (357 females and 78 males) 
that filled out the Dutch version of the I7 questionnaire (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1978; Lijffijt et al., 2005a). 
From the group of 435 students, 308 were willing to participate in an experimental study. Students 
with an impulsivity score on the I7 questionnaire of 0 or 1 were ‘defined’ as low impulsive (30 females 
and 5 males) and students with an impulsivity score that exceeded 9 were defined as high impulsive 
(47 females and 12 males). We tried to recruit all the male students, but aimed at including an equal 
proportion of female versus male participants in each group. Finally, 16 low impulsive (3 males and 
13 females) and 16 high impulsive (3 males and 13 females) students were included in the present 
study. Mean age was 19.9 (SD = 2.2) for the low and 20.4 (SD = 2.0) for the high impulsive group.

Participants had neither a current neurological or psychological disorder nor a history of 
one and were not on psychoactive medication. They were right-handed and vision was normal or 
corrected-to-normal. Participants were required to abstain from the use of caffeine on the morning 
of the experiment. All participants signed informed consent and were paid for their participation.

Procedure
In the laboratory, six self-report measures of impulsivity were administered to each participant: 
the Dutch version of the I7 questionnaire, the Dutch version of the ADHD rating scale (Kooij et al., 
2005), the Dutch version of the ADD-H Comprehensive Teacher/Parent Rating Scales Self-Report 
Form (ACTeRS; Ullmann et al, 1997; translated by Jonkman), and the Dutch version of the Dickman 
Impulsivity Inventory (DII; Claes et al., 2000; Dickman, 1990). Table 1 presents mean impulsivity 
subscale scores of all self-report measures. One-way ANOVAs (Table 1) revealed significantly 
more impulsivity in the high impulsive relative to the low impulsive group on each impulsivity 
scale (smallest F = 5.11, p = .031; note that higher scores on the ACTeRS indicate less impulsivity), 
suggesting that these self-report measures are highly related and reflect a similar component of 
impulsivity. 

Participants performed three cognitive tasks: The reversed continuous performance test (R-
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CPT-X), a Stroop task with incongruent and congruent trials, and a Stroop task with incongruent and 
neutral trials. The order of the R-CPT-X and the Stroop tasks was counterbalanced across participants. 
This article presents and discusses the results of the self-report measures and the behavioral and 
psychophysiological data of the Stroop task with incongruent and congruent trials.

Table 1 - Mean age of the participants (in years), mean and standard deviations of impulsivity scores on all self-report 
measures, and results of ANOVAs for the effect of impulsivity.

High impulsives Low impulsives ANOVA

Mean SD Mean SD F p

Age 20.4 2.0 19.9 2.2

I7 – I 13.1 3.1 1.4 1.0

I7 – V 12.1 3.1 9.0 4.4 5.11 .031

ACTeRS HI 35.1 9.4 57.1 3.0 79.84 <0.001

DI 6.2 2.3 0.6 0.6 79.05 <0.001

FI 7.7 2.7 4.1 2.2 15.62 <0.001

HI child 4.3 2.7 0.9 1.4 19.42 <0.001

HI adult 4.1 2.4 1.1 1.3 19.73 <0.001

Note: I7 - I and I7 - V = impulsiveness and venturesomeness subscales of the I7; ACTeRS HI = Hyperactivity/Impulsivity subscale of the 
ACTeRS; DI and FI = dysfunctional and functional impulsivity of the DII; HI child and HI adult = Hyperactivity/ Impulsivity subscales of the 
ADHD rating scale.

Stroop task
Participants were seated in a chair in front of a computer screen. Stroop stimuli were the color-
words, ‘red’, ‘blue’, ‘yellow’, and ‘green’, displayed in red, blue, yellow, or green. The color-words 
were presented in an incongruent (e.g., ‘red’ displayed in blue color) or a congruent color (e.g., ‘red’ 
displayed in red color). The Stroop stimuli were presented one by one in the center of the screen on a 
black background. Participants were instructed to press the button that was identical in color to the 
ink color of the word. Stimulus size was 1.7-2.4° (horizontal) and 0.3° (vertical), stimulus duration was 
150 ms, and interstimulus interval varied randomly between 1700-2200 ms. Each written word was 
presented equally often within a block and appeared 25% of the time. Participants were presented 
with two versions of the congruent Stroop task that differed in the percentage of incongruent 
trials. Each version contained 480 trials presented in four blocks. In the low conflict version (mostly 
incongruent trials), 80% of the trials were incongruent (I/i) and 20% were congruent (I/c). In the high 
conflict version (mostly congruent trials), 20% of the trials were incongruent (C/i) and 80% were 
congruent (C/c). The order of the task versions was counterbalanced across participants. A practice 
block of 12 incongruent and 12 congruent color-words was presented to become familiar with the 
Stroop stimuli. 

Before the Stroop task commenced, participants practiced two blocks containing 40 color-
words (‘red’, ‘blue’, ‘yellow’, and ‘green’) displayed in grey to strengthen the association between the 
colors and the specific color buttons. Each word occurred equally often and there were never more 
than two identical words in succession. The response was determined by the word. Participants had 
to press the button, the color of which corresponded to the color-word.
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Electrophysiological recordings
EEG activity was recorded using a BrainCap with 58 Ag/AgCl electrodes referenced to the Cz electrode. 
The ground electrode was placed within the cap between Afz and Fz. Vertical electrooculogram 
(VEOG) was recorded from electrodes attached above and below the left eye and the horizontal 
electrooculogram (HEOG) from the outer canthi of both eyes. Electrode impedance was kept 
below 5 kΩ. EEG and EOG were amplified with a BrainAmp (Brain Products GmbH) amplifier with a 
bandwidth of 0.04-100 Hz. The sampling rate was 200 Hz. 

Data analysis
Performance data
Mean reaction time (RT) and overall error rate were recorded for both versions of the Stroop task 
(high conflict and low conflict) and for each stimulus type (incongruent and congruent color-
words). RT was based on correct responses between 175 ms and 1500 ms poststimulus. Overall 
error rate was calculated by dividing the number of incorrect responses by total number of incorrect 
responses + number of correct responses. In addition, Stroop error rate and ratio RT interference 
score were calculated for both task versions. Stroop errors refer to incongruent trials in which the 
response matches the word (e.g., response ‘blue’ to an incongruent ‘blue in red color’-trial), reflecting 
true interference. Stroop error rate was calculated by dividing the number of Stroop errors by the 
total number of Stroop errors + number of correct responses. The ratio interference score was 
defined as the ratio between RT on incongruent and RT on congruent trials and reflects the degree 
of interference. Ratio scores, much more than ANOVA analyses of RT, correct for the extent that 
higher interference reflects general slowing. Note that a lower ratio score indicates more Stroop 
interference (Lansbergen et al., 2007b, chapter 2). 

Separate repeated-measures analyses of variances (ANOVA) were conducted for RT and overall 
error rate as dependent variable with condition (incongruent vs. congruent) and version (low conflict 
vs. high conflict) as within-subjects factors and group (high vs. low impulsivity) as between-subjects 
factor. Furthermore, ANOVAs were performed for ratio interference score and for Stroop error rate, 
including within-subjects factor version (low conflict vs. high conflict) and between-subjects factor 
group (high vs. low impulsivity). 

ERP analyses
EEG and EOG data were analyzed using Brain Vision Analyzer software. EEG signals were rereferenced 
off-line to the average of all electrodes. The continuous EEG data were segmented into epochs from 
100 ms prestimulus to 1500 ms poststimulus, only for correct trials. The epochs were filtered with 
a 40 Hz, 24 dB/octave low-pass filter and corrected for eye movements according to the Gratton 
and Coles algorithm (Gratton et al., 1983). Trials with artifacts were rejected from further analyses 
(difference criterion between two neighboring sample points of 50 μV; difference criterion within 
an epoch of 100 μV; absolute amplitude criterion of 200 μV; low activity criterion of 0.5 μV within 
a 100 ms time window). Baseline for the ERPs was defined as the mean of the 100 ms period prior 
to stimulus onset. For each subject, each task version and each stimulus type, average ERPs were 
computed from the corrected data. For the low impulsives, the average number of trials used for 
deriving ERPs was 77.2 (SD = 7.9), 315.9 (SD = 64.6), 321.4 (SD = 43.4), and 81.0 (SD = 10.2) for the 
incongruent and congruent trials in the high conflict version and the incongruent and congruent 
trials in the low conflict version, respectively. For the high impulsives, the average number of trials 
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used for deriving ERPs was 81.7 (SD = 11.1), 351.3 (SD = 22.0), 333.7 (SD = 37.7), and 87.3 (SD = 
5.7) for the incongruent and congruent trials in the high conflict version and the incongruent and 
congruent trials in the low conflict version, respectively. Three of 16 low impulsive participants were 
excluded from ERP analyses because of too few artifact-free EEG epochs.

Based on previous literature, the analysis of the ERP waveform focused on the phasic N450 
and the SP, and specifically on the Stroop interference effect, that is, the contrast between congruent 
and incongruent color-words. Inspection of the difference waveforms in the N450 range revealed 
greater negativity at frontocentral and parietal sites, here labeled as the Stroop N450, and greater 
positivity at lateral frontal sites (especially at F7 and F8), here labeled as the Stroop P450. To quantify 
the Stroop N450 and Stroop P450, mean amplitudes of individual average ERPs in the 350-450 ms 
time window, elicited by incongruent and congruent color-words, were compared over lateral 
frontal (F7-F8), frontocentral (FC1-FC2), and parietal brain areas (left, i.e., average over P3 and PO3, 
vs. right, i.e., average over P4 and PO4). 

Inspection of the difference waveforms for the SP range revealed greater negativity over lateral 
frontal areas, here labeled as Stroop negative SP (N-SP), and greater positivity over centroparietal 
and parietal areas, here labeled as Stroop positive SP (P-SP). The N-SP and P-SP were quantified as 
the mean amplitude in the 700-800 ms time window, averaging over each hemisphere in lateral 
frontal (left, i.e., F3-F5-F7 vs. right, i.e., F4-F6-F8), centroparietal (left, i.e., CP1-CP3 vs. right, i.e., CP2-
CP4), and parietal brain areas (left, i.e., P3-PO3 vs. right, i.e., P4-PO4). 

Repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted for each component, separately for the 
negativity and positivity. Stroop N450 and P-SP effects and interactions with degree of conflict 
(task version) and impulsivity (group) were subjected to repeated-measures ANOVAs, including four 
within-factors, i.e., region (frontocentral vs. posterior and centroparietal vs. posterior for the N450 
and P-SP, respectively), hemisphere (left vs. right hemisphere), version (low vs. high conflict), and 
stimulus-type (incongruent vs. congruent color-words) and one between-factor group (high vs. low 
impulsivity). Similar ANOVAs were conducted for the P450 and Stroop N-SP, but the within-factor 
region was excluded.

Dipole source analysis
Iso-potential contour maps and source models were determined using the BESA program (Windows 
2000 version). The procedures described by Kenemans et al. (2002) were used for source modeling. 
Intracranial generators were modeled as a limited set of bilateral dipoles sources using the four-
shell ellipsoidal head model. Each dipole was characterized by seven parameters (three for location, 
three for orientation, and one for the moment). The optimal set of parameters was found iteratively 
by searching for a minimum in the RV (residual variance) function, RV being the percentage of 
variance in the recorded potential distribution not explained by the model. To limit the optimal 
set of parameters to be estimated, a symmetry constraint with respect to location was applied 
for each bilateral bipolar pair. Additionally, source models were estimated using a limited set of 
unconstrained dipoles in order to examine whether unconstrained dipole models and bilateral 
dipole models would yield similar dipole solutions. 

Source models were estimated for the time windows in the incongruent vs. congruent 
difference waveform in which the N450/P450 and the N-SP/P-SP reached peak values. These were 
430-450 ms (N450/P450, high impulsive group), 405-425 ms (N450/P450, low impulsive group), and 
700-720 ms (P-SP/N-SP, high and low impulsive group). To obtain a sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, 
source models were estimated for the difference between frequently presented congruent (from 
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the high conflict version: C/c) and frequently presented incongruent trials (from the low conflict 
version: I/i). Three additional source models were estimated for the three other contrasts between 
incongruent and congruent trials to examine whether the I/i – C/c source model was representative 
of the dipoles underlying the early and late Stroop effects: (1) the contrast between congruent 
and incongruent trials within the low conflict task version (Ii – Ic), (2) incongruent and congruent 
trials within the high conflict task version (Ci – Cc), and (3) infrequently presented incongruent 
and infrequently presented congruent trials (Ci – Ic). Source models were defined as robust when 
different starting points for the dipoles (i.e., posterior, central, and frontal areas, and for each area 
once on the midline and once at lateral sites) resulted in dipoles with identical locations for all the 
starting points. Note that single dipole or single symmetric dipole pair models are almost always 
completely robust, whereas this is very much less certain for two-or-more-unconstrained-dipole 
models.

Three grand-average models for the frequently incongruent and frequently congruent (Ii – Cc) 
trials (i.e., N450/P450 for low impulsives and N-SP/P-SP for both high and low impulsives) had one 
symmetric bilateral dipole pair and were used as starting models to estimate the individual source 
parameters for the Stroop N450/P450 and N-SP/P-SP. Individual dipole source models for the early 
Stroop effect for high impulsives were estimated by using a dipole model with one unconstrained 
dipole.

For each individual difference waveform, the time-dependent RV was computed for the Stroop 
N450/P450 and for the N-SP/P-SP models. At the time point at which the RV curve was minimal 
(‘latency of best fit’, Kenemans et al., 2002) and within a predetermined window (350-450 ms and 
600-800 ms for the N450/P450 and N-SP/P-SP, respectively), all parameters were optimized for the 
individual data. Again there was a symmetry constraint with respect to location (except for high 
impulsives and N450/P450 where one unconstrained dipole was used). The data of participants 
for whom the RV was greater than 30% were excluded from further analysis, as were the data of 
subjects with anatomically implausible solutions. 

The individual y- and z-location coordinates were entered into repeated-measures ANOVAs 
with the within-subjects factor Stroop effect (N450/P450 vs. N-SP/P-SP) and the between-subjects 
factor group (low vs. high impulsivity). For this analysis, three low impulsive and nine high impulsive 
participants were excluded. Since one unconstrained dipole model was estimated for the individual 
dipole models for the N450/P450 for high impulsives, the x-location coordinate, the dipole moments 
(i.e., the strength of the activation), and orientations could not be tested for this condition. For low 
impulsives, ANOVAs were performed with within-subjects factors Stroop effect (N450/P450 vs. N-
SP/P-SP) and hemisphere (left vs. right) to explore differences in the x-location coordinate, dipole 
moments, and in dipole orientation. In addition, the z-location, dipole moments, and the orientation 
parameters of the N-SP/P-SP source model were entered into ANOVAs with the within-subjects 
factor hemisphere (left vs. right) and the between-subjects factor group (low vs. high impulsivity). 

Results

Behavioral data
Stroop task
Table 2 presents means and standard deviations of reaction times (RTs), ratio scores, and error rates for 
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the high and low conflict version of the Stroop task, for incongruent and congruent trials, separately 
for high and low impulsive participants. Although low impulsives were in general slower than high 
impulsives, no main group effect was found. A significant stimulus-type X version interaction effect 
for RT, F(1, 30) = 28.01, p < .001, was found. Although the Stroop interference effect, i.e., slower RTs 
to incongruent than to congruent color-words, was found in both task versions (I/i vs. I/c: F(1, 31) = 
193.13, p < .0001; C/i vs. C/c: F(1, 31) = 100.41, p < .0001), the difference between RT to incongruent 
versus congruent trials was greater in the high conflict (C/i 716.1 ms, C/c 590.9 ms) as compared 
with the low conflict (I/i 666.8 ms, I/c 592.2 ms) task version. An additional ANOVA analysis of the 
ratio RT interference score (i.e., the ratio between RT on incongruent and RT on congruent trials) was 
conducted, indicating more interference in the high conflict than in the low conflict task version, 
confirming the RT analyses, F(1, 30) = 29.17, p < .001 (Table 2).

Table 2 - Mean RT, overall error rate, Stroop error rate, and ratio interference score for high and low impulsive participants 
for the high conflict and low conflict versions of the Stroop task. 

High impulsive Low impulsive

High conflict Low conflict High conflict Low conflictt

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

RT (in ms) Incongruent 682.3 108.7 647.5 81.9 749.9 170.1 686.1 121.3

Congruent 566.0 67.6 570.5 60.4 615.8 123.1 613.9 103.4
Overall errors 
(in %) Incongruent 7.2 4.0 7.0 4.5 9.1 5.2 6.6 3.3

Congruent 4.3 3.5 4.6 4.3 4.3 2.4 5.9 3.4
Stroop errors 
(in %) 3.8 2.4 3.3 2.2 5.2 3.3 3.0 1.5

Ratio score 0.84 0.07 0.88 0.04 0.83 0.08 0.90 0.29

Overall, error rates were affected by version and stimulus-type differentially across groups. 
Repeated-measures ANOVA yielded a significant version X stimulus-type X group interaction, F(1, 
30) = 5.37, p = .028. A significant version X stimulus-type interaction was found in the low impulsive, 
F(1, 30) = 11.33, p = .004, but not in the high impulsive group. High impulsive participants showed 
the expected Stroop interference effect on error rate, more errors in the incongruent relative to the 
congruent condition, F(1, 30) = 22.52, p < .001, but this effect did not differ between task versions. 
In the low impulsive group, the error interference effect was only present in the high conflict, F(1, 
30) = 20.91, p < .001, but not in the low conflict task version. Additional analyses of true Stroop 
interference error rates confirmed the expected effect of conflict manipulation in low, but not in 
high impulsives (version X group: F(1, 30) = 6.89, p = .013; version effect for low impulsives: F(1, 30) 
= 21.69, p < .001 [Table 2]). Regarding the overall mean error rate, the effect of task version in low 
impulsive participants was different for the two stimulus types. In the incongruent condition, low 
impulsives made more errors in the high conflict (C/i) relative to the low conflict task version (I/i), 
whereas the reversed pattern was seen in the congruent condition, more errors in the low conflict (I/
c) than in the high conflict (C/c) task version. Post-hoc analyses were conducted to examine whether 
the effect of conflict manipulation was caused by surprise effects rather than conflict effects using 
the method proposed by Carter et al. (2000). For each low impulsive participant, errors that could 
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be the result of a general effect of surprise were subtracted out by using the following formula: (C/i 
– I/i) – [Mean(C/i + I/c) – Mean(I/i + C/c)]. The score was not significantly greater than zero, t(1,15) = 
1.21, p = .244, suggesting that the difference between the expected and unexpected incongruent 
trials was only the result of surprise effects of unexpected stimuli. 

Electrophysiological data
Figure 1 displays grand-average ERPs at F7, F8, FCz, CP3, and Pz (the ERPs at these sites are 
representative of the Stroop effects at all electrodes) for incongruent and congruent color-words in 
the low conflict and high conflict task versions, for high and low impulsive participants. 

Table 3 shows the relevant results of the ANOVAs and post-hoc analyses for each component, 
separately for version X stimulus-type and hemisphere X stimulus-type interactions. As shown in 
Figure 1, an early Stroop interference effect (i.e., difference in amplitude between the potential 
associated with incongruent stimuli and the potential associated with congruent stimuli) was found 
around 350-450 ms. The difference waves, incongruent minus congruent (Figure 2), demonstrate 
the Stroop effect as an early positivity over lateral frontal areas (F7-F8; Stroop P450), and an early 
negativity over frontocentral (FCz-FC1-FC2) and posterior (Pz-P3-P4-PO3-PO4) areas (Stroop N450). 

Repeated-measures ANOVA for lateral frontal areas yielded a significant version X stimulus-
type interaction. Although the Stroop interference effect (i.e., Stroop P450) was found in both Stroop 
versions, the amplitude of the P450 was larger in the high conflict Stroop version. Further, over 
frontocentral and parietal areas, Stroop N450 was present in the high conflict, but not in the low 
conflict version (version X stimulus-type effect, see Table 3). In addition, a significant hemisphere 
X stimulus-type interaction revealed larger amplitude of the Stroop N450 over right relative to left 
areas. No significant interaction or main effects involving group were found. Post-hoc analyses to 
test for possible surprise effects of unexpected stimuli revealed no significant differences between 
mean amplitudes to congruent stimuli in the low conflict versus high conflict version. 

As shown in Figure 1, a late Stroop interference effect was found starting at around 600 ms 
after stimulus onset. The difference waves, incongruent minus congruent (Figure 2), demonstrate 
the Stroop effect as a late negativity over lateral frontal areas (F3-F4-F5-F6-F7-F8; N-SP), and a 
late positivity over centroparietal (CP1-CP2-CP3-CP4) and parietal (P3-P4-PO3-PO4) areas (P-SP). 
Overall, P-SP was greater in the high conflict relative to the low conflict version. Further, the P-
SP was more right oriented over centroparietal and parietal areas in low impulsives relative to a 
more left hemisphere dominance in high impulsives, especially in the high conflict version (see the 
topographical maps in Figure 3). 

 Statistics for the N-SP over lateral frontal areas revealed a hemisphere X stimulus-type effect, 
indicating a greater N-SP over left than over right lateral frontal areas. At centroparietal and parietal 
sites, a significant area X version X stimulus-type effect was found, F(1,27) = 8.08, p = .008. A marginal 
significant version X stimulus-type effect over parietal, but not over centroparietal areas indicated a 
larger P-SP in the high conflict relative to the low conflict version. Further, post-hoc analyses based 
on a significant hemisphere X stimulus-type X group effect, F(1,27) = 4.47, p = .044, yielded no 
significant results. However, as illustrated by Figure 3, low impulsives appear to show a relatively 
right and high impulsives a relatively left hemisphere dominant Stroop P-SP over centroparietal and 
parietal areas. For each area, a repeated-measures ANOVA was conducted to explore the significant 
hemisphere X stimulus-type X group interaction. Only over parietal areas, this three-way interaction 
was significant, F(1,27) = 4.56, p = .042, revealing a marginally significant hemisphere X stimulus-
type effect, F(1,27) = 3.98, p = .056, in high, but not in low impulsive participants. This interaction 
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Figure 1 - Grand-average ERPs for high and low impulsive participants, elicited by incongruent and 
congruent stimuli at lateral frontal, frontocentral, centroparietal, and parietal electrode sites, separately 
for the high conflict and low conflict version. 
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Table 3 - Top: Summary of the ANOVAs for the N450/P450 and N-SP/P-SP with regard to version X stimulus-type 
interactions. Bottom: Summary of the ANOVAs for the N450/P450 and N-SP/P-SP with regard to hemisphere X stimulus-
type interactions.

High conflict Low conflict

V x ST ST ST

F p F P F P

N450 6.94 <.001 48.48 <.001 2.73 ns

P450 9.05 .006 47.26 < .001 5.40 .028

P-SP, centroparietal 0.21 ns

P-SP, parietal 3.79 .062 14.72 .001 4.43 .045

Left hemi Right hemi

H x ST ST ST

F P F p F p

N450 12.23 .014 38.56 <.001 5.57 .026

N-SP 4.27 .039 10.95 .003 4.87 .036

P-SP, parietal, low imp 1.16 ns

P-SP, parietal, high imp 3.98 .056 29.12 <.001 4.25 0.057

Note: All contrasts reported have (1, 27) degrees of freedom. Only the post-hoc tests for the P-SP over parietal areas for high impulsive 
individuals per hemisphere have (1, 15) degrees of freedom. ST: stimulus type (incongruent vs. congruent); V: version (high vs. low conflict); 
H: hemisphere (left vs. right).

effect reflects that high impulsives showed a relatively left hemisphere dominant Stroop P-SP over 
parietal areas. 

No significant main effects of group were found. Post-hoc analyses to test for possible surprise 
effects of unexpected stimuli revealed no significant differences between mean amplitudes to 
congruent stimuli in the low conflict versus high conflict version. 

Dipole source analysis
As shown in the iso-potential contour maps in Figure 4 (left), the potential distribution for the early 
Stroop effect differed between groups. For high impulsives, there was a pronounced negativity over 
left posterior areas, and for low impulsives there was more negativity over medial areas. Iso-potential 
contour maps for the Stroop N-SP/P-SP were very similar for both groups in terms of distribution, 
featuring anterior negativity combined with posterior positivity. Consistent with the ERP data, for 
high impulsives there was more left and for low impulsives more right posterior positivity. Note that 
the topographical maps in Figure 3 reflect the distribution of the difference between incongruent 
and congruent trials for the low conflict (I/i vs. I/c) and the high conflict task version (C/i vs. C/c), 
whereas the iso-potential contour maps in Figure 4 (left) reflect the distribution of the difference 
between frequently presented incongruent and frequently presented congruent stimuli (I/i vs. C/
c). 

To examine whether the I/i - C/c source model was representative of the dipoles underlying 
the Stroop effects, additional dipole models for three other contrasts between incongruent and 
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Figure 2 - Difference waves (incongruent – congruent) for the low conflict and high conflict task version, at 
lateral frontal, frontocentral, centroparietal, and parietal electrode sites, separately for high and low impulsive 
participants. 
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Figure 3 - Topographical maps for the Stroop N450/P450 and Stroop N-SP/P-SP, for the low conflict and high conflict 
task version, and for high and low impulsive participants. White: Areas of negative amplitude. Black-grey: Areas of 
positive amplitude.

High impulsives High impulsives High impulsives High impulsives

Low impulsives Low impulsives Low impulsives Low impulsives

-2 µV 0 µV 2 µV

350-450 ms

-2 µV 0 µV 2 µV

700-800 ms

N450 / P450 N-SP / P-SP
High conflict Low conflict High conflict Low conflict

congruent trials were estimated. Figure 5 presents the grand-average dipoles for the four different 
contrasts (i.e., Ii – Cc, Ii – Ic, Ci – Cc, and Ci – Ic), separately for the N450/P450 and the N-SP/P-SP and 
for high and low impulsives. 

 Regarding the N450/P450 for the low impulsive group, only the Ii – Cc analysis revealed a 
source model with one bilateral dipole pair that adequately explained the data (RV = 8.08%). The Ci 
– Cc model, consisting of two pairs of bilateral dipoles, also had a plausible and robust solution (RV 
< 5%). The first pair of bilateral dipoles of this model was comparable to the original dipole pair of 
the Ii – Cc source model. Furthermore, a single unconstrained dipole yielded a solution (RV = 9.27%) 
similar to the solution with one bilateral dipole pair with symmetrical locations. Adding a second 
dipole to the single dipole model resulted in an implausible solution. Note that the location of the 
dipole is near the single dipole in the dipole solutions from Liotti et al. (2000) and West (2003). Since 
the RV for the symmetric dipoles model was lower than the RV for the single dipole model and the 
common procedure in our lab is to use dipole pairs with a symmetry constraint, we have decided 
to use this last model as the starting point to estimate the neural generators for each individual 
difference waveform.

For the high impulsive group, only the Ii – Cc analysis revealed a source model with one 
bilateral dipole pair for the N450/P450 that adequately explained the data (RV = 4.44%). Adding 
a second pair of bilateral dipoles to the Ii – Ic and the Ci – Ic models resulted in correct dipole 
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Figure 4 ( left) - Iso-potential contour maps for the Stroop N450/P450 and Stroop N-SP/P-SP (based on the difference 
between the frequently presented incongruent and the frequently presented congruent trials), separately for high 
and low impulsive participants. Shaded: Areas of negative amplitude. White: Areas of positive amplitudes Spacing is 
0.2 μV; (right) - The top and right lateral views of the average of the individual dipole models for the incongruent vs. 
congruent difference waveform. Black: dipole solution for the early Stroop effect (N450/P450) for high impulsives. Dark 
grey: dipole solution for the early Stroop effect (N450/P450) for low impulsives. Medium grey: dipole solution for the 
late Stroop effect (N-SP/P-SP) for high impulsives. Light grey: dipole solution for the late Stroop effect (N-SP/P-SP) for 
low impulsives.

High impulsives Low impulsives

L  420 ms  R L  415 ms  R

L  710 ms  R L  710 ms  R

solutions (RV < 5%), but was not comparable to the original Ii – Cc source model. A model with a 
single unconstrained dipole yielded a correct dipole solution (RV = 7.33%) and the location was 
comparable with the dipole model from Liotti et al. (2000) and West (2003). A model with two 
unconstrained dipoles could not be replicated using the other contrasts between incongruent and 
congruent trials. Therefore, individual source parameters for the N450/P450 for high impulsives 
were estimated using the model with one dipole. 

With regard to the SP, for low impulsives, dipole analyses resulted in comparable dipole models 
across contrasts, consisting of one pair of bilateral dipoles that adequately explained the data (RV 
< 10%; except for the Ii – Ic model for low impulsives: RV = 13.38%). For all comparisons, adding a 
second pair of bilateral dipoles resulted in implausible solutions. The locations of the one pair of 
bilateral dipoles were similar to the location of the dipole from the model with one unconstrained 
dipole, but the RV increased (4.88% and 6.29%, respectively). Adding a second unconstrained dipole 
to the one dipole models yielded implausible solutions. Finally, we have used the one symmetric 
dipole pair to estimate the individual dipole models.

For high impulsives, dipole analyses for the SP resulted in comparable dipole models across 
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Figure 5 - The top and right/left lateral views of the dipole solutions for the early and late Stroop effects (i.e., N450/P450 
and N-SP/P-SP, respectively), separately for high and low impulsives. Black: difference between infrequently presented 
incongruent and frequently presented congruent trials (Ci – Cc). Dark grey: difference between frequently presented 
incongruent and infrequently presented congruent trials (Ii – Ic). Medium grey: difference between infrequently 
presented incongruent and infrequently presented congruent trials (Ci – Ic). Light grey: difference between frequently 
presented incongruent and frequently presented congruent trials (Ii – Cc). 

contrasts, consisting of one pair of bilateral dipoles that adequately explained the data (RV < 10%),  
and for all comparisons, adding a second pair of bilateral dipoles resulted in implausible solutions. 
The fit of the model with the two unconstrained dipoles was better than the fit of the model with 
one unconstrained dipole (7.19% and 11.50%, respectively). Moreover, there is hardly any difference 
between the model with two unconstrained dipoles and the original model with symmetrical dipoles. 
We preferred the most parsimonious model, that is, the model with two symmetric dipoles. 

For both low and high impulsives, the dipole solution for the SP was not comparable with 
that from West (2003). However, their model with three dipoles provided only a modest fit to their 
own data (RV = 14.28%). In addition, they reported that their model was “not sufficiently sensitive to 
differentiate potentially activated regions within the frontal gyrus”.

For simplicity and maximum signal-to-noise ratio, the Ii – Cc contrasts were used for the 
statistical analysis of the individual dipole models. The neural generators underlying the Stroop 
effects were estimated for each individual difference waveform, with the grand-average solution 
parameters being used as starting point (see Kenemans et al., 2002). Figure 4 (right) presents the top 
and right lateral views of the average of the individual dipole models for the N450/P450 and the N-
SP/P-SP for both groups. The RV of the individual model for the early Stroop effect ranged from 1.96% 
to 19.88% and from 0.74% to 19.61% for high (mean RV = 10.49%; SD = 5.66) and low impulsives 
(mean RV = 10.51%; SD = 6.33), respectively. For the late Stroop effect, the RV of the individual 
models ranged from 2.88% to 14.13% and from 4.50% to 28.58% for the high impulsive (mean RV = 
8.01%; SD = 4.87) and low impulsive group (mean RV = 10.59%, SD = 7.53), respectively. 

N450 / P450 N-SP / P-SP

High impulsives Low impulsives High impulsives Low impulsives
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Table 4 - The average talairach x, y, and z locations (in mm) of the left hemisphere and the x, y, and z orientations, and 
dipole moments (in nAm) of the individual source models for the left and right hemispheres, for the N/P450 and N/P-SP, 
and for high and low impulsives. 

High impulsives High impulsives Low impulsives Low impulsives

N450 / P450 N-SP / P-SP N450 / P450 N-SP / P-SP

Left Right Left Right Left Right

x location -9.50 28.94 21.99 18.43

y location -22.07 -45.85 -11.64 -13.77

z location 14.01 14.64 17.98 13.53

x orientation 0.05 -0.02 -0.20 0.15 0.05 0.18 -0.20

y orientation 0.06 -0.49 -0.26 0.31 -0.00 -0.45 -0.19

z orientation -0.14 0.14 0.37 -0.12 -0.34 0.02 0.13

Dipole moment 40.70 30.94 27.46 37.39 44.44 45.19 39.02

Note: since the symmetric dipole constraint for location was used, only location parameters of one dipole source are shown (i.e., right 
hemisphere).

Table 4 presents the values of the locations, orientations, and dipole moments of the dipole 
sources for the N450/P450 and the N-SP/P-SP for high and low impulsive participants. For the y- and 
z-locations, no significant group X Stroop effects were found, but repeated-measures ANOVA for 
the y-location revealed a main group effect, F(1,15) = 7.15, p = .017. As shown in Figure 4 (right), the 
dipole for the SP for high impulsives was located more posterior. Post-hoc tests for the differences in 
y-location between high and low impulsives, separately for each Stroop effect could be conducted 
using more participants. The dipoles of the SP model were located significantly more posterior for 
the high (n=9) than the low impulsive group (n = 10) (-43.81 mm and -13.77 mm, respectively), 
F(1,17) = 4.54, p = .048, but no group effect was found for the N450 model (F< 0).

Further, statistical analyses for the low impulsive group revealed no significant differences 
between the dipole sources for the N450/P450 and the N-SP/P-SP with respect to the x-location 
of the dipoles and dipole moments. For y- and z-orientations, significant main Stroop effects were 
found, F(1,9) = 12.69, p = .006 and F(1,9) = 12.12, p = .007 for y- and z-orientation, respectively, 
indicating that the dipoles for the Stroop N-SP/P-SP were oriented more ventrally and toward the 
back of the head relative to the dipoles for the Stroop N450/P450. These results are consistent with 
the iso-potential maps in Figure 4 (left), showing more negativity for the early Stroop effect and 
more positivity for the late Stroop effect over posterior areas. 

For the SP, additional dipole analyses were conducted to examine the uniqueness of the dipole 
models for the low and high impulsive group. The average of the individual dipole models for the 
high impulsive group was used as the starting model to estimate the neural generator of the SP for 
the high and low impulsive groups, and vice versa. The dipoles were allowed to vary in orientation 
to find the optimal set of parameters. For both groups, the RVs increased when the SP was modeled 
with the dipole model from the other group (from 8.41% to 10.01% for the high and from 5.99% to 
7.88% for the low impulsive group, respectively). 
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Figure 6 - The top and right lateral views of the dipole models that were based on the grand average waveforms for 
high and low impulsive participants, fitted at 310-320 ms. On the right side of the dipole models, iso-potential contour 
maps for the ERP activity at 310 ms. Shaded: Areas of negative amplitude. White: Areas of positive amplitudes. Spacing 
is 1 μV.

High impulsives Low impulsives

L  310 ms  R L  310 ms  R

Post-hoc analysis: NP300
An unanticipated, but very conspicuous result was that high impulsive participants had a remarkable 
smaller positive peak around 200 ms and a larger negative peak around 300 ms poststimulus at 
frontal midline and frontocentral sites in the grand-average waveforms for all conditions (see 
Figure 1). Mean amplitudes in the 175-225 ms and in the 250-350 ms windows were entered in 
an exploratory ANOVA analysis including three within-factors, i.e., version (low conflict vs. high 
conflict), stimulus-type (incongruent vs. congruent color-words), and electrode (Fz and FCz) and one 
between-factor group (high vs. low impulsivity). The mean amplitude in the 250-350 ms window 
was significantly larger for high than for low impulsives (main group effect: F(1, 27) = 5.16, p < .031), 
but the mean amplitude in the 175-225 ms window was only marginally different between the two 
groups (main group effect: F(1, 27) = 3.29, p < .081). As shown in the iso-potential maps in Figure 6, 
the distribution for the peak at 310 ms in the average ERP waveform (across conditions and versions) 
features anterior negativity and posterior positivity for both groups. Corresponding dipole models 
were estimated for the peak in the average ERP waveform at a 310-320 ms time window (Figure 6). 
For both groups, one pair of bilateral dipoles adequately explained the data (RV = 4.13% for low and 
RV = 5.01% for high impulsives). Adding a second pair of bilateral dipoles resulted in an implausible 
solution. The location of the dipole sources was quite similar, only the dipole for low impulsives was 
located deeper relative to high impulsives. 
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Discussion

The present study explored the association between trait impulsivity within the normal population, 
as assessed by the I7 questionnaire, and abnormal interference control in the Stroop task. In order 
to provoke more impulsive responses the probability of congruent color-words was manipulated to 
induce high conflict. This was accomplished by a version of the Stroop task that consisted of more 
congruent than incongruent color-words. In addition, we examined the electrophysiological indices 
of conflict manipulation and subsequent transient attentional control in the Stroop task, and the 
effect of the degree of conflict on these brain correlates in relation to trait impulsivity. 

Consistent with earlier findings, Stroop interference, with longer reaction times (RT) to 
incongruent color-words relative to congruent color-words, was larger in the high conflict relative 
to the low conflict task version. This was confirmed by an analysis of ratio interference scores, with 
lower ratio scores in the high conflict than in the low conflict task version. These results are consistent 
with the idea that in the high conflict task version, in which there is a low expectancy of incongruent 
color-words, participants are less able to strategically suppress word processing to decrease the 
influence of word reading on color naming on incongruent trials. This hypothesis further holds that 
in a task version with a low probability of incongruent stimuli there is low tonic attentional control, 
resulting in relatively high response conflict with incongruent stimuli. 

Further, the expected pattern of greater Stroop N450/P450 and greater Stroop N-SP/P-SP in 
the high conflict relative to the low conflict version of the Stroop task was found. This increase in 
N450/P450 under conditions of relatively high conflict is consistent with the suggestion that greater 
N450/P450 reflects more conflict processing (Carter et al., 2000; West et al., 2000). Moreover, the 
present source model for the N450/P450 revealed neural generators near the anterior cingulate 
cortex (ACC), confirming the role of the ACC in conflict monitoring as has been found earlier by fMRI 
and ERP studies (Carter et al., 2000; Liotti et al., 2000; West, 2003). 

Recently, the N-SP/P-SP has been associated with activity in the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC)  
and may reflect the process of transient attentional control (West, 2003). In the present study, the 
increase in the N-SP/P-SP in the high conflict task version of the Stroop task is consistent with the 
idea that under conditions of relatively high conflict more transient control was exerted to reduce 
future conflict. However, results of the dipole source analyses suggest that the neural generators of 
the N-SP/P-SP were located in the vicinity of the ACC, suggesting a common origin for the N450/
P450 and N-SP/P-SP. The finding that the orientations of the dipoles were different may indicate that 
overlapping, but slightly different neural populations have been activated. This corresponds to the 
literature on error processing, suggesting that different areas of the ACC are associated with ‘early’ 
and ‘late’ error processing, the caudal and rostral ACC, respectively (Van Veen & Carter, 2002). The 
early error-related negativity (ERN) has been interpreted as a correlate of a performance monitoring 
function, whereas the late error-related positivity (Pe) may reflect more the awareness of conflict, 
the emotional appraisal of the conflict, or the adaptation in information processing after conflict 
(Overbeek et al., 2005). In line with these suggestions, the early Stroop effect (N450/P450) and 
the late Stroop effect (N-SP/P-SP) may represent different aspects of conflict processing. Whereas 
the early Stroop effect may be a correlate of early conflict monitoring, the late Stroop effect may 
be a correlate of further and more complex conflict processing rather than transient attentional 
control. Analogous to the Pe, further and more complex conflict processing may be the awareness 
of conflict, the emotional appraisal of the conflict, or the adaptation in information processing after 
conflict (Overbeek et al., 2005). The N450 over frontocentral and posterior areas and the N-SP over 
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frontal areas were larger over left than over right hemispheres. This finding may indicate that the left 
hemisphere is especially involved in conflict processing. 

With regard to differences between extreme impulsivity groups, contrary to our expectations, 
no abnormal Stroop interference in terms of reaction time was found in high impulsives relative 
to low impulsives, not even in the high conflict version of the Stroop task. This was confirmed 
by  an analysis of ratio interference scores. The behavioral reaction time data are consistent with 
previous studies using Stroop tasks with equal probabilities of incongruent and congruent stimuli. 
Impulsivity as assessed by the Barratt Impulsivity Scale (BIS) (Cheung et al., 2004), by rating scales for 
teachers and adults (Avila et al., 2004; Visser, et al., 1996), or by 13 core impulsivity items of Eysenck 
and Eysenck (referred to as “narrow” impulsivity; Kirkeby & Robinson, 2004) was also not associated 
with abnormal Stroop interference in adults or children. 

In the present study, we did find a difference between high and low impulsive participants for 
Stroop interference in terms of errors (i.e., increased error rate on incongruent relative to congruent 
trials). Contrary to our expectations, low impulsives, but not high impulsives were sensitive to the 
manipulation of expectancy of incongruent color-words for Stroop interference in terms of errors. 
This was confirmed by analysis of true Stroop interference errors, where low impulsives, but not 
high impulsives made more Stroop errors in the high conflict relative to the low conflict task 
version. This finding may be the result of surprise effects of unexpected stimuli rather than conflict 
effects driven by expectancy-based strategies to reduce conflict. Low impulsive individuals may 
focus their attention more on the expected stimuli in both task versions rather than strategically 
suppressing word processing in the low conflict condition where there is a high expectancy of 
incongruent color-words. This is consistent with the findings that low impulsive participants made 
more errors to unexpected stimuli independent of congruency. Thus, low impulsive individuals 
may not strategically suppress word processing in the low conflict version, but rather focus more 
attention on the expected color-words. One previous study analyzed Stroop errors in impulsive 
healthy children and did not find any difference between low and high impulsive children (Visser et 
al., 1996), but did also not manipulate the degree of conflict in the Stroop task. 

All in all, high impulsiveness within the normal population as assessed by several rating scales 
and self-report measures is not associated with abnormal behavioral interference, whereas this 
association does exist in children and adults with ADHD (for reviews, see Homack & Riccio et al., 
2004; Lansbergen et al., 2007b, chapter 2; Van Mourik et al., 2005). So, impulsivity within the normal 
population, as assessed by impulsivity questionnaires, can not be used as a model for impulsivity in 
individuals with ADHD. A better model for impulsivity in ADHD patients may be impulsivity within 
the normal population, as assessed by the behavioral performance on inhibition-related tasks that 
have distinguished ADHD patients from controls in previous studies such as the stop-signal task, the  
continuous performance test (CPT), or the Stroop task. So, future studies may use healthy participants 
and divide them in groups by level of performance on these response inhibition tasks and examine 
whether they differ in pattern of brain activity during the performance of the behavioral task (see 
Ruchsow et al., 2005).

With respect to ERPs, there were no differences in Stroop N450/P450 between low and high 
impulsive participants, suggesting no abnormal conflict detection in high impulsives. On the other 
hand, the Stroop P-SP was more left oriented over posterior areas in high impulsives relative to low 
impulsives (see Figures 3 and 4, left). This may indicate that other areas may be involved in further, 
more complex processing of conflict for high versus low impulsive individuals. This result of an effect 
of impulsivity on the late N-SP/P-SP but not on the early N450/P450 is consistent with the findings of 
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a recent ERP study on ADHD. Wiersema et al. (2005) used a Go/NoGo task and provided evidence for 
normal error detection (i.e., similar ERN) but abnormal adjustment in information processing after 
conflict (i.e., reduced Pe and no post-error slowing) in ADHD. However, contradictory findings have 
also been reported. Smaller amplitudes in ERN have been demonstrated in ADHD (Liotti et al., 2005) 
and in high impulsives, as assessed by response style, on a Go/NoGo task (Pailing et al., 2002; Ruchsow 
et al., 2005). Moreover, Ruchsow et al. (2006) found a reduced ERN for individuals with borderline 
personality disorder (BPD) during a Go/NoGo task as compared to controls. So, there seems to be 
some inconsistency regarding the abnormal ERN in impulsive individuals. Note that Ruchsow et 
al. (2006) found smaller amplitudes of the ERN with higher scores on the non-planning subscale 
from the BIS-10 for patients, but not for controls. So, whereas impulsivity in patients and impulsivity 
related to behavioral performance (i.e., less controlled response style; Pailing, et al., 2002; Ruchsow 
et al., 2005) may be associated with deficient detection of errors, impulsivity, as assessed by self-
report measures, may not be related to deficient evaluation of errors. Consistently, high impulsive 
participants in the present study did not show smaller amplitudes of the N/P450, suggesting normal 
conflict evaluation. Regarding further, more complex processing of conflict, no group differences 
were found for the late Pe between healthy individuals and BPD patients (Ruchsow et al., 2006) and 
between individuals with a less as compared to individuals with a more controlled response style. 
The lack of the consistency between the findings of the present study and previous research could 
be related to the fact that previous research focused on error processing, whereas the present study 
examined conflict processing during two competing response tendencies. Moreover, impulsivity, 
as assessed by self-report measures, may be qualitatively different from impulsivity in patients or 
impulsivity as assessed by behavioral performance on inhibition-related tasks. A relation may be 
found between behavioral performance in the Stroop task (i.e., the level of interference control) and 
processes of conflict detection.

Consistent with the differences between the impulsive groups in terms of topography of the P-
SP, dipole analyses for the N-SP/P-SP revealed group differences with respect to location, indicating 
that the dipoles of the N-SP/P-SP model were located more anteriorly for low, relative to high 
impulsives. Moreover, when the SP was modeled with the SP dipole model from the other group, 
and vice versa, the residual variances (RV) increased for both groups, confirming the recruitment of 
different neural generators between high and low impulsives. This may indicate that more posterior 
and left-sided brain areas are involved in relatively ‘late’, more complex conflict processing for high 
versus low impulsive individuals. 

Horn et al. (2003) used fMRI to examine the relation between trait impulsivity (BIS and I7) 
and brain activity during a Go/NoGo task where individuals had to suppress a prepotent response. 
Different brain areas were activated for low and high impulsives, suggesting that more impulsive 
individuals activated paralimbic areas, whereas less impulsive individuals activated higher order 
association areas when suppressing a prepotent response. Horn et al. (2003) suggested that this may 
be the result of differences in the level of recruitment of neurons during response inhibition, or of 
differences in cognitive processing after the stimulus, or both. Our findings of different topography 
and different location of dipoles for high versus low impulsive individuals with regard to the relatively 
‘late’ Stroop P-SP may suggest differences in cognitive processing such as complex processing of 
conflict, rather than differences in relatively early processing during response inhibition. However, it 
is difficult to provide strong support for the differences in active brain areas between groups using 
dipole source modelling without converging evidence from functional imaging studies. Functional 
imaging studies on the relation between impulsivity and conflict processes in the Stroop task may 
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provide more conclusive evidence that high and low impulsive individuals recruit different areas 
during further, more complex conflict processing in the Stroop task.

A conspicuous difference in ERPs between high and low impulsives was independent of task 
version and stimulus type. Overall, high impulsives responded to task stimuli in general with a larger 
anterior-negative/posterior-positive potential at about 300-ms latency, which for both groups 
was localized in or in the vicinity of the parietal cortex. More research is needed to determine the 
functional meaning of this difference in parietal-like activity in relation to impulsivity as assessed 
by questionnaires. The parietal cortex has been strongly linked to selective attention to diverse 
features, including locations in space and nonspatial features like color and form (Corbetta & 
Shulman, 2002). One possibility is that the enhanced activity in high impulsives is related to their 
low sensitivity to the surprise effect of unexpected Stroop categories, relative to the present group 
of low impulsives.

In summary, high impulsivity within the normal population, as assessed by several rating 
scales and self-report measures, is not associated with abnormal behavioral interference and 
therefore can not be used as a model for impulsivity in individuals with ADHD. Impulsivity in ADHD 
appears not to be an extreme end of impulsivity within the normal population. However, examining 
the correlations between impulsivity and brain correlates of conflict in a large group of healthy 
individuals that vary on the continuum of impulsivity may clarify the relation between impulsivity 
and conflict processing. In the present study, correlation analysis could not be conducted as we 
selected extreme low and extreme high impulsive individuals. The results from this study suggest 
that impulsivity in ADHD is qualitatively different from impulsivity in healthy individuals. Another 
possible reason for the normal Stroop interference in high impulsives may be that whereas high 
impulsive, healthy individuals have some degree of insight into their impulsive behavior, ADHD 
patients lack the insight into their impulsive behavior. Consequently, high impulsive participants 
might have expected that they were high impulsive, resulting in ‘more allocation of attention’ 
during task performance relative to low impulsives. The differences between groups in ERP at 
approximately 300 ms after stimulus onset may reflect this difference in recruitment of attentional 
resources. This may explain the lack of the differences between groups with regard to the RT and 
the amplitudes of the conflict-related ERPs. Further, it may explain the surprise effect for low and not 
for high impulsives. Whereas high impulsives might have employed expectancy-based strategies to 
reduce conflict, low impulsives might have focused their attention more on the expected stimuli. 
Another hypothesis for the difference between impulsivity in ADHD and impulsivity within the 
normal population is that additional psychopathology-related factors besides impulsivity might 
play a role in ADHD, e.g., hyperactivity, inattention, or characteristics of comorbid disorders. 
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Abstract

Objective: To examine the relation between self-reported impulsivity, inhibitory control, and the 
neural correlates of stopping performance within the normal population. 

Methods: Healthy individuals scoring high and low on trait impulsivity performed an auditory stop-
signal task. Stopping performance and neural correlates of stopping (i.e., N1 and stop-P3) were 
compared between the impulsive groups as well as between participants who were slow and fast 
in stopping. 

Results: As expected, N1 and stop-P3 were larger for successful relative to failed stops (i.e., N1 and 
stop-P3 effects). Participants scoring high relative to low on impulsivity showed equal stopping 
performance, had larger stop-P3, but similar N1 effects. Slow as compared to fast stoppers had 
reduced stop-P3, but similar N1 effects.

Conclusions: Participants scoring high relative to low on impulsivity may need more effortful 
inhibitory control to yield equal stopping performance. Slow relative to fast stoppers may have 
weaker inhibition processes and abnormal error processing. In contrast to ADHD, both high 
impulsives as well as slow stoppers had an intact N1 effect.

Significance: Subjective impulsivity and slow stopping in healthy individuals cannot be generalized 
to ADHD. 
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Introduction

Impulsivity is associated with risky and spontaneous behavior, acting without thinking, and 
recklessness, but has also been specifically defined as the inability to inhibit inappropriate behavior 
or as an aversion to wait. Several measures have been developed to assess impulsivity, including 
questionnaires that rely on individuals’ perceptions of their own behavior. High levels of impulsivity 
have often been seen as dysfunctional. The construct impulsivity is also a defining characteristic 
of several psychiatric disorders such as attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; DSM-
IV, America Psychiatric Association, 1994). It is an interesting question as to what the relation is 
between self-reported impulsivity in healthy individuals and impulsivity in psychopathology. The 
underlying deficits of impulsivity in ADHD patients may be an extreme form of normal subjective 
impulsivity. This may yield possibilities to use healthy individuals, characterized by extreme self-
reported impulsivity, as model samples for ADHD. 

Barkley (1997) argued that deficient inhibitory control may be the underlying deficit of 
impulsivity in ADHD. One important aspect of inhibitory control is the ability to stop an ongoing or 
prepotent response. The stop-signal paradigm has often been used to study this variety of inhibitory 
control empirically (Logan, 1994). In the stop-signal paradigm, the primary task is typically a visual 
choice reaction time task. Participants have to respond as fast as possible to a specific stimulus (go-
stimulus). On some trials, a stop-signal (auditory or visual) is presented and participants must stop 
their response to the go-stimulus. Inhibitory control in the stop task, reflected in the time needed 
to stop the ongoing response (stop-signal reaction time [SSRT]), can be estimated even though 
successful inhibitory control does not produce an overt response (Logan, 1994). 

The stop-signal paradigm has often been used to investigate inhibitory control in psychiatric 
patients with presumed low impulse control (e.g., ADHD; Bekker et al., 2005c), but also in healthy 
individuals who are characterized by high self-reported impulsivity. This may provide clues as 
to whether the impulsivity in ADHD is an extreme form of self-reported impulsivity in healthy 
individuals. If so, we would expect differences between high and low impulsive healthy individuals 
similar to those between ADHD and controls. Robust differences have been found between ADHD 
patients and controls, especially in terms of speed of stopping, with slower stopping reaction 
times in ADHD, suggesting an inhibitory deficit (Lijffijt et al., 2005b; Oosterlaan et al., 1998). In high 
impulsive healthy individuals, as assessed by self-report measures, inconsistent findings have been 
reported regarding deficient stopping performance (Avila & Parcet, 2001; Lijffijt et al., 2004; Logan et 
al., 1997; Marsh et al., 2002; Rodriguez-Fornells et al., 2002; Vigil-Colet & Codorniu-Raga, 2004). One 
important factor here may concern the percentage of stop trials in the stop-signal task. Most studies 
that used a low probability of stop trials within their task (i.e., 25% as compared to 40-50%) have 
found significant correlations between impulsivity and stopping performance. How this exactly 
relates to differences in SSRT is unclear. The general effect of decreasing stop probability is shortened 
reaction times to go-signals (Logan, 1994). Ramautar and colleagues (Ramautar et al., 2004, 2006b) 
showed that participants develop a stronger tendency to respond to a go-stimulus when there is 
a low probability of stop-signals, resulting in an impulsive response style that is characterized by 
faster reaction times to go-stimuli and more failed stops. In this situation, more inhibitory effort is 
necessary to stop the stronger tendency to respond to the go-signal. The stopping reaction time did 
not increase with lower probability of stop-signals. Consistently, Dimoska et al. (2006) demonstrated 
more failed stops, but no difference for stop-signal reaction time between fast and slow groups 
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(median split of reaction time to the go-signal). So, in a stop-signal task with a low probability of 
stop-signals, reaction times will be faster and the need for inhibitory control stronger, which may be 
especially problematic in individuals characterized by high levels of impulsivity.

Another reason for the inconsistent findings between poor stopping performance in ADHD 
and in healthy impulsive individuals may be the use of self-report measures to assess impulsivity in 
healthy participants. Self-report measures rely on participants’ own judgments which can be biased. 
For example, in adult ADHD it has been demonstrated that parental reports have greater validity 
than do self-reports (Barkley et al., 2002). Further, impulsivity is a complex and multidimensional 
construct and various self-report measures have been developed, each measuring one or more 
components of impulsivity. Accordingly, impulsivity as assessed by self-report and behavioral 
measures of inhibitory control may not capture similar processes (Reynolds et al., 2006). An 
alternative way to classify healthy individuals as either high or low impulsive is by using stopping 
performance as a criterion. Poor stopping behavior is the most robust finding in ADHD, especially 
in adult ADHD where longer stop-signal reaction times were found without differences in go 
reaction times (Bekker et al., 2005b; Lijffijt et al., 2005b). Moreover, stopping behavior can be more 
objectively assessed than subjective impulsivity. Slow stoppers, who are characterized by long stop-
signal reaction times, may show similar deficits as individuals with ADHD, and subsequently may 
function as model samples for ADHD. It has already been demonstrated that groups divided by a 
median split of stopping behavior can differ in behavioral effects of medication (de Wit et al., 2000,  
2002). Amphetamine shortened SSRTs in slow, but not in fast stoppers.

The estimation of the SSRT is an indirect measure of stopping performance and depends on 
the assumption of independent go and stop processes, which is not always easy to verify. Event-
related potentials (ERPs) have been used to obtain more detailed insights into the nature of response 
inhibition mechanisms. In general, previous literature using the stop-signal task has focused on 
ERPs elicited by the stop-signal, and especially on the differences between stop-ERPs to successful 
and to failed stops. The most consistent finding thus far consists of a larger, centrally distributed 
positivity (150-250 ms after stop-signal onset) for successful, relative to failed stops. This ‘stop-P3’ 
has been interpreted as reflecting an inhibitory mechanism per se, but also as being related to error 
or conflict processing in case of failed stops (Bekker et al., 2005a; De Jong et al., 1990; Dimoska et 
al., 2006; Ramautar et al., 2004, 2006b; Schmajuk et al., 2006). A further recent finding, observed for 
auditory stop-signals among visual go-signals, is a larger negativity (‘N1’) for successful versus failed 
stops as early as 100 ms after stop-signal onset, thought to mainly reflect the enhanced activation 
of auditory cortex associated with successful stops (Bekker et al., 2005a). The N1 may reflect the 
trial-to-trial varying impact the stop-signal has in the auditory cortex. An enhanced N1 amplitude 
to successful relative to failed stops suggests that the probability of successful stopping at least 
partly depends on the amount of attention that is shifted to the auditory stop-signal (Bekker et al., 
2005a, 2005c; Kenemans et al., 2005). In addition to the stimulus-locked ERPs, recent studies have 
also examined response-locked ERP components, especially the error-related negativity (ERN or Ne) 
and the error positivity (Pe) (Dimoska et al., 2006; Dimoska & Johnstone, 2007; Liotti et al., 2005; 
Ramautar et al., 2004, 2006a; Stahl & Gibbons, 2007; Van Boxtel et al., 2001). The response-locked 
ERN has been described as a negative deflection around 50-100 ms after an incorrect response 
and may reflect error detection or error monitoring (Falkenstein et al., 1991; Gehring & Knight, 
2000; Ullsperger & von Cramon, 2006). It is followed by the Pe, thought to reflect the awareness 
of conflict or the activation of compensatory processes after conflict (Overbeek et al., 2005). It has 
been speculated that the ERN and Pe may overlap the stop-P3 elicited by failed stops (Dimoska et 
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al., 2006; Ramautar et al., 2004).
Previous studies have mostly found significantly reduced stop-related ERPs in children and 

adults with ADHD relative to controls. This especially holds for the stop-P3 (Bekker et al., 2005c; 
Liotti et al., 2005; Overtoom et al., 2002). Regarding the N1, Bekker et al. (2005a) showed an N1 
effect (i.e., greater negativity to successful than failed stops) in healthy controls, but not in ADHD 
adults, indicating decreased or even absent inhibition from the auditory on the motor cortex. In 
healthy individuals there is a link between the impact of the stop-signal in the sensory cortex and 
the probability of stopping the ongoing response, which is absent in ADHD. With respect to the ERN 
and Pe, a reduced ERN (Liotti et al., 2005) and a reduced relatively late positivity (500-700 ms) in the 
ERP elicited by failed stops, which may be related to the Pe (Overtoom et al., 2002), have been found 
in ADHD relative to control children.

Especially, the visibility of the N1 effect has been shown to depend on the manner in which 
overlap between the ERP to the stop-signal and the ERP to the preceding go stimulus (often a few 
hundreds of ms) is dealt with. Bekker et al. (2005c) employed what is probably the most stringent 
correction procedure (ADJAR level 2, Woldorff, 1993), and showed that the stop N1 effect was 
only visible after this correction, not without it. In the present study, ADJAR level 2 was applied 
to correct for the overlap distortion. The first aim of the present study was to explore stopping 
performance and the neural correlates of stopping behavior in healthy individuals that vary on self-
report impulsivity. It was expected that individuals scoring high, relative to individuals scoring low 
on impulsivity, have longer SSRTs and smaller or even no N1 and stop-P3 effects (i.e., greater ERP 
amplitudes for successful vs. failed stops). 

During preparation of the present paper, Dimoska and Johnstone (2007) published a study 
that addressed the relation between stopping performance and the neural correlates of stopping 
in healthy individuals, characterized by low and high self-reported impulsivity scores. Whereas the 
groups did not differ with respect to stopping performance (i.e., SSRT), high relative to low impulsive 
participants showed a larger N1 and stop-P3 to successful stops as well as a larger ERN to failed 
stops. The enhanced N1 for high impulsives was interpreted as reflecting more attention to the 
stop-signal (Dimoska & Johnstone, 2007). Given previous findings of an enhanced N1 to visual and 
auditory stimuli with increased stimulus intensity in healthy individuals scoring high on self-reported 
impulsivity and sensation seeking (Barratt et al., 1987; Carrillo-de-la-Peña & Barratt, 1993), Dimoska 
and Johnson (2007) argued that the enhanced N1 for high impulsives may reflect sensation seeking 
behavior. However, it should be noted that the association between ERP augmenting and sensation 
seeking behavior is far from clear (Carrillo-de-la-Peña, 1992, 2001; Wang et al., 1999). Dimoska and 
Johnstone (2007) interpreted the enhanced P3 and ERN for high impulsive individuals as greater 
inhibitory activation in order to yield equal task performance, followed by enhanced error-related 
processing. With regard to the ERN, contradictory findings have also been reported: A larger ERN 
to failed stops as well as to successful stops in healthy individuals scoring low versus high on self-
reported impulsivity (Stahl & Gibbons, 2007). 

The present study focused on the N1 and stop-P3 components to failed and successful 
stops. ADJAR level 2 was applied to correct for overlap distortion. As already mentioned, self-
report measures are biased by participants’ own perceptions and a more objective method may 
function better as a model for ADHD. Therefore, the second aim of the present study was to explore 
whether the neural mechanisms associated with poor stopping performance in healthy individuals 
are qualitatively similar to those observed in ADHD (i.e., reduced N1 and stop-P3 effects). To this 
end, within the same sample of subjects, two groups of healthy individuals, created by applying a 
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median split of SSRT, were compared with respect to stop-related ERPs. It was expected that slow 
relative to fast stoppers would show smaller or even no N1 and stop-P3 effects. In the present study, 
two versions of the stop task were used, one with a high (80%), and one with a low (20%), stop-
signal probability. It was expected that when stop-signals are presented less frequently, participants 
will develop an impulsive response style, resulting in faster go reaction times. In addition, in the 
stop task with a low probability of stop-signals more inhibitory effort is needed to suppress the 
stronger tendency to respond, and consequently the stop-related N1 and P3 effects may be greater. 
Assuming that high impulsive individuals and slow stoppers already have more problems in 
inhibiting their response tendency, a stop task where stop-signal are presented less frequently may 
be a more sensitive test to detect potential differences between high and low impulsives as well as 
between slow and fast stoppers. 

Methods

Participants
Participants were selected from a group of 435 psychology students (357 females and 78 males) that 
filled out the Dutch version of the I7 questionnaire (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1978; Lijffijt et al., 2005a). 
Seventeen students with a low impulsivity score (0 or 1) and 20 students with a high impulsivity 
score (10-19) were tested. Three participants did not complete the experiment and five participants 
were excluded due to technical problems. Finally, 14 students with low (3 males and 11 females) and 
15 students with high impulsivity scores (3 males and 12 females) participated in the present study. 
Mean age was 20.71 (SD = 1.69) for the low and 21.53 (SD = 1.96) for the high impulsive group. 

Slow and fast stoppers were created by a median split of the mean stop-signal reaction time 
across the high- and low-frequency stop tasks (SSRT; estimated as described by Logan, 1994). Eight 
out of 14 participants with low I7 scores and six out of 15 participants with high I7 scores were 
categorized as slow stoppers. Mean age was 21.13 (SD = 1.51) for fast stoppers (i.e., short SSRTs) and 
21.14 (SD = 2.21) for slow stoppers (i.e., long SSRTs). 

Participants had neither a current neurological or psychological disorder nor a history of one 
and were not on psychoactive medication. They reported to be right-handed and vision was normal 
or corrected-to-normal. They volunteered to participate in the study for course credit or could earn 
monetary compensation. All participants signed informed consent. The study was approved by the 
local Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Social Sciences.

Stop-signal task
The stop-signal task involves two types of trials: go trials and stop trials. Whereas go trials only 
contained go-signals, stop trials contained go- and stop-signals. Go-signals were square-wave, black-
white vertical gratings of either a high (3.62 cycles per degree; cpd) or a low (0.46 cpd) fundamental 
spatial frequency (size was 7.6° x 7.6°). The go-stimuli were presented in the center of the screen one 
by one on a gray background. Participants were required to discriminate between the two gratings 
and press the correct (left or right) button. After the presentation of a fixation cross for 500 ms, a 
grating was presented for 750 ms. The variable time interval between the end of a grating and the 
start of the fixation cross was 1000-1250 ms. Stop trials consisted of a go- and a stop-signal (a 1000 
Hz tone, 400 ms in duration, 83 dB intensity), generated by the computer and presented binaurally 
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through earplugs. In stop trials on which a grating was followed by a tone, the response to the 
grating had to be suppressed. 

Two versions of the stop-signal task were administered. The percentage of stop-trials was 80% 
in the high-frequency stop task, and 20% in the low-frequency stop task. Each stop task contained 
520 trials presented in 4 different blocks of 130 trials. Blocks in the high-frequency stop task consisted 
of 104 stop- and 26 go-trials, and blocks in the low-frequency stop task consisted of 26 stop- and 
104 go-trials. Go-stop intervals were adjusted before each block according to a tracking algorithm 
to yield a performance of about 50% successful inhibitions (Pic) (De Jong et al., 1995; Logan et al., 
1997)1. Before the go-stop interval for the next block was estimated, the percentage of successful 
stops was corrected for the amount of omissions on go-trials in the previous block (Tannock et 
al., 1989). To avoid strategies induced by the predictability of the timing of the stop-signal and to 
reduce the confounding effect of the overlap between the ERPs elicited by go and stop-signals, the 
interval between the go-stimulus and the stop-signal was jittered in a range of 250 ms surrounding 
the calculated SOA (Pliszka et al., 2000) (i.e., 26 go-stop intervals ranging from –125 ms to 125 ms 
after the initial adjusted interval). Each of these intervals was used four times in the blocks of the 
high-frequency stop task and once in the blocks of the low-frequency stop task. 

Gratings of a high and a low fundamental spatial frequency were equally divided across stop- 
and go-trials. In half of the blocks, subjects had to react with the left finger to the grating of the high 
fundamental spatial frequency and with their right finger to the grating of the low fundamental 
spatial frequency. For the remaining blocks, stimulus-response mapping was reversed. All trials were 
pseudo-randomized within blocks. Whereas in the high-frequency stop task never more than two 
succeeding go-trials were presented without being followed by a stop-trial, in the low-frequency 
stop task never more than two succeeding stop-trials were presented without being followed by a 
go-trial. The order of presentation of the two stop tasks was counterbalanced between subjects. 

Before the participants performed the stop tasks, two practice sessions were presented. In the 
first session, only go-trials (i.e., 30 gratings with high and 30 gratings with low fundamental spatial 
frequency) were randomly presented and subjects had to press the correct button as quickly as 
possible. Second, before the participant performed each stop task, they practiced one block of the 
stop task. In these practice blocks, the go-stop interval was 250 ms.

Electrophysiological recordings
EEG and EOG activity were recorded using an Electrocap with 58 tin electrodes referenced to 
the right mastoid. The ground electrode was placed within the cap between Fpz and Fz. Vertical 
electrooculogram (VEOG) was recorded from electrodes attached above and below the left eye and 
the horizontal electrooculogram (HEOG) from the outer canthi of both eyes. Electrode impedance 
was kept below 5 kΩ. EEG and EOG were amplified with a Brain-Amp amplifier (Brain Products 
GmbH) with a bandwidth of 0.04-100 Hz. The sampling rate was 500 Hz. 

Procedure
In the laboratory, participants filled out various self-report measures of impulsivity and performed 
three cognitive tasks in a dimly lit room: Two stop-signal tasks that differed in the frequency of stop 

1 In the original experiment, 34 participants performed the stop-signal task. However, due to technical problems, the tracking 
algorithm did not always yield an average percentage of 50% successful inhibition. In the present study, only participants with more than 
15% or less than 85% of successful inhibition were included.
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trials and an antisaccade task2. The tasks were presented while EEG was recorded. The order of the 
stop-signal and antisaccade task was counterbalanced across participants. This article presents and 
discusses the behavioral and psychophysiological data from the stop-signal task.

Data analysis
Performance data
Mean reaction times (MRT) to go-trials (not followed by a stop-signal) and overall choice error rate 
(Per) were recorded for both versions of the stop task (20% and 80% stop trials). MRT was based 
on correct responses between 150 ms and 1500 ms poststimulus. Overall choice error rate (in %) 
was calculated by dividing the number of incorrect choice responses to go-trials by total number 
of incorrect choice responses + number of correct responses. The percentage of omissions (Pom) 
was calculated by dividing the number of omissions by the number of go-trials. Furthermore, the 
corrected percentage of inhibition (Pic) was calculated according to the procedure described by 
Tannock et al. (1989). The average time interval between the grating and the stop-signal (SOA) was 
also calculated. The stop-signal reaction time (SSRT) was estimated as described by Logan et al. 
(1994). 

ERP analyses
EEG and EOG data were analyzed using Brain Vision Analyzer software (1.05). EEG signals were 
rereferenced off-line to the average of all electrodes and down-sampled to 250 Hz with a low-
pass filter of 30 Hz. The continuous EEG data were segmented into epochs from -100 ms to 1552 
ms relative to the onset of both go- and stop-stimulus. Baseline for the ERPs was defined as the 
mean of the 100 ms period prior to the go-stimulus. Trials with incorrect responses or artifacts were 
rejected from further analyses (absolute amplitude criterion of 100 μV; low activity criterion of 0.3 
μV within a 50 ms time window) and ocular artifact correction was conducted according to the 
Gratton et al. (1983) algorithm. ADJAR level 2 (Woldorff, 1993) was used to remove the overlap 
between the go and stop ERPs. Following the procedure of Bekker et al. (2005c), ADJAR-correction 
was performed from -100 to 700 ms, separately for successful and failed stops. Afterwards, a 50 ms 
post-stimulus baseline correction was applied for stop-ERPs, to account for possible residual overlap 
distortion. For each subject and each stop task, average ERPs were computed from the corrected 
data, separately for successful and failed stops. ERP analyses focused on the N1 and stop-P3, and 
specifically on the contrast between successful and failed stops (here labeled as the N1 effect and 
stop-P3 effect, respectively). Mean amplitude of individual average ERPs in the 80 -120 ms time 
window was determined for successful and failed stops, separately for the high- and low-frequency 
stop task at FCz and Cz to quantify the N1. Based on previous research (Bekker et al., 2005c) and after 
inspection of the grand-average waveforms and difference waves (Figures 3, 4, and 7), we decided 
to analyze the stop-P3 by calculating the mean amplitude for the 140-350 ms time window. The 
average number of trials used for deriving ERPs ranged from 19 to 67 and from 27 to 290 for the 
low- and high-frequency stop task, respectively. 

Average response-locked ERPs (r-ERPs) were calculated, separately for failed stops and correct 
go-trials (only for responses faster than 750 ms), to investigate whether error-related processes 
contribute to the potential group differences in the stop-P3 effect. It should be noted that ADJAR 
level 2 could not be applied to response-locked ERPs. The ERN was defined as the largest negative 

2 Relations between the self-report measures of impulsivity have been reported elsewhere.
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peak in the 20-120 ms time window after response onset (peak latency locked at FCz). The Pe was 
defined as the largest positive peak in the 175 – 450 ms time window after response onset (peak 
latency locked at Cz).

Statistical analyses
Fisher’s exact test was conducted to examine the association between I7 impulsivity and SSRT. 
Separate repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted for MRT, SSRT, Pic, Per, 
Pom, and SOA with frequency (20% vs. 80% stop-trials) as within-subjects factors and impulsivity 
(high vs. low impulsivity) as between-subjects factor. Similar ANOVAs were performed for SSRT (fast 
vs. slow stoppers) as between-subjects factor. 

Regarding the ERP components, repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted separately 
for the N1 and stop-P3, including three within-factors, i.e., frequency (low vs. high frequency of 
stop-signals), stop (failed vs. successful stops), and lead (FCz vs. Cz) and one between-factor group 
(high vs. low impulsivity). Similar ANOVAs were conducted for the stop-related ERPs with SSRT as 
between-subjects factor (fast vs. slow stoppers). 

Separate repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted for ERN and Pe including lead (FCz and 
Cz for ERN; FCz, Cz, and Pz for Pe), frequency (low vs. high), and trial (failed stops vs. correct go-trial) 
as within-subjects factors and group (high vs. low impulsivity) as between-subjects factor. Similar 
ANOVAs were performed with SSRT (slow vs. fast stoppers) as between-subjects factor. Only group 
main effects or interactions with group effects are reported.

Results

Behavioral data
Fisher’s exact test revealed no significant association between I7 impulsivity and mean stop-signal 
reaction time (SSRT) across the high- and low-frequency stop task (p = 0.466). Hence, the complete 
group of 29 participants could be used to create a slow and fast stop group by applying a median 
split of SSRT. 

Performance data with regard to differences between the two impulsive groups have been 
described elsewhere (Lansbergen et al., 2007c, chapter 7) and will only be briefly reported here. 
Table 1 presents performance data for the high- and the low-frequency stop task, for slow and fast 
stoppers. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate mean reaction time (MRT) and mean SSRT for the high- and low-
frequency stop task, separately for individuals with high and low I7 impulsivity scores (left panels) 
and for slow and fast stoppers (right panels). In the low-frequency stop task, MRTs were faster, F(1, 
27) = 39.53, p < .001, standard deviations of the reaction time (SDRT) were smaller, F(1, 27) = 31.03, p 
< .001, go-stop intervals (SOA) were shorter, F(1, 27) = 34.91, p < .001, and percentage of omissions 
(Pom) were smaller, F(1, 27) = 16.23, p < .001, relative to the high-frequency stop task. Although 
the tracking algorithm was used to yield a performance of about 50% successful inhibitions, 
the percentage of corrected inhibition (Pic) was smaller when stop-signals were presented less 
frequently, F(1, 27) = 18.70, p < .001. SSRT and choice-reaction time errors did not differ between 
the high- and low-frequency tasks. 

No differences were found between participants with high and low self-reported impulsivity 
for the parameters. Whereas slow stoppers had longer SSRTs, F(1, 27) = 27.86, p < .001, greater SDRTs, 
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Electrophysiological data
In the reported ERP results, the terms N1 and stop-P3 refer to the negativity around 100 ms and the 
positivity around 200-300 ms after the presentation of the stop-signal, respectively. The greater N1 
elicited by successful relative to failed stops will be labeled as the ‘N1 effect’. The enhanced stop-P3 
to successful as compared to failed stops will be labeled as the ‘stop-P3 effect’.

High versus low II7 impulsive groups
Figure 3 presents grand-average ERPs elicited by stop-signals at FCz, Cz, and Pz for successful and 
failed stops for high and low impulsive participants, separately for the low- and high-frequency stop 
task. Mean amplitudes and standard deviations are summarized in Table 2. 

N1. As illustrated by the ERPs in Figure 3 and the difference waves in Figure 4 (left panel), the N1 
elicited by successful stops was larger than the N1 elicited by failed stops (i.e., N1 effect; main effect 
of stop: F(1,27) = 12.61, p = 0.001). A marginally significant stop X lead X group effect, F(1,27) = 4.11, 
p = 0.053, revealed a stop X lead effect for participants scoring high, F(1,27) = 16.06, p < .001, but not 
for those scoring low on self-reported impulsivity. Post-hoc analyses for the high impulsive group 
indicated an N1 effect at Cz, but not at FCz. Furthermore, an enhanced N1 was found for the low-
frequency relative to the high-frequency stop task, especially at Cz, frequency X lead: F(1,27) = 32.43, 
p < .001 (Main effects of frequency: FCz: F(1,27) = 12.27, p = .002; Cz: F(1,27) = 23.03, p < .001). 

F(1, 27) = 9.92, p = .004, and made more choice-reaction time errors than fast stoppers, F(1, 27) = 
10.85, p = .003, no group differences were found for SOA, Pom, Pic, and MRT. Further, no significant 
interaction between frequency and group was found. 

Table 1 - Mean values and standard deviations of the performance data obtained from the high- and low-frequency 
stop-signal task, separately for fast and slow stoppers.

Fast stoppers Slow stoppers

Low-frequency
Stop task

High-frequency
Stop task

Low-frequency
Stop task

High-frequency
Stop task

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

MRT (in ms) 388.3 64.0 514.8 106.0 413.6 69.6 527.2 148.4

SSRT (in ms) 137.8 17.4 142.5 16.5 195.5 35.7 191.8 45.2

SDRT 87.6 18.5 124.7 20.1 119.8 23.2 149.4 46.8

SOA 236.8 59.4 311.1 80.2 214.2 62.7 290.0 95.8

Pom 1.8 1.7 4.4 3.7 2.5 2.5 6.0 5.3

Pic 48.5 6.4 62.2 12.6 42.1 11.8 54.0 23.0

Per 2.7 1.9 2.7 2.6 7.3 5.3 7.4 7.0

Note: MRT = mean reaction time to go-stimulus; SSRT = stop-signal reaction time; SDRT = standard deviation of reaction time to go-
stimulus; SOA = delay between go-stimulus and stop-stimulus; Pom = percentage of omissions; Pic = percentage of successful inhibitions, 
corrected for estimated number of omissions on stop-trials; Per = percentage of choice errors.
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Figure 1 - Mean reaction times (MRT) to go-signals by stop task version (high vs. low frequency of 
stop-signals) for participants scoring high and low on impulsivity (left panel) and for slow and fast 
stoppers (right panel). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 2 - Stop-signal reaction times (SSRT) by stop task version (high vs. low frequency of stop-
signals) for participants scoring high and low on impulsivity (left panel) and for slow and fast 
stoppers (right panel). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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Table 2 - Means and standard deviations of the mean amplitudes of the N1 (80-120 ms) and stop-P3 (120-160 ms and 
140-350 ms) at Cz, elicited by successful and failed stops, in the high- and low-frequency stop-signal task, separately for 
participants scoring high and low on impulsivity.

High I7 Low I7

Low-frequency 
stop task

High-frequency 
stop task

Low-frequency 
stop task

High-frequency 
stop task

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

N1-SS (80-120 ms) -13.6 6.0 -8.6 1.9 -12.1 6.6 -8.3 3.4

N1-FS (80-120 ms) -11.9 6.2 -7.7 3.3 - 9.9 6.3 -7.1 3.2

Stop-P3-SS (120-160 ms) -6.7 5.2 0.1 3.4 - 6.4 6.0 -1.2 2.4

Stop-P3-FS (120-160 ms) -9.9 7.8 -4.7 3.9 -7.6 6.6 -3.4 2.9

Stop-P3-SS (140-350 ms) 13.1 7.8 7.0 5.2 8.5 7.2 3.3 4.5

Stop-P3-FS (140-350 ms) 7.1 6.3 0.1 5.0 4.5 6.7 -0.4 3.0

Note: SS = successful stops; FS = failed stops.
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Figure 3 - Grand-average ERPs for participants scoring high and low on I7 impulsivity, elicited with successful 
and failed stops at FCz, Cz, and Pz, separately for the high- (80% stop trials) and low- (20% stop trials) 
frequency stop task.
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Stop-P3. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the enhanced stop-related P3 for successful relative to failed stops 
(i.e., stop-P3 effect). Statistical analyses revealed a trend for a stop X group effect, F(1,27) = 3.08, p 
= .090, indicating a larger stop-P3 effect for high than for low impulsives, F(1,27) = 39.39, p < .001 
and F(1,27) = 13.12, p = .001, respectively (see Figure 4, left panel). Group differences for successful 
stops, F(1,27) = 3.64, p = .067, rather than for failed stops, F < 1, might have contributed to the larger 
stop-P3 effect for high as compared to low impulsive individuals. Further, a significant main effect of 
frequency indicated a larger frontal P3 for the low- relative to the high-frequency stop task, F(1,27) 
= 49.52, p < .001. 

Figure 4 - Difference waves (successful minus failed stops) for the high- (80% stop trials) and low- (20% 
stop trials) frequency stop task at FCz, Cz, and Pz, for the impulsive (left panel) and SSRT groups (right 
panel). 
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Error-related ERP components. Figure 5 presents the grand-average response-locked ERPs at FCz, 
Cz, and Pz for failed stops and correct go-trials for high and low impulsive participants, separately 
for the low- and high-frequency stop task. As illustrated in Figure 5, the impulsive groups did not 
differ significantly with respect to the ERN or Pe amplitude (see also the difference waves in Figure 
6, left panel). 

Slow versus fast stoppers
Figure 7 presents grand-average ERPs elicited by stop-signals at FCz, Cz, and Pz for successful and 
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Figure 6 - Difference waves (failed stops minus correct go-trials) for the high- (80% stop 
trials) and low- (20% stop trials) frequency stop task at FCz, Cz, and Pz, for the impulsive 
(left panel) and SSRT groups (right panel). 

Figure 5 - Grand-average response-locked ERPs for participants scoring high and low on 
I7 impulsivity, elicited by failed stops and correct go-trials at FCz, Cz, and Pz, separately for 
the high- (80% stop trials) and low- (20% stop trials) frequency stop task.
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failed stops for fast and slow stoppers, separately for the low- and high-frequency stop task. Mean 
amplitudes and standard deviations are summarized in Table 3. Effects of frequency and stop were 
qualitatively the same as those in previous analyses that included impulsivity as between-subjects 
factor (i.e., greater amplitudes in the low- vs. high-frequency task and greater amplitudes for 
successful vs. failed stops).

N1. With regard to the N1 a frequency X lead X group effect, F(1.27) = 6.97, p = .014, was found. 
Post-hoc analyses per lead indicated a significantly larger N1 in the low- than in the high-frequency 
stop task for fast, but not for slow stoppers at FCz and Cz (FCz: frequency X group: F(1,27) = 5.31, p 
= .029; Cz: frequency X group: F(1,27) = 8.43, p = .007). Furthermore, a marginally significant stop 
X lead X group effect, F(1,27) = 4.20, p = .050, was decomposed using post-hoc analyses for each 
group, revealing a stop X lead effect for fast, F(1,27) = 16.20, p < .001, but not for slow stoppers; this 
reflected an N1 effect for slow stoppers at both leads, but for fast stoppers only at Cz and not at 
FCz.

Stop-P3. Regarding the stop-P3, both fast and slow stoppers showed a stop-P3 effect, but it was 
larger for fast than for slow stoppers (see Figure 4, right panel, and Figure 7; stop X group: F(1,27) 
= 8.70, p = .007; F(1,27) = 57.11, p < .001 and F(1,27) = 10.24, p = .003 for fast and slow stoppers, 
respectively). Post-hoc analyses indicated that this enhanced stop-P3 for fast relative to slow 
stoppers was significant for successful, F(1,27) = 26.24, p < .001, as well as for failed stops, F(1,27) = 
8.12, p = .008. 

Error-related ERP components. Figure 8 presents the grand-average response-locked ERPs at FCz, 
Cz, and Pz for failed stops and correct go-trials for slow and fast stoppers, separately for the low- 
and high-frequency stop task. Statistical analyses for slow versus fast stoppers yielded no group 
or interaction with group effects for ERN. Regarding the Pe amplitude, a significant frequency X 
trial X group effect was found, F(1,27) = 10.36, p = .003. Post-hoc analyses revealed a significant trial 
X group effect for the low, F(1,27) = 8.54, p = .007, but not the high frequency stop task version, 
indicating that the enhanced Pe amplitude for failed stops versus correct go-trials was greater for 
fast than for slow stoppers, F(1,27) = 81.24, p < .001 and F(1,27) = 21.56, p < .001, respectively.

Post-hoc analyses in 120-160 ms time window
Differences in stop-P3 effects were accompanied by SSRT differences for slow versus fast stoppers, but 
not for high versus low impulsives. This combined pattern of results makes a unitary interpretation 
of the stop-P3 effect as a manifestation of an inhibitory control process unattractive. Based on visual 
inspection (Figures 3, 4, and 7), we formulated the hypothesis that the early phase of the stop-P3 
effect was different for slow versus fast, but not for high versus low impulsives. Such a result would 
be consistent with the notion that this early phase reflects inhibition, whereas the later phase would 
reflect more strategic processes like error monitoring. Post-hoc analyses for the 120-160 ms time 
window (the early phase of the stop-P3) yielded no significant group X stop interaction for high 
versus low impulsives. For slow versus fast stoppers, a significant frequency X stop X group effect, 
F(1,27) = 7.57, p < .010, reflected a significant stop X group effect for the low-, but not the high-
frequency task version, F(1,27) = 11.22, p = .002. As illustrated in Figure 4 (right panel), the stop-P3 
effect in the low-frequency task was significant only for fast and not for slow stoppers, F(1,27) = 
16.20, p < .001 and F < 1, respectively. 
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Figure 7 - Grand-average ERPs for slow and fast stoppers, elicited by successful and failed stops at FCz, 
Cz, and Pz, separately for the high- (80% stop trials) and low- (20% stop trials) frequency stop task. 
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Table 3 - Means and standard deviations of the mean amplitudes of the N1 (80-120 ms) and stop-P3 (120-160 ms and 
140-350 ms) at Cz, elicited by successful and failed stops, in the high- and low-frequency stop-signal task, separately for 
fast and slow stoppers.

Fast stoppers Slow stoppers

Low-frequency 
Stop task

High-frequency 
Stop task

Low-frequency 
Stop task

High-frequency 
Stop task

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

N1-SS (80-120 ms) -15.2 5.8 -9.1 1.9 -10.4 6.0 -7.7 3.3

N1-FS (80-120 ms) -13.6 5.3 -7.5 2.9 -8.2 6.0 -7.3 3.6

Stop-P3-SS (120-160 ms) -6.2 4.6 0.8 3.3 -6.9 6.5 -1.9 1.9

Stop-P3-FS (120-160 ms) -11.2 6.5 -3.1 2.8 -6.2 7.2 -5.2 3.8

Stop-P3-SS (140-350 ms) 15.5 6.3 8.6 4.5 5.9 5.9 1.5 2.7

Stop-P3-FS (140-350 ms) 8.5 6 1.3 4.6 3 8.5 -1.7 2.8

Note: SS = successful stops; FS = failed stops.
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Figure 8 - Grand-average response-locked ERPs for slow and fast stoppers, elicited by failed stops 
and correct go-trials at FCz, Cz, and Pz, separately for the high- (80% stop trials) and low- (20% stop 
trials) frequency stop task. 
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Discussion

The present study examined the relation between self-report measures of impulsivity and stopping 
performance as well as the underlying neural mechanisms. Stopping performance was assessed 
using two stop-signal tasks that differed in the probability of stop-signals. Consistent with previous 
findings (Ramautar et al., 2004), participants in the present study developed an impulsive response 
style in the stop-signal task with a low probability of stop-signals, with faster reaction times to go-
trials and a higher percentage of failed stops. So, in a stop task where stop-signals are presented less 
frequently, speed of processing the go-signal is traded for the probability of successful inhibition. 
Stop-signal reaction time (SSRT) was not affected by probability of stop-signals, suggesting that 
SSRT may not be influenced by strategic processes.

No differences were found in behavioral performance between individuals scoring low and 
scoring high on the I7 impulsiveness subscale, not even in the low-frequency stop task where an 
impulsive response style might have affected stopping performance more in participants scoring 
high on impulsivity. Together with the inconsistent findings of previous behavioral studies (e.g., 
Lijffijt et al., 2004; Logan et al., 1997), it seems that there is no clear relation between impulsivity, as 
assessed by self-report measures, and stopping performance in the stop-signal task. Consistently, 
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previous studies did not provide evidence for an association between self-reported impulsivity in 
healthy individuals and other related forms of inhibitory control such as stopping a response in a 
continuous performance task (Fallgatter & Herrmann, 2001; Horn et al., 2003) or interference control 
as quantified in the Stroop test (Avila & Parcet, 2001; Cheung et al., 2004; Kirkeby & Robinson, 2005; 
Visser et al., 1996). 

With respect to event-related potentials, as expected, successful stops were associated with 
greater negativity around 80 -120 ms and subsequently greater positivity beginning around 120 ms 
after the onset of the stop-signal, relative to failed stops (i.e., N1 and stop-P3 effect, respectively). As 
discussed in the Introduction, the N1 effect may reflect a functional link between auditory-cortex 
activation and motor inhibition, and the P3 effect may be thought to reflect an inhibitory mechanism 
and/ or error processing. Given the absence of behavioral differences between participants scoring 
high and low on self-reported impulsivity, the finding of similar N1 effects is not surprising. In 
contrast, Dimoska and Johnstone (2007) reported a larger N1 elicited by successful stops for 
individuals scoring high relative to low on the I7 impulsiveness subscale. They interpreted this as 
more attention to the stop-signal due to more sensation seeking in high versus low impulsives. 
Inconsistency between the findings of the present study and Dimoska and Johnstone (2007) may be 
explained by the difference in intensity of the stop tone (60 dB vs. 83 dB in Dimoska and in our study, 
respectively). A positive relation between N1 amplitude and intensity of a stimulus (i.e., augmenting 
dimension of sensory performance) in individuals characterized by high self-reported impulsivity or 
more sensation seeking behavior has been explained as reflecting searching for an optimal level of 
stimulation for cognitive processes (Carrillo-de-la-Peña & Barratt, 1993). In this perspective, a stop 
tone of 83 dB sound pressure level may already be an optimal level of stimulation in contrast to a 
tone of 60 dB. Note that the ADHD study of Bekker et al (2005c) used a stop tone of 80 dB.

Whereas the enhanced stop-P3 for successful relative to failed stops was present in both 
groups, it was attenuated in participants scoring low, relative to high on self-reported impulsivity. 
Post-hoc analyses for each stop-trial indicated that probably the enhanced stop-P3 elicited by 
successful in high relative to low impulsives, but not the stop-P3 for failed stops, contributed to 
this effect, confirming the results of Dimoska and Johnstone (2007). In individuals with ADHD, it 
has consistently been found that the stop-P3 effect is substantially reduced compared to controls 
(see Introduction). The reduced stop-P3 effect in ADHD has always been reported in combination 
with deficient stopping performance (i.e., longer SSRTs). In the present study, stopping performance 
did not differ between individuals scoring low and high on self-reported impulsivity. To the extent 
that the stop-P3 effect reflects the activation of an inhibition system, these results suggest that 
participants scoring high on self-reported impulsivity needed more inhibitory effort for equal 
stopping performance as compared to those scoring low on self-reported impulsivity (see also 
Dimoska & Johnstone, 2007). However, as discussed in the introduction, the stop-P3 effect may 
reflect both inhibition as well as error-related processing (Dimoska et al., 2006; Ramautar et al., 2004). 
As shown in Figures 3 and 7, the ERN and Pe may overlap the stop-P3 elicited by failed stops. 

It can be speculated that the earlier phase of the stop-P3 effect (before 200 ms-latency) reflects 
inhibition, and the later phase error-related processing. Accordingly, similar stopping performance 
in high and low impulsives was accompanied by differences in the later error-related phase, but not 
in the earlier inhibition phase. However, the impulsive groups did not differ with respect to the ERN 
and Pe amplitudes. For the time being, it is difficult to decide between these two alternatives, and 
we conclude that inhibition rather than error processing, is different between individuals with high 
and low self-reported impulsivity (although in a manner opposite to what was expected). In the 
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stop-signal task, participants scoring high on self-reported impulsivity may need more inhibitory 
effort for equal stopping performance. 

The second aim of the present study concerned the neural basis of individual differences in 
stopping performance. There was no association between the efficiency of stopping (as indexed by 
stopping reaction time) and I7 impulsivity, justifying the division of the same sample into slow and 
fast stoppers. Slow stoppers also displayed more variable reaction times to go-signals and larger 
percentages of choice-reaction time errors at the behavioral level. These results suggest lapses 
in attention (Castellanos & Tannock, 2002). However, a larger percentage of choice-reaction time 
errors in slow stoppers may also indicate a pattern of impulsive responding (Bekker et al., 2005b). In 
terms of the speed-accuracy trade-off, a larger percentage of choice-reaction time errors without an 
increase in go RT may reflect favoring speed over accuracy, indicating a fast and impulsive response 
style. The dissociation between SSRT and go RT (no difference between slow and fast stoppers) is 
consistent with a recent report by Dimoska et al. (2006), who found no differences between fast and 
slow groups (median split of reaction time to go-signals) for stop-signal reaction time.

Contrary to our expectation, no differences were found between slow and fast stoppers with 
respect to the enhanced N1 for successful relative to failed stops. Consistent with our prediction, 
the increased stop-P3 for successful relative to failed stops was attenuated in slow stoppers for the 
earlier (120-160 ms) as well as for the later phase (140-350 ms). These results suggest that in healthy 
individuals, impaired stopping performance is associated with weaker activation of the inhibition 
system (earlier phase) as well as less error processing (later phase), but the link between the amount 
of attention paid to the stop-signal and the probability of successful stopping, as reflected in the N1 
effect, is not impaired. 

The contrast between fast and slow stoppers with regard to the stop-P3 effect concerned 
a decreased stop-P3 to successful as well as to failed ones. Assuming that the stop-P3 elicited by 
successful stops reflects inhibitory control and the stop-P3 elicited by failed stops reflects error-
related processes (Dimoska et al., 2006, Ramautar et al., 2004), it may be concluded that differences 
between fast and slow stoppers refer to both inhibition and error-related processing. Comparing the 
error-related ERPs between the groups, no significant association between stopping performance 
and ERN, but a smaller Pe was found for slow stoppers relative to fast stoppers. In conclusion, present 
findings suggest that slow stoppers show deficient inhibitory control (as reflected in the stop-P3 
to successful stops), ‘normal’ error monitoring (ERN), but are less aware of conflict or engage less 
attentional control after conflict (Pe; stop-P3 to failed stops). This pattern of ERP results only partly 
resembles the abnormal brain correlates of stopping performance in ADHD. 

Note that the slow stoppers had similar stop-P3 effects as the fast stoppers in the early time 
window (i.e., 120-160 ms) in the high-, but not in the low-frequency task (see Figure 4, right panel). 
However, as illustrated in Figure 4 (right panel), after approximately 180 ms the stop-P3 effect was 
smaller in slow as compared to fast stoppers in both frequency versions. 

The global frequency of stop-signals had an affect on processing the stop-signal in general. 
The N1 and stop-P3 for both successful and failed stops were larger in the low- than in the high-
frequency stop task. The N1 is known to be sensitive to the global temporal probability, rareness 
of the evoking stimulus (Davis et al., 1966), or the intensity of the stimulus. Rare auditory stimuli 
and relatively intense auditory stimuli may evoke large N1s, which may reflect a larger impact of 
these stimuli in auditory cortex, or stated differently, more attention to these stimuli; the N1 can 
also be modulated by voluntary attention (Woldorff et al., 1993). Furthermore, the N1 is larger 
when participants are engaged in a task rather than relaxing (Näätänen, 1992). The enhanced N1 
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in the low- versus high-frequency task was much more pronounced and significant only for fast as 
compared to slow stoppers, suggesting an increase in sensory sensitivity to the auditory stop-signal 
in the low- as compared to the high-frequency task, for fast, but not for slow stoppers. However, it 
is not completely straightforward, as no interaction effects of group and frequency were found on 
task performance. A similar line of reasoning may apply to the larger stop-P3 to low-frequency stop-
signals observed specifically in fast stoppers. This frequency effect on the stop-P3 may be viewed as 
a sequel of the N1 interaction, at the level of an inhibitory mechanism. However, the enhanced P3 
to rare stop-signals may also reflect aspects of both the classical, frontal-centrally distributed P3a, 
related to orienting (Courchesne et al., 1975), as well as the classical, central-parietally distributed 
P3b, which responds especially to oddball stimuli (Donchin, 1981).

In summary, prototypical stopping deficits as repeatedly reported for ADHD could not be 
confirmed for questionnaire-based high impulsivity in healthy participants. Even stronger, at the 
level of neurophysiological correlates, healthy highly impulsives exhibit a pattern opposite to that 
usually observed for ADHD. It may be speculated that individuals with relatively high self-reported 
impulsivity need more inhibitory effort to attain normal stopping levels rather than having a 
stopping deficit. Our findings suggest that the underlying mechanisms of low impulse control in 
pathological samples (as in ADHD) are qualitatively different from that in healthy, highly impulsive 
individuals. Therefore, self-reported impulsivity within the normal population may not function as 
a model for impulsivity in psychopathology. So, conclusions about, for example, the genetics, the 
psychopharmacology, and the neurophysiological basis of inhibition that are based on comparing  
high versus low subjective impulsives cannot be generalized to ADHD, or vice versa. 

With respect to stopping performance, stopping performance in ADHD may be an extreme 
form, but also qualitatively different from healthy individuals. Whereas the neural mechanism 
underlying the implementation of inhibitory control and/or error processing in ADHD patients 
may partly be the same as that in healthy volunteers, characterized by poor stopping performance, 
individuals with ADHD have an additional deficit, that is, the lack of a link between the amount of 
attention paid to the stop-signal and the outcome of the inhibition process. It is speculated that this 
discrepancy may be due to the additional attention deficits in ADHD patients, which may not be 
present in the slow stoppers in the present study. 

Concluding, although we did not directly compare healthy individuals with ADHD patients, 
the findings of the present study in combination with a previous ADHD study (Bekker et al., 2005c) 
suggest at least three groups that can be differentiated according to stopping behavior in the stop-
signal task and the neural correlates of stopping. The first group involves healthy participants scoring 
high relative to low on subjective self-report impulsivity. They had no deficiency in stopping behavior 
(similar speed of stopping), showed a normal relation between the amount of attention switched 
to the stop-signal and subsequent stopping performance (similar N1 effect), showed normal error 
processing (similar ERN and Pe), but may be less efficient in implementing the inhibition process 
(increased stop-P3 effect). A second group of healthy individuals was characterized by slow relative 
to fast stop reaction times. They had a normal link between the amount of attention switched to 
the stop-signal and the probability of successful stopping (similar N1 effect), but may have weaker 
inhibition processes (reduced stop-P3 effect) and may be less aware of conflict and/or engage 
less attentional control after conflict (reduced Pe). Third, Bekker et al. (2005c) reported on adults 
with ADHD (ADHD combined subtype), who were slow in stopping, showed a compromised link 
between attentional switching to the stop-signal and subsequent stopping (no N1 effect) as well as 
weaker inhibition processes (reduced stop-P3 effect). Further research including an ADHD group, a 
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healthy highly impulsive group, and a group with relatively slow stoppers is warranted to determine 
the exact differences between these groups with respect to stopping performance and the neural 
correlates of stopping.

We conclude that impulsivity in ADHD is qualitatively different from impulsive behavior 
within the normal population, as assessed by self-report measures. Healthy, but relatively deficient, 
stoppers only partly show the same abnormal neurophysiological correlates of stopping that 
characterize ADHD. Consequently, the neural mechanisms underlying impulsivity in ADHD should 
not be investigated in healthy highly impulsive volunteers or in healthy volunteers, characterized by 
poor stopping, and then extrapolated to an ADHD population.
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Abstract

The present study examined whether healthy individuals with relatively high self-reported impulsivity 
show similar deficient oculomotor inhibition as individuals with impulse-control disorders. In 15 
volunteers with high and 14 volunteers with low self-reported impulsivity EEG was recorded during 
the performance of an antisaccade task. Low impulsives made more antisaccade errors than high 
impulsives, suggesting a qualitative difference between pathological impulsivity and impulsivity 
in healthy volunteers. New findings concerned two electrocortical potentials (about 145 ms and 
177 ms post-target) that were larger for antisaccade relative to prosaccade trials, originating from 
the temporo-parietal cortex and prefrontal cortex, respectively. The first saccade effect may reflect 
disengagement from the fixation point and/or the peripheral stimulus. The later oculomotor 
suppression positivity (OSP) may reflect the inhibition of a reflexive eye movement.
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Introduction

Impulsivity is a personality trait in the general population, but also a characteristic of various 
impulse-control disorders such as attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; APA, 1994). 
Impulsivity has often been associated with a tendency to act suddenly on impulse rather than 
on thought, without any planning and considering the effects, but also with risk-taking behavior 
and recklessness (Evenden, 1999). An important question is whether impulse-control disorders 
represent an extreme form of a broad continuum of impulsive behavior. Such a relationship has 
already been demonstrated with regard to schizophrenia. Individuals with elevated scores on a 
self-report questionnaire, measuring schizophrenic symptoms, show impaired performance on 
cognitive tasks (e.g., oculomotor tasks) similar to schizophrenic patients (e.g., Ettinger et al., 2005; 
Larrison et al., 2000; Smyrnis et al., 2003). A similar relation between impulse-control disorders and 
individuals with elevated levels of impulsive behavior has not yet been addressed.

Impulsivity in healthy and psychopathological populations has been linked to deficient 
inhibitory control, that is, the inability to suppress inappropriate responses. It has consistently been 
found that impulse-control disorders, especially ADHD, are associated with the inability to suppress 
(or inhibit) prepotent responses, the most robust finding being the elongated stop-signal reaction 
time as assessed in the stop-signal task (Aron & Poldrack, 2005; Barkley, 1997; Lijffijt et al., 2005b; 
Nigg, 2005; Oosterlaan et al., 1998). Nigg (2000) proposed a taxonomy of types of inhibition, which 
is relevant to psychopathology research, but can also be applied to non-pathological samples. This 
taxonomy distinguishes executive inhibition from motivational inhibition and automatic inhibition 
of attention. Executive inhibition involves “processes for intentional control or suppression of 
response in the service of higher order or longer term goals” (Nigg, 2000, p. 238). Types of executive 
inhibition are behavioral inhibition, cognitive inhibition, interference control, and oculomotor 
inhibition (Nigg, 2000). The stop-signal paradigm (Logan, 1994) and go/nogo tasks have extensively 
been used to assess behavioral inhibition. Negative priming paradigms have been used to probe 
cognitive inhibition, and Stroop and Stroop-related tasks to assess interference control. Here, we 
focus on oculomotor inhibition and its associated typical paradigm, the antisaccade task. 

An antisaccade task starts with the presentation of a fixation stimulus, followed by a visual 
target stimulus presented in the periphery. The fixation stimulus may remain visible for a short 
time period during the presence of the peripheral stimulus (the overlap fixation condition) or may 
disappear at some fixed interval before the appearance of the peripheral stimulus (the gap fixation 
condition). In antisaccade trials, participants are instructed to look in the direction opposite to the 
peripheral target stimulus. Correct performance in the antisaccade trials requires the ability to 
suppress reflexive saccades to the peripheral stimulus and the ability to generate a voluntary saccade 
towards the mirror position of the peripheral stimulus (Everling & Fischer, 1998; Munoz & Everling, 
2004). It has been suggested that making a saccade towards the visual stimulus in an antisaccade 
trial (i.e., antisaccade error) reflects an inability to inhibit reflexive, prepotent responses (Everling & 
Fischer, 1998). In general, healthy individuals make more incorrect saccades (20% error rate, Hutton 
& Ettinger, 2006) when the instruction was to look at the mirror position of the peripheral stimulus 
(antisaccade trial) than when instructed to look at the stimulus (prosaccade trial). Furthermore, 
for correct saccades specifically, slowing of saccadic reaction times for antisaccades relative to 
prosaccades has consistently been demonstrated (Everling & Fischer, 1998). This may reflect the 
successful inhibition of the competing, reflexive eye movement (Nigg, 2000). 

In a condition with overlap between the presentation of the fixation point and the target onset, 
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a participant needs to disengage from the fixation point (Matsue et al., 1994). The introduction of a 
gap between the disappearance of the fixation point and the appearance of the peripheral stimulus 
may facilitate the disengagement from the fixation point (Fischer & Weber, 1992). Consequently, 
during a gap period individuals may prepare to shift their eyes to the target, which may enhance the 
reflexive response tendency towards the target, thereby increasing the difficulty of suppressing the 
reflexive saccade toward the target. In concordance, increased antisaccade error rates and shorter 
saccadic reaction times have been found in a gap as compared to an overlap fixation condition (for 
reviews, see Everling & Fischer, 1998; Hutton & Ettinger, 2006; Munoz & Everling, 2004). 

The neural substrates underlying the performance of the antisaccade task are well established. 
Areas that have a crucial role in performance in the antisaccade task are the frontal eye fields (FEF), 
the superior colliculus (SC), and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC). Whereas the FEF is 
possibly involved in generating voluntary saccades, the DLPFC has a role in the inhibition of the 
automatic response towards the target (see Leigh & Kennard, 2004 and Munoz & Everling, 2004 
for a detailed neural network associated with the suppression and generation of saccadic eye 
movements). Recently, a meta-analysis of neural activation associated with the antisaccade task 
using ten neuroimaging studies revealed greater activation in DLPFC, FEF, presupplementary motor 
area (pre-SMA), and intraparietal sulcus (IPS) for antisaccade as compared to prosaccade trials 
(Chikazoe et al., 2007). Moreover, by increasing response inhibition demands in the antisaccade 
task (e.g., by presenting more pro- than antisaccade trials) additional activation was observed in the 
right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). 

Event-related potentials (ERPs) have been used to examine the timing of the neural activation 
that is associated with performance in the antisaccade task (Evdokimidis et al., 2001; Everling et 
al., 1997; Everling et al., 1998; Matthews et al., 2002; Richards, 2003). Previous research has mainly 
investigated the neural activation succeeding a warning signal that indicates a prosaccade or 
antisaccade, and neural activation prior to saccade onset. During the time period between the onset 
of a warning signal and the onset of the peripheral target stimulus a slowly rising negative potential 
over centro-parietal areas (i.e., contingent negative variation; CNV) has been identified (Klein et al., 
2000; Reuter et al., 2006). This negativity has been shown to be larger during a block consisting of 
antisaccades relative to a block consisting of prosaccades, suggesting that it represents enhanced 
anticipatory effort in a block of antisaccades (Klein et al., 2000; Reuter et al., 2006). In addition to 
the neural activity that is related to the onset of the warning signal, the present paper explored the 
neural activity subsequent to the onset of the target stimulus. Specifically, we reasoned that neural 
processes contributing to the suppression of reflexive saccades should manifest in antisaccade, but 
not in prosaccade trials, and should be more intense during gap than during overlap conditions. 
Especially during the error promoting gap condition, such inhibition-related activity may originate 
from (right inferior) lateral frontal areas. 

In psychopathology, oculomotor inhibition as assessed by the antisaccade task has been 
mostly studied in schizophrenia patients (Everling & Fischer, 1998; Hutton & Ettinger, 2006). It has 
repeatedly been demonstrated that schizophrenics, but also individuals with elevated scores on 
self-report schizophrenia-type symptom questionnaires make more antisaccade errors than healthy 
controls (Hutton & Ettinger, 2006). This is consistent with the idea that schizophrenia represents an 
extreme form of a broad continuum of schizotypical personality traits. Several studies examined 
oculomotor inhibition in the antisaccade task in individuals with ADHD (Aman et al., 1998; Carr et 
al., 2006; Feifel et al., 2004; Hanisch et al., 2006; Karatekin, 2006; Klein et al., 2002; Klein et al., 2003; 
Mostofsky et al., 2001; Munoz et al., 2003; Nigg et al., 2002a; O'Driscoll et al., 2005; Rothlind et al., 
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1991). Children, adolescents, and adults with ADHD made more errors on antisaccade trials than 
their matched controls (Carr et al., 2006; Feifel et al., 2004; Hanisch et al., 2006; Karatekin, 2006; 
Klein et al., 2003; Mostofsky et al., 2001; Munoz et al., 2003; Nigg et al., 2002a; O'Driscoll et al., 2005), 
whereas the groups did not differ with regard to errors on prosaccade trials (Carr et al., 2006; Nigg 
et al., 2002b; O'Driscoll et al., 2005). In addition, individuals with ADHD corrected fewer of their 
antisaccade errors relative to controls (Karatekin, 2006; Klein et al., 2003), made more anticipatory 
eye movements during the gap between fixation stimulus disappearance and target appearance 
(Carr et al., 2006; Feifel et al., 2004), and made more premature saccades after target onset (Karatekin, 
2006; Klein et al., 2003). These findings suggest that individuals with ADHD may have problems with 
suppressing reflexive eye movements to the peripheral target stimulus. Similar findings with respect 
to antisaccade errors have been reported for healthy individuals with elevated impulsivity scores 
(Spinella, 2004), suggesting that oculomotor impulsivity may be a continuum, with impulse-control 
disorders on the extreme end of the impulsivity spectrum. Event-related potentials (ERPs) can be 
used to examine the underlying neural mechanism of decreased performance in the antisaccade 
task in individuals with high relative to low self-reported impulsivity. 

In the present study, electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded during an antisaccade task 
to examine the difference between individuals scoring extremely high and those scoring extremely 
low on an impulsivity self-report measure. In addition to antisaccade errors, saccadic latencies, 
anticipatory saccades within the gap period, and premature saccades after target onset were 
recorded. In the antisaccade task, overlap trials were randomly interleaved with gap trials to assess 
whether the effect of creating a delay between fixation stimulus and peripheral target stimulus 
affected the two impulsive groups in a different way. The introduction of a gap probably increases the 
extent at which the target produces a reflexive response, and thereby the difficulty of suppressing 
the reflexive saccade towards the target. This manipulation may be particularly effective in highly 
impulsive individuals. 

Assuming that impulsivity in ADHD is an extreme end of an impulsivity spectrum, it was 
expected that healthy individuals scoring high on self-reported impulsivity will show more 
antisaccade errors and more premature and anticipatory saccades. With regard to the neural activity 
during the antisaccade task, an enhanced contingent negative variance (CNV) was expected for 
antisaccade relative to prosaccade trials, indicating an anticipatory effort in the more difficult trials 
(Reuter et al., 2006). Furthermore, it may be speculated that group differences in terms of antisaccade 
errors are related to differences in the preparation of an eye movement. Hence, it was expected 
that the enhanced CNV for antisaccade versus prosaccade trials is attenuated in individuals scoring 
high on self-reported impulsivity. The inhibition-related neural activity subsequent to the onset of 
the target (the difference between antisaccade and prosaccade trials) was expected to be larger in 
the gap, relative to the overlap condition, but smaller for the group with a relatively high amount 
of antisaccade errors. Dipole source localization was applied to examine the neural generators of 
the inhibition-related neural activity after target onset, which may provide clues as to the specific 
function of this activity.
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Methods

Participants
A group of 435 psychology students (357 females and 78 males) filled out the Dutch version of 
the I7 questionnaire (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1978; Lijffijt et al., 2005a). Students were assigned to 
the high or the low impulsive group based on their scores on the impulsivity subscale of the I7 
questionnaire. An impulsivity score on the I7 questionnaire of 0 or 1 indicated low impulsiveness 
and an impulsivity score that exceeded 9 indicated high impulsiveness. In total, 17 students with 
low impulsivity scores and 20 students with high impulsivity scores were invited to participate 
in this study. Two participants could not complete the antisaccade task and 6 participants were 
excluded due to technical problems or too many EOG epochs with artifacts. Finally, 14 students 
with low (3 males and 11 females) and 15 students with high (3 males and 12 females) impulsivity 
scores were included in the present study. Mean age was 20.6 (SD = 1.7) for the low and 21.8 (SD = 
1.8) for the high impulsive group. Participants had neither a current neurological or psychological 
disorder nor a history of one and were not on psychoactive medication. They reported to be right-
handed and vision was normal or corrected-to-normal. Participants were required to abstain from 
the use of caffeine in the morning of the experiment. They volunteered to participate in the study 
for course credit or monetary compensation. All participants signed informed consent. The study 
was approved by the local Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Social Sciences.

Antisaccade task
Participants performed a computerized task that consisted of pro- and antisaccade trials. A trial 
began with a fixation cross presented in the center of a computer screen on a black background. 
The fixation cross was either blue or yellow, indicating a pro- or antisaccade trial, respectively. The 
fixation cross remained on for 1000 ms and was followed by a target stimulus (i.e., a 1.4° x 1.4° 
light grey square) which appeared randomly either 8° to the left or right of the center for 1000 ms. 
After a fixed intertrial interval of 750 ms, the next trial started. There were two different fixation 
conditions within the antisaccade task: overlap and gap. In the overlap condition, the fixation cross 
remained on for 200 ms after the onset of the target. In the gap condition, a 200 ms stimulus-free 
gap was presented between the offset of the fixation cross and the onset of the peripheral target 
stimulus. On prosaccade trials participants were to make an eye movement towards the location of 
the peripheral target stimulus as soon it appeared, whereas on antisaccade trials they were to make 
an eye movement towards the mirror location of the target stimulus. 

The antisaccade task consisted of four blocks of each 48 pro- and 48 antisaccade trials, which 
were equally distributed across gap/overlap condition and right/left location of the target. All trials 
were pseudo-randomized within blocks. Each participant received two practice blocks before the 
test blocks started. In the first practice block, only prosaccade trials (10 trials for each target location) 
were presented. The second practice block consisted of 20 pro- and 20 antisaccade trials equally 
divided across the gap/overlap condition and right/left location of the target.

Electrophysiological recordings
Eye movements and EEG activity were recorded using an Electrocap with 58 electrodes referenced 
to the right mastoid. The ground electrode was placed within the cap between Fpz and Fz. Vertical 
electrooculogram (VEOG) was recorded from electrodes attached above and below the left eye and 
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the horizontal electrooculogram (HEOG) from the outer canthi of both eyes. Electrode impedance 
was kept below 5 kΩ. EEG and EOG were amplified with a BrainAmp amplifier with a bandwidth of 
0.04-100 Hz. The sampling rate was 500 Hz. 

Procedure
In the laboratory, participants filled out various self-report measures of impulsivity and performed 
three computerized tasks: An antisaccade task and two versions of the stop-signal task that differed 
in the frequency of stop-trials. Participants sat in a dimly lit room with their faces 40 cm in front of 
the computer monitor. During the antisaccade task, head movements were restricted by the use 
of a head and chin rest. The tasks were presented while EEG and EOG activity were recorded. The 
order of the stop-signal tasks and the antisaccade task was counterbalanced across participants. 
This article presents and discusses the behavioral, EOG, and EEG data of the antisaccade task.

Data analysis
EOG analyses
Horizontal electroocologram (HEOG) with its high temporal resolution is adequate to assess 
horizontal eye position and to time the beginning of a saccade (Leigh & Kennard, 2004). In the 
present study, HEOG was offline low-pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of 75 Hz using Brain Vision 
Analyzer software (1.05). A self-written Matlab program was used for further analyses. Each epoch 
was baseline-corrected, the baseline being defined as the mean of the HEOG signal in the 25 ms 
window subsequent to target onset. Then saccades were determined in the HEOG signal for each 
trial separately. The velocity signal of eye movements was searched for peak velocities above 25°/s. 
Each peak (in the velocity signal) was considered a potential indicator of the presence of a saccade. 
The exact onset of the saccade was determined by going backward in time to the point where the 
velocity signal dropped below the average velocity plus two standard deviations during the stable 
fixation period before the saccade. This method was adopted from Van der Steen and Bruno (1995). 
This procedure was followed by rejection or acceptation based on a minimum saccade duration of 
20 ms. 

For each saccade, the direction and the latency relative to target onset were computed. 
Saccades with latencies shorter than 500 ms were included in further analyses. A correct saccade 
was defined as an eye movement with amplitude larger than 4° (i.e., half of the distance between 
fixation cross position and target position) towards the peripheral target in prosaccade trials and 
towards the mirror position in antisaccade trials. Mean saccadic reaction time was calculated from 
correct trials with saccade latencies between 80 and 500 ms. Premature saccades were defined as 
eye movements within 0 and 80 ms after target onset. Anticipatory saccades were defined as eye 
movements within the gap period (-200 to 0 ms before target onset).

Independent variables of interest were the proportion of incorrect pro- and antisaccades 
within 80-500 ms after onset of the peripheral target stimulus (i.e., number of incorrect saccades 
divided by the sum of the number of incorrect and correct saccades), mean saccadic reaction time 
for correct pro- and antisaccades, the proportion of premature saccades (i.e., number of premature 
saccades divided by the number of saccades within -200 to 500 ms relative to target onset), and the 
proportion of anticipatory saccades (i.e., number of anticipatory saccades divided by number of 
saccades within -200 to 500 ms relative to target onset).
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EEG analyses
EEG data were analyzed using Brain Vision Analyzer software (1.05) for event-related potentials 
(ERPs) locked to the onset of the fixation cross as well as locked to the onset of the peripheral target 
stimulus. The continuous EEG data were filtered off-line with a bandpass filter (0.04 Hz, 12 dB/
octave; 30 Hz, 24 dB/octave). For ERP analyses locked to the fixation cross, EEG data were segmented 
into epochs from -150 ms to 1600 ms relative to the onset of the fixation cross and baseline was 
defined as the mean of the 100 ms period before the onset of the fixation cross. For target-locked 
ERP analyses, the EEG data were segmented into epochs from -200 ms to 800 ms relative to target 
onset. Baseline was defined as the mean of the 100 ms period prior to target onset. Only trials with 
correct saccades within 80 to 500 ms after target onset were included. Trials with artifacts were 
rejected from further analyses (absolute amplitude criterion of 100 μV; low activity criterion of 0.3 
μV within a 50 ms time window). The Gratton et al. (1983) algorithm was used to correct for artifacts 
from vertical and horizontal eye movements, and blinks. One participant with high self-reported 
impulsivity was excluded from the ERP analyses because of too many EEG epochs with artifacts. 
Average ERPs locked to the warning signal were computed separately for prosaccade (blue fixation 
cross) and antisaccade (yellow fixation cross) trials. Target-locked ERPs were averaged across the two 
stimulus directions (left and right), and computed for pro- and antisaccade trials, separately for the 
overlap and gap fixation condition.

To quantify the contingent negative variance (CNV) succeeding the onset of the fixation cross, 
the mean amplitude of individual average ERPs in the 500 ms time window prior to the onset of the 
target stimulus was determined for prosaccade and antisaccade trials (for a similar approach, see 
Reuter et al., 2006), for 12 electrode sites (Fz, F3, F4, FCz, FC3, FC4, Cz, C3, C4, Pz, P3, P4). Regarding 
the target-locked ERPs, inspection of the grand-average difference waveforms (antisaccade minus 
prosaccade trials; Figure 3) indicated an enhanced positivity for antisaccade relative to prosaccade 
trials at frontocentral sites around 150-200 ms, especially over the right hemisphere in the gap 
fixation condition. Furthermore, Figures 3 and 4 illustrate greater negativity for antisaccade as 
compared to prosaccade trials at parietal sites around 120-180 ms. We decided to analyze these 
saccade effects by calculating mean amplitudes for each of 5 20-ms time stretches between 120 ms 
and 200 ms post-target, for the same 12 electrode sites.

Dipole source analyses
Source models for the average-reference difference waveforms (antisaccade – prosaccade) locked 
to stimulus onset were derived using the BESA program (Windows 2000 version), separately for 
each group (high and low I7) and each condition (overlap and gap). Based on the grand-average 
difference waveforms in Figures 3 and 4, the two most pronounced saccade effects were analyzed: 
A posterior negativity within the 140-150 ms time window and an anterior positivity within the 172-
182 ms time window. 

Intracranial generators were modeled as a limited set of unconstrained dipoles and, in addition, 
as a limited set of bilateral dipole pairs with mirror-symmetric locations using the 4-shell ellipsoidal 
head model. Each dipole was characterized by 7 parameters (3 for location, 3 for orientation, and 1 
for dipole moment). The optimal set of parameters was found iteratively by searching for a minimum 
in the RV (residual variance) function, RV being the percentage of variance in the recorded potential 
distribution not explained by the model. Reported dipole solutions were stable across randomly 
varying starting positions.
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Statistical analyses
Separate repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted for the percentage of 
incorrect saccades and saccadic reaction time (SRT), with fixation condition (overlap vs. gap) and 
saccade (pro- vs. antisaccade) as within-subject factors and impulsivity (high vs. low impulsivity) 
as between-subjects factor. Further, a repeated-measures ANOVA was used to assess the effects 
of fixation condition and impulsivity on the percentage of premature saccades with fixation 
condition as within-subject factor and impulsivity as between-subjects factor. One-way ANOVA was 
conducted to compare the impulsive groups on the percentage of anticipatory saccades. Regarding 
the ERP components, mean amplitudes of both target- and fixation-locked ERPs were analyzed at 12 
electrodes (Fz, F3, F4, FCz, FC3, FC4, Cz, C3, C4, Pz, P3, P4) by repeated-measures ANOVAs including 
four within-subject factors, i.e., hemisphere (left – midline - right), area (frontal – frontocentral - 
central - parietal), fixation condition (gap vs. overlap), and saccade (prosaccade vs. antisaccade), and 
one between-subjects factor group (high vs. low impulsivity). 

Results

Behavioral data 
Performance data for the antisaccade task for high versus low I7 impulsive groups are listed in Table 
1. As shown in Figure 1A, error rate was higher for anti- relative to prosaccades in both fixation 
conditions, and the difference was greater in the gap relative to the overlap condition (condition 
X saccade: F(1,27) = 16.04, p < .001). A significant saccade X group effect, F(1,27) = 4.40, p = .045, 
indicated that low impulsives made more antisaccade errors than high impulsives, F(1,27) = 5.20, 
p = .031, whereas they did not differ with regard to prosaccade errors (see Figure 1). As illustrated 
in Figure 1B, mean saccadic reaction time (SRT) was longer for anti- versus prosaccades, F(1,27) = 
214.53, p < .001, and in overlap versus gap trials, F(1,27) = 219.84, p < .001. Further, more premature 
errors were made in the gap as compared to the overlap condition, F(1,27) = 38.46, p < .001. No 
group differences were found for SRT, anticipatory saccades, or premature saccades.

Table 1 - Error rate (%), saccadic latency reaction time (SRT in ms), and percentages of anticipatory (-200 to 0 ms) and 
premature saccades (0 – 80 ms) for high and low impulsive participants for the overlap and gap fixation condition.

High impulsive (n = 15) Low impulsive (n = 14)

Overlap Gap Overlap Gap

Error rate (%) Prosaccade 3.2(2.7) 3.1(4.9) 3.7(2.7) 3.6(3.8)

Antisaccade 12(6.8) 18(8.1) 20.2(11.8) 26.6(13.6)

Saccade RT (SRT) Prosaccade 203.9(23.1) 151.2(17.4) 190.9(25.6) 145.9(18.3)

Antisaccade 270.7(33.9) 228.1(30.2) 261.7(35.6) 217.3(25.9)

Anticipatory saccades (%) 0.5(0.6) 1.9(3.1) 0.5(0.6) 1.9(1.8)

Premature saccades (%) 0.4(0.7) 2.9(2.6) 0.3(0.3) 3.3(2.6)
Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses. 
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Electrophysiological data
As shown in Figure 2, the mean amplitude of the CNV was larger after a fixation cross that indicated 
an antisaccade trial as compared to a prosaccade trial (main effect of saccade: F(1,26) = 18.99, p 
< .001). A marginally significant hemisphere X area X saccade effect, F(6,156) = 2.15, p = 0.050, 
reflected significant hemisphere X saccade effects over frontocentral, central, and parietal areas, 
but not at frontal sites, F(2,54) = 11.07, p < 0.001, F(2,54) = 6.00, p = 0.004, and F(2.54) = 3.43, p = 
0.040, respectively. The enhanced CNV for antisaccade relative to prosaccade trials was greater for 
midline electrodes, especially at frontocentral sites. Nine Bonferroni corrected paired t-tests showed 
significantly larger CNV amplitudes for antisaccade than for prosaccade trials at FCz, FC3, and Cz, 
t(1,27) = 5.41, p < .001, t(1,27) = 3.37, p = .002, and t(1,27) = 3.77, p = .001, respectively. No significant 
effects of self-reported impulsivity were found.
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Figure 1 - Mean error rate (%) (A) and mean saccadic reaction time (ms) (B) as a function of fixation 
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Regarding target-locked ERPs, the difference waveforms in Figures 3 and 4 illustrate the saccade 
effect around 120-200 ms after target onset. To minimize the probability of false positives as the 
result of multiple tests, effects were only considered significant if they extended over at least three 
adjacent 20-ms time periods (only the smallest F-values are reported). Repeated-measures ANOVAs 
revealed two interaction effects that remained significant over at least three 20 ms-intervals.

First, significant fixation condition X saccade interaction effects were found in the interval 140-
200 ms, F(1,26) = 6.17, p = .020. Enhanced positivity for antisaccade relative to prosaccade trials was 
greater in the gap than in the overlap fixation condition (see Figure 3), especially over frontal and 
frontocentral areas. In contrast, over parietal areas an enhanced negativity was found for antisaccade 
versus prosaccade trials, which was greater in the overlap relative to the gap fixation condition. Post-
hoc ANOVAs were conducted for each 20-ms window within 140-200 ms with saccade as within-
subjects factor, separately for the overlap and gap fixation condition. For the early 140-160 ms time 
window, the enhanced negativity for antisaccade relative to prosaccade trials was significant for 
the overlap, but not for the gap condition, especially at parietal sites (see the topographical map 
in Figure 5A), F(1,27) = 53.61, p < .001 and F(1,27) = 3.77, p = .063, respectively. Saccade effects for 
the 160-180 ms window were significant for the gap but not for the overlap condition, (F(1,27) = 
4.78, p = .004 and F < 1, respectively. As illustrated in the topographical map of Figure 5B, this effect 
was mostly present over frontal and frontocentral areas. In the 180-200 ms time window, enhanced 
positivity was found for antisaccade as compared to prosaccade trials for both conditions, but it was 
greater in the gap than in the overlap condition, F(1,27) = 24.19, p < .001 and F(1,27) = 4.62, p = .041, 
respectively. 

A second interaction effect that was significant over an adjacent period of at least three 20 
-ms intervals was the area X saccade X group interaction in the interval 120-200 ms, F(3,78) = 3.47, 
p = .020. Post-hoc ANOVAs were conducted for each 20-ms window with saccade as within-subjects 
factor and group as between-subjects factor, separately for frontal (F3-Fz-F4), frontocentral (FC3-
FCz-FC4), central (C3-Cz-C4), and parietal (P3-Pz-P4) areas. Significant saccade X group effects were 
found at frontal sites in the interval 120-200 ms, indicating an enhanced positivity for antisaccade 
relative to prosaccade trials which was greater for individuals scoring high as compared to low 
on self-reported impulsivity, F(1,26) = 4.72, p = .039 (see the difference waveforms in Figure 4, left 
panel). Further testing revealed that the frontal saccade effects were significant only for the high 
impulsives. Furthermore, significant saccade X group effects were found at parietal sites in the 
interval 140-200 ms, indicating an enhanced negativity for antisaccade relative to prosaccade trials 
at parietal sites which was greater for individuals scoring high as compared to low on self-reported 
impulsivity, F(1,26) = 4.38 , p = .046 (see Figure 4, right panel).

Dipole source modeling
As illustrated in the grand-average difference waveforms in Figure 3, saccade effects differed 
between the overlap and gap fixation condition at approximately 145 ms and at about 177 ms. 
Differences with regard to saccade effects between individuals with high and low impulsivity scores 
were present at approximately 145 ms (see Figure 4). The neural generators underlying these effects 
were estimated using a 10-ms window around the peaks of interest. The most reliable and stable 
solutions for the early saccade effect at 145 ms were source models with one symmetric dipole pair 
(overlap: RV = 7.08%; gap: RV = 10.02%; high impulsives: RV = 4.49%; low impulsives: RV = 14.05%). 
In Figure 5A, the source model for the early saccade effect is shown for the overlap fixation condition 
(it looked very similar in the gap condition as well as for high and low impulsives). Regarding the 
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Figure 4 - Target-locked grand-average difference waveforms (antisaccade - prosaccade) for individuals with 
high and low self-reported impulsivity at F4 and Pz.
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Figure 3 - Target-locked grand-average difference waveforms (antisaccade - prosaccade) for the overlap and 
gap fixation condition at FC4 and Pz.
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later saccade effect at 177 ms in the gap condition, the most reliable and stable solution was a 
source model with two symmetric dipole pairs (see Figure 5B; RV = 5.66%). A comparable source 
model for this later saccade effect was found for the overlap condition (RV = 9.58%).

Discussion

The present study investigated whether individuals with high self-reported impulsivity scores, 
as assessed by Eysenck’s I7 questionnaire, show deficient inhibitory control. The antisaccade task 
including overlap and gap trials, was used to assess the ability to suppress prepotent, reflexive 
responses. As expected, a higher percentage of errors (i.e., antisaccade errors) and longer saccadic 
reaction times (SRT) were found in antisaccade trials, in which reflexive eye movements towards 
a peripheral target have to be suppressed and instead a voluntary eye movement must be made 
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Figure 5 - The top and right lateral views of the dipole models that were based on the antisaccade – prosaccade difference 
waveform for the overlap (A) and gap fixation condition (B), fitted at 140-150 ms and 172-182 ms, respectively. On the 
right side of the dipole models, topographical maps of the difference waveform, reflecting mean activity within 140-150 
ms and 172-182 ms, respectively. White: Areas of negative amplitude. Black: Areas of positive amplitudes.
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towards the mirror position of the target, as compared to prosaccade trials. Introducing a gap 
between the disappearance of the fixation stimulus and the appearance of the target increased 
antisaccade errors and premature responses, and shortened saccadic reaction times. These results 
may reflect a stronger response tendency that needs more inhibitory effort to suppress in a gap 
relative to an overlap trial. 

A novel finding involves the increased positivity in the target-locked ERP for antisaccade 
relative to prosaccade trials at frontocentral sites around 177 ms, which was greater in the gap than 
in the overlap condition. These properties make it likely that this differential positivity is related 
to oculomotor suppression, and hence may be termed the oculomotor suppression positivity 
(OSP). Its frontocentral distribution suggests some resemblance to the stop N2 that has been 
reported for specific versions of the stop task (Schmajuk et al., 2006). It could also be related to the 
specific correlation between the integrity of right-hemisphere inferior frontal cortex and stopping 
performance, as reported by Aron et al. (2003). However, we could not confirm a right-hemisphere 
dominance statistically, and the present dipole-analysis results seem consistent with more medial-
anterior generators such as the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC). The OFC has previously been associated 
with impulse control. It may be speculated that more impulse control is necessary in the gap than in 
the overlap fixation condition. However, it has been argued that the OFC is involved in controlling 
and correcting reward-related and punishment-related behavior rather than stopping behavior per 
se (i.e., inhibition) (Rolls, 2004). In addition, Munoz and Everling (2004) did not report any involvement 
of this brain structure in controlling saccadic eye movements. An alternative interpretation would 
hold that the OSP simply reflects the delay of processing stages in the antisaccade, relative to 
those in prosaccade trials, which would predict that the OSP effect would closely follow saccadic 
reaction time (SRT) effects. This, however, was not the case: Gaps affected SRT additively, but OSP in 
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interaction with saccade (antisaccade vs. prosaccade). 
A second saccade effect around 145 ms latency in the target-locked ERP involves an enhanced 

negativity for antisaccade relative to prosaccade trials at parietal sites, which was greater in the 
overlap as compared to the gap fixation condition. One interpretation of this phenomenon is that it 
actually reflects a greater positive signal for pro- than for anti-saccades. The dipole analyses indicated 
that this saccade effect may be related to activity within the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ). The 
TPJ has been suggested to be involved in the detection of stimuli that are behaviorally relevant 
and that require reorienting of attention within the current task set (Corbetta & Shulman, 2002). It 
may be speculated that the ERP saccade effect around 145 ms reflects reorienting of attention from 
the peripheral stimulus in antisaccade as compared to prosaccade trials. Further, in a condition in 
which participants need to disengage from the fixation point (i.e., the overlap fixation condition) as 
compared to a condition in which the disengagement from the fixation stimulus was facilitated (i.e., 
the gap condition), the reorientation of attention from the peripheral stimulus in an antisaccade 
trial may need more effort.

A deficit in the ability to inhibit reflexive, prepotent responses has been associated with 
more antisaccade errors. Assuming that impulsivity within the normal population is associated 
with deficient inhibitory control, it was expected that individuals scoring extremely high on self-
reported impulsivity would show more antisaccade errors. In contrast to our expectations and 
previous findings (Spinella, 2004), participants scoring low as compared to high on self-reported 
impulsivity made more antisaccade errors, in both overlap and gap fixation conditions. Spinella 
(2004) found significant positive correlations between the percentage of antisaccade errors and 
the following subscores of self-reported impulsivity, as assessed by Barratt’s questionnaire (BIS-11): 
Attention, motor, and total impulsivity. In the present study, post-hoc analyses comparing impulsive 
groups, created by median split of these BIS-scores did not reveal any group differences with regard 
to antisaccade errors. The different findings between the studies may be explained by the sample of 
individuals included or the antisaccade task used. The present study, as compared to Spinella’s study 
(2004) included more female (74% vs. 51%) and younger volunteers (M=21.1, SD=1.8 yr. vs. M=31.6, 
SD=15.8 yr.). However, Spinella (2004) found significant correlations between impulsivity and 
antisaccade errors also after controlling for age and sex by calculating partial correlations. Regarding 
the antisaccade paradigm, Spinella (2004) presented two blocks consisting of 10 prosaccade and 
25 antisaccade trials, respectively, whereas we implemented an antisaccade task consisting of 384 
mixed prosaccade and antisaccade trials, either in a gap or in an overlap fixation condition. Blocking 
the conditions may have allowed participants to use strategies that differ substantially between 
anti- and prosaccade trials, and the differences as a function of self-reported impulsivity may reflect 
differences in strategy.

In the present study, the impulsive groups did differ with regard to target-locked ERPs. The 
enhanced positivity for antisaccade compared to prosaccade trials at frontal sites around 177 ms and 
the enhanced positivity for prosaccade versus antisaccade trials at parietal sites around 145 ms was 
greater for individuals scoring high relative to low on self-reported impulsivity, probably reflecting 
greater activation in the TPJ during antisaccade trials. Comparable findings have been reported 
with regard to the association between high self-reported impulsivity and greater attention-related 
activity in a Stroop task (Lansbergen et al., 2007d; Chapter 4). It was argued that this may reflect 
greater attentional control in individuals scoring high, relative to low, on self-reported impulsivity. 

The contingent negative variance (CNV) started after the onset of the fixation cross and 
increased towards the onset of the peripheral target stimulus. Consistent with previous findings 
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(Klein et al., 2000; Reuter et al., 2006), the mean amplitude of the CNV was larger after a fixation 
stimulus that indicated an antisaccade as compared to that indicating a prosaccade trial, suggesting 
enhanced anticipatory effort in antisaccade relative to prosaccade trials. The impulsive groups did 
not differ with regard to the mean CNV amplitude, suggesting no differences in anticipatory effort 
between individuals scoring low versus high on self-reported impulsivity. 

The present findings are, however, consistent with our previous studies comparing healthy, 
but extremely high and low impulsive individuals on various inhibition-related cognitive task 
paradigms. In the Stroop task, an effect of conflict manipulation on Stroop interference in terms of 
errors was found for healthy individuals scoring low, but not for those scoring high on self-reported 
impulsivity. This was interpreted as a surprise effect in low and not in high impulsives rather than 
deficient inhibitory control (Lansbergen et al., 2007d, chapter 4). Moreover, no differences were 
found between healthy high and low impulsive participants with regard to stopping performance 
in the stop-signal task (Lansbergen et al., 2007a, chapter 5), and commission errors in the reversed 
continuous performance test (R-CPT-X; Lansbergen et al., not published). Given that individuals 
with ADHD show deficient inhibitory control in all these cognitive tasks (for meta-analyses, see e.g., 
Homack & Riccio, 2004; Lansbergen et al., 2007b; Lijffijt et al., 2006; Losier et al., 1996; Oosterlaan 
et al., 1998), our findings consistently indicate that self-reported impulsivity in the healthy 
population may be qualitatively different from impulsivity in ADHD. We have suggested that high 
impulsive participants might have had some degree of insight into their impulsive characteristic. 
Consequently, they were more motivated to maximize their performance, resulting in better or 
equal task performance. 
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Abstract

Impulsivity is a personality trait within the normal population, but also a feature of many psychiatric 
disorders that have been associated with poor inhibitory control. The aim of the present study was 
to examine the relation between subjective impulsivity, theta/beta EEG ratio, and inhibitory control 
in healthy individuals. In 15 high and 14 low impulsive healthy volunteers (as assessed by the I7 
questionnaire), resting state EEG was recorded during an eyes open condition to obtain estimates for 
theta and beta activity. Subsequently, a stop-signal task was presented where participants responded 
to go-signals and had to stop their initiated response to stop-signals. Stopping performance and 
EEG activity were compared between the impulsive groups as well as between high vs. low theta/
beta ratio groups. Results showed that subjective impulsivity was not related to stopping behavior 
or to theta/beta ratio. In contrast to our expectations that individuals with high theta/beta ratios 
would show relatively long stopping reaction times, analyses revealed that the low theta/beta ratio 
group had longer stopping reaction times. Given that increased theta/beta ratio may reflect reduced 
cortical inhibition over subcortical drives, it is proposed that healthy individuals with relative high 
theta/beta ratios were more motivated to maximize inhibition-related performance.
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Introduction

Impulsivity is an important psychological trait in personality theories and implicated in psychiatric 
disorders. There is a lack of a precise definition of impulsivity and it has been suggested that 
impulsivity is multidimensional (Evenden, 1999). Impulsivity has been associated with various 
behaviors and characteristics, including impatience, restlessness, reward seeking, acting without 
thinking, and an inability to wait. Self-report measures have been developed to assess impulsivity, 
based on specific definitions such as “a complete lack of looking ahead at the consequences of their 
actions” (Eysenck et al., 1985) and “the tendency to deliberate less than most people of equal ability 
before taking action” (Dickman, 1990). 

In general, impulsive behavior is mostly viewed as depending on inhibitory control, that is, the 
ability to suppress undesirable response tendencies. Self-report measures, behavioral observations, 
cognitive tasks, and neurobiological measures have been used to study the construct impulsivity. 
In this paper, we distinguish three measures related to impulsivity. First, subjective impulsivity as 
assessed by self-report measures. Second, behavioral impulsivity, or impaired inhibitory control, that 
can be quantified objectively by cognitive tasks in which individuals must suppress the tendency to 
respond. Third, less cortical brain activity during rest as a possible biological marker of impulsivity. 
This baseline cortical brain activity can be assessed by recording electroencephalogram (EEG) 
during rest. Although the level of attention and state of alertness influence EEG, several studies have 
demonstrated that the human EEG is stable over time (e.g., Chi et al., 2005; Corsi-Cabrera et al., 2007; 
Gasser et al., 1985; Kondacs & Szabo, 1999; Salinsky et al., 1991; Williams et al., 2005).

Whereas impulsive behavior in healthy individuals has mostly been assessed by self-report 
questionnaires, impulsive behavior in psychopathology (e.g., in attention-deficit/hyperactivity 
disorder; ADHD) is usually defined according to the DSM-IV (America Psychiatric Association, 1994). 
An interesting point is whether impulsivity in psychopathology is qualitatively different from 
impulsivity within the normal population, or whether it is an extreme variety within the continuous 
distribution of impulsive behavior. It has been argued that impulsive behavior in psychopathology, 
particularly in ADHD, may be attributed to deficient inhibitory control (Barkley, 1997). Moreover, 
individuals with ADHD have been characterized by a deviant pattern of baseline cortical activity, 
specifically increased slow-wave activity, primarily in the theta band, as well as decreased fast-
wave activity, particularly in the beta band, often coupled together (i.e., an increased theta/beta 
ratio) (Barry et al., 2003). Assuming that impulsivity in psychopathology lies at the extreme end of a 
normal distribution, healthy individuals scoring extremely high on impulsivity, as assessed by self-
report measures, may also show deficient inhibitory control and increased theta, decreased beta, 
and/or increased theta/beta ratio. 

Inhibitory control can be assessed by several behavioral tests such as the stop-signal task, 
which assesses the ability to stop an ongoing response pattern, with stop-signal reaction times 
(SSRT) reflecting inhibitory control. With respect to stopping performance in more versus less 
impulsive healthy individuals, previous studies have reported inconsistent results. Whereas four 
studies reported impaired stopping in relatively high impulsive individuals (Avila & Parcet, 2001; 
Logan et al., 1997; Marsh et al., 2002; Vigil-Colet & Codorniu-Raga, 2004), two other studies did not 
find a relation between impulsivity and stopping behavior (Lijffijt et al., 2004; Rodriguez-Fornells et 
al., 2002). One reason for these contradictory findings may be the difference in the probability of 
stop-signals used. Studies that did find significant correlations between impulsivity and stopping 
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performance used stop-signal tasks with a percentage of 25% stop-trials, whereas the null-result 
studies used stop-signal tasks with a relatively high percentage of stop-signals (40% and 50%). It 
has been demonstrated that in a version of the stop-signal task where there is a low probability 
of stop-signals, participants develop an impulsive response style, characterized by faster reaction 
times to go stimuli and more unsuccessful stops (Ramautar et al., 2004; 2006). Ramautar et al. (2004; 
2006) suggested that in this situation more inhibitory control may be needed to overcome the 
stronger response tendency to the go-stimulus. This process may be more difficult for individuals 
with low inhibitory control. Consequently, differences in stopping performance between high and 
low impulsive individuals may be more evident in a stop task where stop-signals are presented less 
frequently. Therefore, in the present study, two versions of the stop-signal task were used, with a 
high probability (80%) and a low probability (20%) of stop-signals, respectively.

Resting state EEG studies suggest that deviant patterns of increased slow- and decreased fast-
wave activity (i.e., increased theta, decreased beta, and/or increased theta/beta ratios) may be a 
biological marker of impulse control disorders, particularly ADHD. It has been suggested that this 
deviant pattern of brain activity is linked to cortical underarousal (Barry et al., 2003). Alternatively, 
given the sensitivity of theta/beta ratio to discriminate the occurrence of ADHD, together with 
the finding that theta/beta ratio was not related to the level of autonomic arousal (as assessed 
by skin conductance level), Barry et al. (2004) speculated that theta/beta ratio may represent “the 
functionality of the cortical substrates of attentional processing” rather than cortical arousal. In 
concordance, it has also been proposed that the balance between fast- and slow-wave frequencies is 
a biological correlate of corticosubcortical interactions (Schutter et al., 2006). From this perspective, 
impulsive behavior may be a consequence of reduced cortical control and increased subcortical 
drives. 

To our knowledge, healthy individuals selected on high and low impulsivity, have never 
been compared in terms of theta, beta, or the ratio between theta and beta activity. The aim of the 
present study was to examine whether healthy individuals who score high on subjective impulsivity, 
as assessed by Eysenck’s I7 questionnaire (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1978; Lijffijt et al., 2005a), present 
deficiencies in inhibitory control and increased slow- and/or decreased fast-wave activity. Assuming 
that impulsive behavior in psychopathology is an extreme variety within the continuous distribution 
of impulsive behavior, it was hypothesized that individuals scoring high on the impulsiveness 
scale would show impaired inhibitory control comparable to psychopathological individuals (i.e., 
poor stopping performance). Furthermore, increased theta and decreased beta activity, as well as 
relatively high theta/beta ratios were expected in healthy individuals scoring extremely high as 
compared to low on subjective impulsivity.

Methods

Participants
Participants were selected from a group of 435 psychology students (357 females and 78 males) that 
filled out the Dutch version of the I7 questionnaire (Eysenck & Eysenck, 1978; Lijffijt et al., 2005a). 
From the group of 435 students, 308 were willing to participate in an experimental study. Students 
with an impulsivity score on the I7 questionnaire of 0 or 1 were ‘defined’ as low impulsive (30 
females and 5 males) and students with an impulsivity score that exceeded 9 were defined as high 
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impulsive (47 females and 12 males). We tried to recruit all male students, but aimed at including 
an equal proportion of female versus male participants in each group. Seventeen students with low 
impulsivity scores and 20 students with high impulsivity scores were tested, but three participants 
did not complete the experiment and 5 participants were excluded due to technical problems. 
Finally, 14 students with low (3 males and 11 females) and 15 students with high (3 males and 12 
females) impulsivity scores were included in the present study. Mean age was 20.71 (SD = 1.69) 
for the low and 21.53 (SD = 1.96) for the high impulsive group. Participants had neither a current 
neurological or psychological disorder nor a history of one and were not on psychoactive medication. 
They reported to be right-handed and vision was normal or corrected-to-normal. Participants were 
required to abstain from the use of caffeine in the morning of the experiment. They volunteered 
to participate in the study for course credit or could earn monetary compensation. All participants 
signed informed consent. The study was approved by the local Ethical Committee of the Faculty of 
Social Sciences.

Stop-signal task
The stop-signal task involves two types of trials: go-trials and stop-trials. Whereas go-trials only 
contained go-signals, stop-trials contained go- and stop-signals. Go-signals were square-waves, 
black-white vertical gratings (7.6° x 7.6°) with a high (3.62 cycles per degree; cpd) or a low (0.46 cpd) 
fundamental spatial frequency. The go-stimuli were presented in the center of the screen one by 
one on a gray background. Participants were required to discriminate between the two gratings and 
press the correct (left or right) button. After the presentation of a fixation cross for 500 ms, a grating 
was presented for 750 ms. The variable time interval between the end of a grating and the start 
of the fixation cross was 1000-1250 ms. Stop-trials consisted of a go- and a stop-signal (a 1000 Hz 
tone, 400 ms in duration) generated by the computer and presented binaurally through earplugs. 
In stop-trials on which a grating was followed by a tone, the response to the grating had to be 
suppressed. The interval between the grating and the stop-signal (SOA) was adjusted by means of 
a tracking algorithm to yield a performance of about 50% corrected successful inhibitions (i.e., stop 
the ongoing response to a go-stimulus after a stop-signal; Pic) (De Jong et al., 1995; Logan et al., 
1997). Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible to the primary 
task and to stop their response if they heard the stop-signal. Participants were also told they should 
not wait for the tones as they would be unable to withhold their response on each trial.

Two versions of the stop-signal task were administered. The percentage of stop-trials was 80% 
in the high-frequency stop task, and 20% in the low-frequency stop-task. Each version contained 520 
trials presented in 4 different blocks of 130 trials. Blocks in the high-frequency stop task consisted 
of 104 stop- and 26 go-trials, and blocks in the low-frequency stop task consisted of 26 stop- and 
104 go-trials. Go-stop intervals were adjusted before each block according to a tracking algorithm. 
Before the go-stop interval for the next block was estimated, the percentage of successful stops 
was corrected for the amount of omissions (i.e., a failure to respond) on go-trials in the previous 
block (Tannock et al., 1989). To increase the unpredictability of the stop tone, the interval between 
the go-stimulus and the stop-signal was jittered in a range of 240 ms surrounding the calculated 
SOA (Pliszka et al., 2000) (i.e., 26 go-stop intervals ranging from –125 ms to 125 ms after the initial 
adjusted interval). Each of these intervals was used four times in the blocks of the high-frequency 
stop task and once in the blocks of the low-frequency stop task. 

Gratings of a high and a low fundamental spatial frequency were equally divided across stop- 
and go-trials. In half of the blocks, subjects had to react with the left finger to the grating of the high 
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fundamental spatial frequency and with their right finger to the grating of the low fundamental 
spatial frequency. For the remaining blocks, stimulus-response mapping was reversed. All trials were 
pseudo-randomized within blocks. Whereas in the high-frequency stop task never more than two 
succeeding go-trials were presented without being followed by a stop-trial, in the low-frequency 
stop task never more than two succeeding stop-trials were presented without being followed 
by a go-trial. The order of presentation of the two versions of the stop task was counterbalanced 
between subjects. 

Before the participants performed the stop tasks two practice sessions were presented. In 
the first session, only go-trials (i.e., 30 gratings of high and 30 gratings of low fundamental spatial 
frequency) were randomly presented and subjects had to press the correct button as quickly as 
possible. Second, before the participant performed each stop task, they practiced one block of the 
stop task. In these practice blocks, the go-stop interval was 250 ms.

Electrophysiological recordings
For 22 participants in the present study, EEG activity was recorded using a BrainCap with 58 Ag/AgCl 
electrodes referenced to the Cz electrode. The ground electrode was placed within the cap between 
Afz and Fz. For 7 participants, EEG activity was recorded using an Electrocap with 58 electrodes 
referenced to the right mastoid. Here, the ground electrode was placed within the cap between Fpz 
and Fz. For all individuals, vertical electrooculogram (VEOG) was recorded from electrodes attached 
above and below the left eye and the horizontal electrooculogram (HEOG) from the outer canthi of 
both eyes. Electrode impedance was kept below 5 kΩ. EEG and EOG were amplified with a BrainAmp 
amplifier with a bandwidth of 0.04-100 Hz. The sampling rate was 200 Hz and 500 Hz for the EEG 
recording using the BrainCap and Electrocap, respectively. 

Procedure
In the laboratory, various self-report measures of impulsivity were administered to each participant, 
for example, the Dutch version of the I7 questionnaire, the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS-11; 
Patton et al., 1995), and the Behavioral Inhibition System/Behavioral Activation System Scale (BIS/
BAS; Carver & White, 1994). As already mentioned, impulsivity is a multidimensional construct and 
various self-report measures may measure different components of impulsivity. Several one-way 
analyses of variances were conducted to test whether the high impulsive group in the present 
study, as assessed by the first measure of the I7, also has higher impulsivity scores on the second 
measure of the I7, on the BIS-11, or on the BIS/BAS, relative to the low impulsive group. The results 
indicated significantly higher impulsivity scores on the second measure of the I7, on Barratt’s motor 
and cognition subscales, and on the BAS-fun subscale from the BIS/BAS in individuals scoring high 
as compared to low on the first measure of I7 impulsivity (I7: F = 36.95, p < .001; motor: F = 28.99, p 
< .001; cognition: F = 7.32, p = .012; BAS-fun: F = 18.08, p < .001), suggesting that these subscales 
reflect comparable components of impulsivity. No significant differences between the impulsive 
groups were found for Barratt’s nonplanning subscale (p = .088) and for BIS (p = .498), BAS-drive (p 
= .760), and BAS-reward (p = .079) subscales from the BIS/BAS. 

Participants were placed in a dimly lit room and performed three cognitive tasks: Two versions 
of the stop-signal task that differed in the frequency of stop-trials and an antisaccade task. The order 
of the stop-signal and antisaccade tasks was counterbalanced across participants. For 7 participants, 
baseline EEG was also recorded in this experiment. Before the performance of the stop-signal tasks, 
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they were asked to sit quietly for 4 min, 2 min with eyes open and 2 min with eyes closed, during 
which baseline EEG was recorded. The resting EEG for the other 22 students was already recorded 
in a previous experiment1. 

Data analysis
Performance data
Mean reaction times (MRT) to go-trials (not followed by a stop-signal) and overall choice error rate 
(Per) were recorded for both versions of the stop task (20% and 80% stop-trials). MRT was based 
on correct responses between 150 ms and 1500 ms poststimulus. Overall choice error rate was 
calculated by dividing the number of incorrect choice responses to go-trials without a stop-signal 
by total number of incorrect choice responses + number of correct responses. The percentage of 
omissions (Pom) was calculated by dividing the number of go-trials a participant failed to respond 
by the number of go-trials. Furthermore, the corrected percentage of inhibition (Pic) was calculated 
according to the procedure described by Tannock et al. (1989). The average time interval between 
the grating and the stop-signal (SOA) was also calculated. The stop-signal reaction time (SSRT) was 
estimated as described by Logan (1994). 

EEG analyses
EEG and EOG data were analyzed using Analyzer software. EEG signals were rereferenced off-line 
to the average of all electrodes and the sampling-rate was changed to 256 Hz with a low-pass filter 
of 100 Hz. For the participants where EEG activity was recorded using electrodes referenced to the 
Cz electrode, the current activity at Cz was calculated using Analyzer software. The continuous 
EEG data were segmented into 2-s epochs, separately for the eyes open and eyes closed condition. 
Trials with artifacts were rejected from further analyses (absolute amplitude criterion of 100 μV; low 
activity criterion of 0.3 μV within a 50 ms time window) and ocular artifact correction was conducted 
according to the Gratton et al. (1983) algorithm. EEG data were Fourier transformed (Hanning 
window: length 20%) and subsequently ln-transformed. Power estimates were derived from the 
average for the theta (4-7.5 Hz) and the beta (12.5-25 Hz) frequency bands at frontal (Fz, F3, F4), 
central (Cz, C3, C4), and parietal (Pz, P3, P4) sites in the eyes open condition. Theta/beta power ratios 
were calculated between the frequency bands by dividing the power of the slower frequency band 
by the power of the faster frequency band. 

Statistical analysis
Separate repeated-measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted for MRT, SSRT, Pic, Per, 
Pom, and SOA with probability (20% vs. 80% stop-trials) as within-subjects factors and impulsivity 
(high vs. low impulsivity) as between-subjects factor. In addition, separate repeated-measures 
ANOVAs were performed for theta and beta power, and theta/beta ratio with hemisphere (left, 
midline, right) and area (frontal, central, parietal) as within-subjects factors and impulsivity (high vs. 
low) as between-subjects factor. The alpha level of significance was set at 0.05 two-tailed.

1 Note that the intra-individual stability of human EEG is very high, even over a time period of 25 to 62 months (Kondacs & 
Szabo, 1999).
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Table 1 - Mean values and standard deviations of the performance data obtained from the high and low frequency 
stop-signal task, separately for the high and low impulsive group.

High I7 Low I7

Low-frequency 
stop task

High-frequency 
stop task

Low-frequency 
stop task

High-frequency 
stop task

MRT (in ms) 389.6 (63.5) 517.9 (101.4) 412.2 (70.6) 523.9 (152.0)

SSRT (in ms) 161.5 (37.8) 154.2 (30.0) 170.0 (43.3) 179.2 (48.7)

SDRT 95.4 (27.7) 132.2 (33.6) 111.5 (22.7) 141.4 (41.3)

SOA 221.5 (58.8) 306.7 (74.5) 230.7 (65.1) 294.8 (101.5)

Pom 1.7 (1.7) 5.4 (4.3) 2.6 (2.5) 5.0 (4.9)

Pic 44.2 (8.9) 60.5 (15.7) 46.6 (10.9) 55.8 (21.4)

Per 3.8 (3.2) 3.6 (4.5) 6.1 (5.5) 6.4 (6.5)

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses; MRT = mean reaction time to go-stimuli; SSRT = stop-signal reaction time; SDRT = 
standard deviation of reaction times to go-stimuli; SOA = delay between go-stimulus and stop-stimulus; Pom = percentage of omissions; 
Pic = percentage of successful inhibitions, corrected for estimated number of omissions on stop-trials; Per = percentage of choice errors.

Results

Table 1 presents performance data for the high- and the low-frequency stop task, for participants 
with low and high I7 impulsivity scores. Figures 1 (left panel) and 2 (left panel) illustrate mean 
reaction time on go-stimuli (MRT) and mean stop-signal reaction time (SSRT) for the high- and low-
frequency stop task, separately for individuals scoring high and low on impulsivity. Whereas MRT 
on go-trials was significantly faster in the low-frequency stop task, where there is a 20% probability 
of stop-stimuli, F(1, 27) = 39.53, p < .001, SSRT did not differ between the two stop task versions. 
Furthermore, in the low-frequency stop task relative to the high frequency stop task, standard 
deviations of the reaction time (SDRT) were smaller, F(1, 27) = 31.03, p < .001, go-stop intervals (SOA) 
were shorter, F(1, 27) = 34.91, p < .001, and percentages of omissions (i.e., a failure to respond to a 
go-stimulus; Pom) and corrected inhibition (i.e., stop the ongoing response to a go-stimulus after 
a stop-signal; Pic) were smaller, F(1, 27) = 16.23, p < .001 and F(1, 27) = 18.70, p < .001, respectively. 
No significant interaction effects with group or main group effects were found for these parameters. 
Choice-reaction time errors did not differ between the high- and low-frequency tasks or between 
participants with low and high I7 impulsivity scores. 

To examine the relation between subjective impulsivity and stopping performance more 
extensively, additional repeated-measures ANOVAs for MRT and SSRT were conducted to test the 
difference in stopping behavior between groups that were created by median splits of the total 
impulsivity score of the BIS-11 and the scores of the BIS-11 subscales (i.e., separate ANOVAs for non-
planning, cognitive, motor, and total score on the BIS-11) and the BIS/BAS (i.e., separate ANOVAs 
for BIS and the total BAS score). Only the groups that were created by a median split of the motor 
subscale of the BIS-11 differed with regard to SSRT, with slower SSRTs observed in individuals scoring 
low as compared to high on BIS-11 motor impulsivity, F(1,26) = 4.37, p = .046.

Regarding EEG variables, no significant interaction with group or main group effects were 
found for theta and beta power, or theta/beta ratio. For participants with high I7 scores, mean theta 
and beta activity, and theta/beta ratio were 0.26 (SD = 0.13), 0.049 (SD = 0.02), and 5.91 (SD = 2.38), 
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Figure 1 - Mean reaction times (MRT) to go-signals by stop task version for participants scoring high 
and low on impulsivity (left panel) and for participants, characterized by high and low theta/beta 
ratios (right panel). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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Figure 2 - Stop-signal reaction times (SSRT) by stop task version for participants scoring high and low 
on impulsivity (left panel) and for participants, characterized by high and low theta/beta ratios (right 
panel). Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
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respectively. For participants with low I7 scores, mean theta and beta activity, and theta/beta ratio 
were 0.23 (SD = 0.09), 0.043 (SD = 0.02), and 5.91 (SD = 1.95), respectively. 

Given the consistent findings of increased theta/beta ratios in ADHD (Barry et al., 2003), 
together with the findings that this EEG index can discriminate ADHD patients from controls with 
high accuracy (Monastra et al., 1999), post-hoc analyses were conducted to compare performance 
on the stop-signal task in participants with relatively high to that of those with low theta/beta ratios. 
It should, however, be noted that the division of the present sample into two groups based on 
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theta/beta ratios is only justified when I7 impulsivity scores and EEG ratios are independent and 
follow normal distributions. Statistical analyses revealed no significant correlation or association 
between I7 impulsivity scores and theta/beta ratios (rho(29) = -0.035, p = .856; Fisher’s exact test: p 
= 0.715). Furthermore, theta/beta ratio followed a normal distribution (Kolmogrov-Smirnov Z-test: 
p = .712). 

Previous studies have shown that the highest degree of differentiation between individuals 
with ADHD and healthy controls using theta/beta EEG ratio is located over the vertex (Lubar, 1995; 
Lubar et al., 1995). For this reason, in the classification study of Monastra et al. (1999), theta/beta 
power ratios were obtained at Cz in the eyes open condition. In the present study, the highest theta/
beta power ratio with maximum variance was found at Cz in the eyes open condition. To further 
investigate the difference between individuals with low and high theta/beta ratios regarding 
stopping performance, a median split of the theta/beta ratio at Cz in the eyes open condition was 
applied to create a high and a low theta/beta ratio group. Separate repeated-measures ANOVAs 
were conducted for MRT, SSRT, Pic, Per, Pom, and SOA with probability (20% vs. 80% stop-trials) 
as within-subjects factor and theta/beta ratio (high vs. low ratios) as between-subjects factor. In 
addition, separate repeated-measures ANOVAs were performed for theta and beta power with 
hemisphere (left, midline, right) and area (frontal, central, parietal) as within-subjects factors and 
theta/beta ratio (high vs. low) as between-subjects factor to determine whether the theta/beta 
groups differed in theta, beta, or both power bands. Table 2 presents performance data for the high- 
and the low-frequency stop task, for high and low theta/beta ratio groups. 

Only significant main group and interaction with group effects are reported. Figures 1 (right 
panel) and 2 (right panel) illustrate the mean MRT and mean SSRT for the high-and low-frequency 
stop task, separately for the high and low theta/beta ratio group. Repeated-measures ANOVA for 
SSRT revealed a significant main group effect, F(1, 27) = 5.10, p = .032, indicating longer SSRTs for 
the low theta/beta ratio group relative to the high theta/beta ratio group. Furthermore, the low 
theta/beta ratio group made significantly more omissions than the high theta/beta ratio group, F(1, 
27) = 4.54, p = .042. 

Participants with increased theta/beta ratios relative to low theta/beta ratios had significantly 
less beta activity (0.03 vs. 0.06), F(1, 27) = 20.02, p < .001, but not significantly more theta activity 

Table 2 - Mean values and standard deviations of the performance data obtained from the high and low frequency 
stop-signal task, separately for the high and low theta/beta ratio group.

High theta/beta ratio Low theta/beta ratio

Low-frequency 
stop task

High-frequency 
stop task

Low-frequency 
stop task

High-frequency 
stop task

MRT (in ms) 406.4 (74.5) 531.4 (124.7) 394.2 (59.6) 509.4 (131.0)

SSRT (in ms) 150.8 (27.0) 152.2 (25.0) 181.5 (46.3) 181.4 (50.4)

SDRT 99.1 (27.8) 137.7 (42.9) 107.5 (24.7) 135.4 (31.30)

SOA 240.9 (61.5) 316.5 (74.6) 209.9 (58.3) 284.4 (98.95)

Pom 1.7 (1.7) 3.5 (3.4) 2.5 (2.5) 7.0 (5.0)

Pic 48.0 (8.6) 61.1 (14.2) 42.5 (10.5) 55.2 (22.3)

Per 3.7 (2.8) 4.8 (5.5) 6.3 (5.6) 5.1 (6.0)
Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses; MRT = mean reaction time to go-stimuli; SSRT = stop-signal reaction time; SDRT = 
standard deviation of reaction times to go-stimuli; SOA = delay between go-stimulus and stop-stimulus; Pom = percentage of omissions; 
Pic = percentage of successful inhibitions, corrected for estimated number of omissions on stop-trials; Per = percentage of choice errors.
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(0.24 for the high and 0.25 for the low theta/beta group), F <1. Finally, the factors hemisphere and 
area did not interact with group (for all interactions: F < 1) .

Discussion

The present study investigated the relation between subjective impulsivity, inhibitory control, 
and fast- as well as slow-wave EEG activity in healthy individuals. Inhibitory control was assessed 
using two versions of the stop task that differed in the probability of stop-signals. As expected, all 
participants developed an impulsive response style in the stop task version where there is a low 
probability of stop-signals, as indicated by faster reaction times to go stimuli and more unsuccessful 
stops. 

Individuals, scoring high on I7 impulsivity, did not show impaired inhibitory control nor had 
elevated levels of theta activity, decreased beta activity, or increased theta/beta ratios, relative to 
individuals scoring low on I7 impulsivity. Given that impulsive behavior in ADHD has repeatedly 
been associated with deficient inhibitory control (Lijffijt et al., 2005b; Sergeant et al., 2002) and 
increased slow- and decreased fast-wave activity (Barry et al., 2003; Snyder & Hall, 2006), the present 
results are not in line with the notion that impulsive behavior in psychopathology is an extreme 
end of a continuous distribution of impulsivity, as quantified by the I7 questionnaire. However, 
impulsivity is a complex construct and many self-report measures have been developed, each 
probably measuring a slightly different component of impulsivity. Whereas I7 impulsivity may not 
be associated to impaired inhibitory control or to increased theta, decreased beta, and increased 
theta/beta ratios, other dimensions of the construct impulsivity may be related with inhibition and 
EEG activity, for instance, motor, cognitive or non-planning components of impulsivity (as can be 
assessed by the BIS-11). In the present study, it appeared that two groups created by a median 
split of motor impulsivity of the BIS-11 questionnaire differed on stopping performance. However, 
contrary to our expectations, participants scoring low on this subscale had longer stop-signal 
reaction times relative to participants scoring high. This result is in agreement with a previous study 
on the relation between subjective impulsivity and Stroop interference control (i.e., an inhibition-
related variable) which found an effect of conflict manipulation on interference in terms of errors for 
individuals with low, but not for individuals with high I7 impulsivity scores (Lansbergen et al., 2007d, 
chapter 4). We have suggested that high impulsive participants might have had some degree of 
insight into their impulsive characteristic and consequently were more motivated to maximize their 
performance and allocated more attention to the task, resulting in better performance, especially 
regarding inhibition-related performance. 

The lack of evidence for an association between subjective impulsivity and inhibitory control 
might also be due to limited construct validity of self-report measures. Self-report measures rely 
on participants’ own judgements which can be biased by lack of honesty or social desirability. A 
more objective measure which has consistently been demonstrated to be related with impulse 
disorders, particularly with ADHD, may be increased theta/beta ratio (Barry et al., 2003; Snyder 
& Hall, 2006). From this perspective, the present sample was divided into two groups based on 
a median split of theta/beta ratio and were compared with respect to performance on the stop-
signal task. Assuming that theta/beta ratio in psychopathology is an extreme end of a continuum 
of the balance between fast- and slow-wave cortical activity within the normal population, it can be 
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expected that healthy individuals, characterized by increased theta/beta ratio will show impaired 
inhibitory control. Recently, Schutter and Van Honk (2005) used the method of creating two groups 
by a median split of theta/beta power ratio in normal individuals to compare their performance on 
the Iowa gambling task. In this study, healthy individuals with high theta/beta ratios made more 
disadvantageous choices. This is consistent with the impaired performance on the Iowa gambling 
task in ADHD (Toplak et al., 2005), revealing first evidence for an association between healthy 
individuals, characterized by increased theta/beta ratios, and ADHD-related impulsivity.

In contrast to our hypothesis, participants in the present study, characterized by relatively 
high theta/beta ratios had faster instead of slower stop-signal reaction times relative to participants 
with lower theta/beta ratios. One possible explanation for the contradictory findings may be that 
in the present study, the majority of participants included were females between the ages of 19 
and 26 years, whereas previous studies on baseline EEG in psychopathology have included mostly 
male children. However, regarding ADHD, it has been demonstrated that increased theta/beta 
ratio persists into adulthood (Bresnahan et al., 1999; 2006; Hermens et al., 2004; Hobbs et al., 2007). 
Moreover, findings of normalization of decreased beta, but not of increased theta activity with age 
(Bresnahan et al., 1999; 2006; Hermens et al., 2004; Hobbs et al., 2007) even further contradict the 
present finding (i.e., the theta/beta groups differed in beta, but not in theta activity). Furthermore, 
despite the fact that only female volunteers were tested, it is also unlikely that our unexpected 
results can be explained by gender bias as theta/beta ratio does not differ between males and 
females (Hermens et al., 2005). Important to note is that although ADHD males and females, 
relative to controls, did not differ on theta/beta ratios, elevated levels of theta activity have been 
demonstrated in ADHD males as compared to females (Hermens et al., 2005; 2004). Moreover, ADHD 
female adolescents (not adults) relative to their controls showed decreased beta at posterior sites, 
but slightly increased beta power at frontal sites, whereas ADHD males showed a slight decrease 
in beta power across all sites (Hermens et al., 2005). Hermens and colleagues (2004; 2005) have 
suggested that different psychophysiological processes may underlie ADHD in males and females. 
Following this suggestion, in our sample with mostly females, decreased mean beta activity across 
frontal, central, and parietal sites, and not increased theta activity may account for the elevated 
theta/beta ratio. However, the findings of Hermens et al. (2005) regarding beta activity, may also be 
interpreted in terms of gender differences in gyral folding.

The present findings may also be explained by assuming that stopping reaction time varies 
as a U-shaped function of the theta/beta ratio. In this case, individuals with extreme high as well 
as those with extreme low theta/beta ratio scores may have deficient stopping performance (i.e., 
longer SSRTs), whereas individuals with theta/beta ratios in between may show a good performance 
on the stop task. Following the theory that theta/beta ratio reflects cortical arousal, we speculate 
that, in the present study, participants in the low theta/beta group who had deficient stopping 
performance might have been relatively hyperaroused, whereas the participants in the high theta/
beta group might have been within the normal range of cortical arousal. Thus, it may be possible 
that there are two ‘deficient’ groups, a hypoaroused and a hyperaroused group. Consistently, in a 
group of boys with ADHD combined type, different EEG subtypes have been identified (Clarke et al., 
2001). Whereas one subtype had elevated theta/beta ratios which may be associated with cortical 
hypoarousal, another subtype had excess beta activity and lower theta/beta power ratios, which 
may be associated with cortical hyperarousal. In the present study, the participants with higher 
theta/beta ratios might have shown ‘normal’ levels of theta/beta ratio, whereas the participants 
with lower theta/beta ratios might have been cortico-hyperaroused, resulting in deficient stopping 
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behavior. Correlation studies in a large sample of healthy individuals that vary on the continuum of 
theta/beta activity may be able to clarify a possible U-shaped relation between theta/beta ratio and 
stopping behavior. In line with the ADHD subgroup that has an excess of beta activity, we found 
that individuals with low theta/beta ratios had significantly more beta power, rather than less theta 
power, relative to the high theta/beta ratio group. This suggests that individuals with low theta/beta 
ratios are characterized by an excess of beta activity rather than a reduction in theta activity. 

As already mentioned in the Introduction it has been proposed that theta/beta ratio does not 
reflect arousal, but rather the functionality of the cortical substrates of attentional processing (Barry 
et al., 2004). In concordance, several measures of attention (e.g., reaction time in the Test of Variables 
of Attention and errors in an auditory oddball task) have been reported to have a negative relation 
with theta activity (Hermens et al., 2005; Lazzaro et al., 2001; Swartwood et al., 2003) and a positive 
relation with beta activity (Loo et al., 2004) in ADHD. However, the present data seems to contradict 
the view that theta/beta ratio is inversely related to attentional processing. Assuming that impaired 
stopping performance in ADHD may be related to attentional processing of the stop-signal rather 
than impaired inhibitory control (see Bekker et al., 2005c), it would be expected that individuals with 
high theta/beta ratios would show longer, but not shorter stop-signal reaction times.

An alternative interpretation may be that theta/beta ratio reflects reduced cortical inhibition 
over subcortical structures (Schutter et al., 2006). At first, the result of deficient stopping in individuals 
with relatively low theta/beta ratio scores seems not to be consistent with the findings of impaired 
performance on the Iowa gambling task in participants with relatively high theta/beta ratio scores 
(Schutter & Van Honk, 2005). However, in the Iowa gambling task (IGT) participants learn to inhibit 
choosing from card decks that produce immediate large rewards but eventually lead to even larger 
punishments. It has been suggested that high theta/beta ratios are associated with a relatively poor 
inhibitory control over motivational drives causing increased reward dependency and reduced 
punishment sensitivity (Schutter & Van Honk, 2005). This motivational stance will lead to risky and 
disadvantageous decision making. In the present study, the increased reward drive associated with 
the high theta/beta EEG ratio may also provide a plausible explanation for the observed faster stop-
signal reaction times and fewer omissions in the stop task as participants with high theta/beta ratios 
were more motivated to maximize their performance than participants with low theta/beta EEG 
ratios.

A possible limitation of this study is that for most participants, baseline EEG was recorded in a 
previous experiment. However, various studies investigated the intra-individual stability of human 
EEG, revealing that human EEG is stable over a time period, varying from several days to a couple 
of years (e.g., Chi et al., 2005; Corsi-Cabrera et al., 2007; Gasser et al., 1985; Kondacs & Szabo, 1999; 
Salinsky et al., 1991; Williams et al., 2005). This suggests that EEG is a stable electrophysiological trait. 
In addition, the possible confound of state-related differences in arousal between the two sessions 
was minimized by using equal test procedures and environments.

A second limitation of the present study relates to our group EEG analyses that only included 
theta/beta ratios recorded over Cz in the eyes open condition. However, the most robust finding in 
ADHD is theta/beta ratio (Barry et al., 2003) and, in addition, Monastra et al. (1999) demonstrated 
that this EEG index can discriminate ADHD patients from controls with high accuracy. Furthermore, 
the goal was to use comparable settings as the baseline condition used in the study of Monastra et 
al. (1999) who recorded EEG activity at Cz in an eyes open condition. Moreover, as has been argued 
by Monastra and colleagues (1999), using more than one condition to create groups needs multiple 
statistical comparisons, and thereby increases the probability of false positives.
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The main goal of the present thesis was to examine the relation between subjective impulsivity and 
the behavioral as well as neural correlates of inhibitory control. Impulsivity has been defined as acting 
without thinking or the inability to wait. It is a personality trait and varies across the population. 
Extreme impulsive behavior is one of the major characteristics of several psychiatric disorders, for 
example, attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Impulsivity can be quantified by several 
behavioral paradigms which tax inhibitory control. Inhibitory control refers to the ability to suppress 
actions or response tendencies that are not appropriate given the context. In this thesis, impulsivity 
was operationalized by poor performance in the stop-signal task, the reversed continuous 
performance test (R-CPT), two versions of the Stroop test, and the antisaccade task. 

The stop-signal task and R-CPT assess the ability to stop or withhold ongoing or prepotent 
responses. In the stop-signal task, participants have to respond to go-stimuli and stop their initiated 
response after the presentation of a stop-signal. In R-CPT, the task is to respond to randomly 
presented letters, but withhold the response after the presentation of the letter X. The Stroop test 
quantifies interference control and the ability to suppress a cortical, relatively automatic, over-
learned response (word reading). Participants have to suppress word reading and instead name 
colors of color-words which are printed in a different (incongruent) ink color. The antisaccade task 
assesses the ability to suppress a reflexive subcortical response (eye movement). Participants have 
to suppress an eye movement toward a peripheral visual target and instead an antisaccade toward 
the mirror position of the target must be made.

The primary hypothesis in the present thesis was that self-reported impulsivity in healthy 
individuals is qualitatively similar to, but less extreme than, pathological impulsivity (Chapters 4, 5, 
and 6 and appendix I). Before addressing this issue, the consistency of abnormal Stroop interference 
control in ADHD relative to controls was investigated in chapter 2. In the studies reported in chapters 
4, 5, and 6, experimental manipulations were also applied to provoke an impulsive response style, 
which may model pathological impulsivity. 

Another method to address impulsivity is to investigate differences between individuals who 
differ with regard to stopping behavior. In appendix II, several behavioral measures, which have 
been suggested to be related to inhibition, were studied in fast and slow stoppers. The question 
whether the neural mechanisms underlying poor stopping in healthy individuals were qualitatively 
similar to those observed in ADHD was addressed in chapter 5. In chapter 7, relations between self-
reported impulsivity, baseline cortical brain activity (theta/beta EEG ratio), and inhibitory control, as 
assessed in the stop-signal task, were described. Finally, the timing of central motor preparation in 
the Stroop test (Chapter 3) as well as the neural connectivity between the anterior cingulate cortex 
(ACC) and prefrontal cortex (PFC) within a trial during the Stroop test (Chapter 4) was investigated. 

Below, each of these topics will be discussed on the basis of the findings reported in the 
present thesis.

Psychopathology and deficient inhibitory control (Chapter 2)

Previous research has repeatedly demonstrated deficient inhibitory control in psychopathological 
samples characterized by low impulse control, particularly individuals with ADHD. More specifically, 
ADHD patients need longer time to stop their initiated response to a stop-signal in the stop-signal 
task, as reflected in longer stop-signal reaction times (SSRT), relative to controls (Lijffijt et al., 2005b). 
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Further, they respond more often to an X in the R-CPT (i.e., commission error; Losier et al., 1996) 
and make more eye movements toward a target in the antisaccade task (i.e., antisaccade error) as 
compared to controls (Klein et al., 2003). Moreover, deficient stopping performance in ADHD has 
been demonstrated to be related with decreased event-related potentials (ERPs) that are specifically 
associated with inhibitory control. For example, in the stop-signal task, individuals with ADHD have 
shown a decreased stop-P3 effect as well as an absent N1 effect, probably reflecting a weaker 
inhibition process and an absent link between processing of the stop-signal and the probability of 
stopping in ADHD, respectively (Bekker et al., 2005c). 

With regard to abnormal Stroop interference in ADHD, inconsistent findings have been 
reported (Homack & Riccio, 2004; Mourik et al., 2005). In chapter 2, we argued that the methods 
that have predominantly been used to quantify interference control (i.e., the difference score and 
Golden’s interference score), are problematic and may have contributed to the inconsistent findings. 
The way in which Golden’s interference score corrects for base-word reading is not adequate, as it 
results in an underestimation of interference. The difference score is sensitive to the transformation 
from number of items per unit of time into time per item and vice versa. We proposed an alternative 
ratio interference score, which is not sensitive for transformations and corrects, much more than the 
difference score, for the effect of general slowing on the extent of interference. Moreover, it allows 
for a control for base-word reading by using it as a covariate in a group analysis of the ratio score.

Contrary to previous meta-analyses, we covered both children and adults and all versions 
of the Stroop test (including computerized Stroop tests), and excluded studies using Golden’s 
interference score. Moreover, an additional consistency analysis of ratio interference scores was 
conducted. The results of both the meta-analysis and the consistency analysis indicated abnormal 
interference control in ADHD, which was independent of age. 

Self-reported impulsivity and inhibitory control in healthy individuals (Chap-
ters 4, 5, and 6, and Appendix I)

Given the findings of deficient inhibitory control in ADHD, together with the assumption that 
impulsivity in pathological samples may be conceived as an extreme end of a continuum, the 
present thesis addressed the question whether healthy volunteers who scored extremely high on 
self-reported impulsivity might show deficient inhibitory control. Healthy volunteers scoring high 
and low on Eysenck’s I7 impulsiveness subscale were tested on the stop-signal task, the R-CPT-X, the 
Stroop test, and the antisaccade task. The variables of interest were behavioral and neural correlates 
of inhibitory control. When healthy individuals scoring extremely high on self-reported impulsivity 
show the same deficiencies in inhibitory control as well as the same abnormalities in the underlying 
neural mechanisms of deficient inhibitory control, healthy highly impulsive individuals may be used 
as model samples for ADHD. This may enhance the capacity to investigate impulsivity in a manner 
that serves to increase our insight into the mechanisms and possible psychopharmacological 
treatments of impulsivity in ADHD 

Whereas the inhibition-related behavioral tasks may discriminate patients from controls, 
they may not be sensitive to reveal performance differences between two groups of healthy adults. 
Therefore, for each task we included an experimental manipulation to evoke a more impulsive 
response style, which probably necessitates more effortful inhibitory control for stopping or 
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response suppression. In the stop-signal task, the probability of stop-signals was decreased (20% vs. 
80%). In the Stroop test, the probability of incongruent color-words was decreased (20% vs. 80%). 
In the R-CPT-X, the probability of the X was 20%. In the antisaccade task, gap trials were included, in 
which a gap between fixation disappearance and target onset is introduced.

In contrast to our expectations, volunteers who were characterized by high self-reported 
impulsivity, demonstrated equal, or even better behavioral performance in inhibition-related tasks, 
relative to volunteers scoring extremely low on self-reported impulsivity, even in situations where 
an impulsive response style was promoted. For the R-CPT, the Stroop task consisting of neutral and 
incongruent color-words (Appendix I), and the stop-signal task (Chapter 5), no group differences 
were found for commission errors, Stroop interference, and stop-signal reaction time, respectively. 
With regard to the Stroop task consisting of congruent and incongruent color-words (Chapter 4), an 
effect of probability manipulation on Stroop interference in terms of error rate was found for low, 
but not high impulsives. However, as argued in chapter 4, this group difference may be the result 
of enhanced sensitivity to surprise effects of unexpected stimuli rather than deficient interference 
control. In the antisaccade task (Chapter 6), low impulsives made significantly more antisaccade 
but not more prosaccade errors than high impulsives. These findings consistently indicate that 
healthy individuals scoring extremely high on self-reported impulsivity have no deficient inhibitory 
control. The present findings combined with previous inconsistent findings (Asahi et al., 2004; Avila 
et al., 2004; Avila & Parcet, 2001; Cheung et al., 2004; Clark et al., 2005; Dimoska & Johnstone, 2007; 
Dougherty et al., 2003; Enticott et al., 2006; Falgatter & Herrmann, 2001; Gorlyn et al., 2005; Horn 
et al., 2003; Keilp et al., 2005; Kirkeby & Robinson, 2005; Lijffijt et al., 2004; Logan et al., 1997; Marsh 
et al., 2002; Passamonti et al., 2006; Potts et al., 2006; Reynolds et al., 2006; Rodriguez-Fornells et 
al., 2002; Spinella, 2004; Stadler & Janke, 2003; Stahl & Gibbons, 2007; Vigil-Colet & Codurniu-Raga, 
2004; Visser et al., 1996) indicate that there is no evidence to support an association between self-
reported impulsivity and deficient inhibitory control. 

Various questionnaires have been used to examine the relation between self-reported 
impulsivity and inhibitory control. A brief survey of previous studies revealed that none of the 
questionnaires demonstrated a consistent relation between self-reported impulsivity and deficient 
inhibitory control. Self-report measures that have predominantly been used to examine the relation 
between self-reported impulsivity and deficient inhibitory control are Barratt’s impulsivity scale (BIS; 
Patton et al., 1995) and Eysenck’s I7 questionnaire (Eysenck et al., 1985). Positive correlations have 
been found between the impulsivity scores of these questionnaires, indicating that they measure 
the same dimensions of impulsivity (Caci et al., 2003; Miller et al., 2004). Thus, it can be concluded 
that impulsivity in the normal population, as assessed by self-report questionnaires, is qualitatively 
different from impulsivity in ADHD. Consequently, self-reported impulsivity in healthy adults cannot 
be generalized to ADHD. 

How can we explain the unexpected result that high self-reported impulsivity is not related 
to deficient inhibitory control? First, it may be suggested that behavioral paradigms and self-report 
questionnaires assess different constructs, as has already been argued by Reynolds et al. (2006) 
who found low correlations between various self-reported measures and behavioral paradigms. 
Second, impulsivity, as assessed by self-report questionnaires, may not reflect the actual degree 
of impulsivity in these individuals. Self-report questionnaires rely on participants’ own judgments. 
These self-perceptions may not always accurately reflect participant’s impulsive behavior and may 
be biased by several factors such as limitations of subjects’ recall, lack of honesty, and concerns 
over social desirability. Third, it may also be speculated that, in contrast to ADHD patients, healthy 
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volunteers, especially students, have some degree of insight into their own impulsive behavior. 
Consequently, they may adjust their behavioral performance to their own perception of their 
impulsive behavior. So, highly impulsive individuals were probably more motivated to show good 
performance, especially in tasks that need inhibitory as well as attentional control for optimal 
performance. In concordance, a larger stop-P3 effect in the stop-signal task for high relative to low 
impulsives has been found in our study (Chapter 5) as well as by Dimoska and Johnstone (2007). This 
effect can be interpreted as greater inhibitory activation in high impulsive individuals in order to 
yield equal task performance. In addition, an enhanced posterior positivity for prosaccade relative 
to antisaccade trials around 145 ms, which my reflect disengagement of attention, was larger in 
high than in low impulsive participants. Also, the finding of a larger anterior-negative/posterior-
positive potential at about 300 ms after target onset in the Stroop task for high as compared to low 
impulsives may reflect greater attentional control in high impulsives (Chapter 4). Horn et al. (2003) 
also suggested that high impulsives in their fMRI study might have recruited more neurons from 
paralimbic areas (right inferior frontal gyrus and right insula) for equal inhibitory control, based on 
positive correlations between self-reported impulsivity and paralimbic activation during inhibition. 
A fourth explanation for the unexpected findings may be that additional factors besides impulsivity 
contribute to the poor performance on inhibition-related behavioral tasks in ADHD, which did not 
play a role in healthy individuals. Whereas healthy volunteers in our sample were selected based 
only on the impulsivity dimension, ADHD patients are characterized by additional psychopathology, 
for example, hyperactivity and inattention. This hypothesis is supported by findings of a possible 
association between impaired stopping and deficiencies in the ability to switch attention to the 
stop signal in ADHD patients (Bekker et al., 2005c), but not in controls. A fifth factor that could 
have affected our results is the relatively homogenous participant groups that were included. The 
participants in our experiments were students between 18 and 26 years, resulting in a relatively 
young and highly educated sample of individuals. In a more heterogeneous population which 
matches the population of adults with ADHD, differences may be found between individuals scoring 
high and low on self-reported impulsivity.

Whereas the experimental manipulations that were implemented in the behavioral tasks did 
not affect group differences with regard to inhibition-related measures, they did provoke impulsive 
behavioral performance in general. More specifically, Stroop interference was greater when the 
probability of incongruent color-words was lower in the Stroop task and more antisaccade errors 
were made in the gap as compared to the overlap fixation condition in the antisaccade task. It 
should be noted that the difference in probability of stop-signals presented in the stop task did not 
affect mean SSRT. Consistent with the results from the Stroop task and antisaccade task, Bekker et al. 
(2004) found more false alarms (commission errors) when the probability of go-stimuli in a version 
of the CPT increased. Comparable experimental manipulation effects have been demonstrated in 
other areas of research. For example, a mood induction manipulation in healthy individuals caused 
more depressed and sad feelings as well as more problems in the disengagement of attention after a 
depressed mood relative to a neutral mood induction procedure (Jongen, 2007). Given that patients 
with bipolar disorder have an inability to disengage attention (Jongen et al., 2007) the depressed 
mood induction procedure may be used to model bipolar disorder. Furthermore, a masked version 
of the emotional Stroop test in which it is presumable more difficult to control the interference from 
the affective content, revealed a Stroop interference effect for angry faces, which was not found in 
an unmasked emotional Stroop test (Putman et al., 2004). 

In conclusion, experimental paradigms may be implemented to model pathological behavior. 
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With regard to the present thesis, experimental paradigms in which impulsive behavior is promoted 
may be used to model pathological impulsivity. However, the neural mechanisms underlying the 
decreased performance in an experimental manipulated paradigm in healthy individuals may be 
qualitatively different from those in ADHD. For example, in the present thesis it was demonstrated 
that the conflict-related ERPs in the Stroop task increased when incongruent color-words were 
presented less frequently. Moreover, the neural activity related to oculomotor suppression in the 
antisaccade task was greater in the gap as compared to the overlap fixation condition. Bekker et 
al. (2004) also found larger inhibition-related ERPs in a version of the CPT in which the probability 
of go-stimuli was relatively high. These findings suggest that in healthy individuals reduced 
behavioral performance in an experiment in which impulsive behavior is provoked, is accompanied 
by an increase in activation in inhibition-related brain areas. In contrast, poor inhibitory control in 
individuals with ADHD has always been reported in combination with reduced inhibition-related 
ERPs, suggesting reduced brain activation. So, it appears that healthy individuals show enhanced 
inhibition-related activity to compensate for the stronger impulsive response style, whereas 
individuals with ADHD demonstrate decreased or abnormal inhibition-related brain activation. 

In summary, it can be concluded that self-reported impulsivity within the normal population 
is qualitatively different from impulsivity in ADHD. Self-reported impulsivity in healthy humans 
is probably not associated with deficient inhibitory control. So, conclusions about the behavioral 
as well as neural correlates of impulsivity that are based on comparing healthy, high versus 
healthy, low impulsives cannot be generalized to ADHD, or vice versa. Most of the experimental 
manipulations that were implemented in our experiments were shown to be effective in inducing 
impulsive behavior comparable to pathological impulsivity. However, the ERP findings suggest that 
the underlying brain mechanisms may be qualitatively different.

Stopping and behavioral and neural correlates of inhibitory control in healthy 
individuals (Chapter 5 and Appendix II)

Comparing healthy volunteers who differ in stopping performance, as quantified in the stop-
signal paradigm, may be a good method to obtain more insight in the underlying mechanisms of 
deficient inhibitory control in ADHD. First, behavioral tasks such as the stop-signal paradigm, are 
less sensitive to biased self-perceptions, as compared to self-report questionnaires, and therefore 
relatively objective assessments of impulsive behavior. Second, deficient stopping performance in 
the stop-signal task is the most robust finding in ADHD (Lijffijt et al., 2005b; Oosterlaan et al., 1998). 
Third, the underlying neural mechanisms of deficient stopping in ADHD have repeatedly been 
investigated, revealing relatively consistent results (e.g., Bekker et al., 2005c). 

The second goal of the present thesis, then, was to examine the relation between stopping 
performance and the neural correlates of stopping performance in healthy individuals. In addition, we 
investigated whether healthy individuals, who differ in terms of speed of stopping, also demonstrate 
differences regarding inhibition-related behavior in the reversed continuous performance task (R-
CPT), the Stroop test, and the antisaccade task. To this end, in the same sample of participants, two 
groups were created by a median split of stop-signal reaction time, and were compared with regard 
to the neural correlates of stopping as well as the percentage of commission errors, percentage of 
antisaccade errors, and Stroop interference. 
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With regard to the neural correlates of stopping, individuals who were slow in stopping show 
at least partly the same abnormalities as ADHD. They demonstrated a smaller stop-P3 effect and a 
decreased Pe relative to fast stoppers, which may reflect weaker activation of the inhibition system 
and reduced error processing, respectively. However, ADHD patients probably have an additional 
deficit. Slow and fast stoppers did show a similar N1 effect, whereas this effect has not been found 
in ADHD patients. This finding suggests that the link between attentional switching to the stop-
signal and subsequent stopping is present in slow stoppers, but not in ADHD. As already discussed, 
a possible explanation for this discrepancy may be the additional attention deficits in ADHD, but not 
in healthy, slow stoppers.

In contrast to the previous suggestion of a weaker inhibition system in slow relative to fast 
stoppers, slow stoppers did not make more commission errors, antisaccade errors nor did they 
show greater Stroop interference, relative to fast stoppers. These findings do not support the idea 
that the same inhibition process is involved in the performance of these inhibition-related tasks. 
Cheung et al. (2004) already showed low correlations between commission errors and stop-signal 
reaction time (SSRT), although positive associations between commission errors and SSRT have also 
been reported (Avila et al., 2004; Reynolds et al., 2006). Similar brain areas have been associated 
with different forms of inhibitory control. For example, using functional MRI, activation in the right 
inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), probably associated with inhibitory control, has been found during the 
antisaccade task, the Go/Nogo task, and the stop-signal task (Aron & Poldrack, 2006; Chikazoe et al., 
2007; Li et al., 2006a, 2006b; Rubia et al., 2003). Future studies including a larger group of participants 
performing several inhibition-related behavioral paradigms (e.g., the Stroop task, stop-signal task, 
CPT, and antisaccade task) together in the same study will be needed to further elucidate the 
relation between the different forms of inhibitory control. Moreover, additional fMRI studies using 
these behavioral paradigms may provide us with a better understanding of whether the same brain 
areas are involved in the different forms of inhibitory control.

In conclusion, healthy, but relatively deficient stoppers did not show the same deficiencies as 
ADHD patients in other forms of inhibitory control, as assessed by the R-CPT, antisaccade task, and 
Stroop test. Regarding the neurophysiological correlates of stopping, slow stoppers show only partly 
the same abnormalities in the neural mechanisms that underlie deficient stopping in ADHD. Thus, 
the neural mechanisms underlying inhibitory control in ADHD patients and healthy slow stopping 
individuals are probably qualitatively different. Consequently, the neural mechanisms underlying 
deficient stopping performance in ADHD should not be investigated in healthy volunteers, 
characterized by poor stopping, and then generalized to ADHD. 

Baseline electroencephalogram (EEG) and inhibitory control in healthy indi-
viduals (Chapter 7)

A third method to examine whether healthy individuals can be used to elucidate the mechanisms 
underlying deficient inhibitory control in ADHD may be by comparing healthy individuals that differ 
in baseline cortical activity. It has consistently been reported that a subgroup of ADHD patients 
show an abnormal profile of brain activity at rest: Increased slow-wave (i.e., theta) and decreased 
fast-wave (i.e., beta) activity, often coupled (i.e., theta/beta ratio). In the present thesis, it was 
investigated whether healthy volunteers characterized by a high theta/beta ratio show deficient 
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stopping performance (Chapter 7). In the same sample of participants, two groups were created 
by a median split of theta/beta ratio, and were compared with regard to stopping performance 
in the stop-signal task. In contrast to our expectations and findings in ADHD, longer stop-signal 
reaction times were found for volunteers with low relative to high theta/beta ratios. Given that 
theta/beta may reflect reduced cortical inhibition of subcortical structures (Schutter et al., 2006), 
we suggested that participants with high relative to low theta/beta ratios had less inhibitory 
control of their motivational drives, resulting in an increased drive to maximize their performance. 
Furthermore, although deficient stopping as well as enhanced theta/beta ratios have repeatedly 
been demonstrated in ADHD, stopping performance and cortical baseline EEG have never been 
examined together in the same sample of ADHD patients. So, a direct association between enhanced 
theta/beta ratio and deficient stopping performance in ADHD has not been established. Moreover, 
it may be possible that ADHD patients and healthy controls show distinct patterns of associations 
between theta/beta ratio and stopping performance. For example, it has already been demonstrated 
that ADHD patients show significant correlations between left frontal theta and errors in an oddball 
task (especially false alarms), whereas controls showed an association between posterior theta and 
reaction time in a continuous performance test (Hermens et al., 2005). 

The timing of central motor preparation in the Stroop test (Chapter 3)

Whereas behavioral studies have provided evidence for stimulus as well as response conflict in the 
Stroop task, previous findings from ERP studies have suggested that the Stroop effect originates 
from response- rather than early stimulus-related processes. In our study, reported in chapter 3, 
chronometric measures (i.e., the latency of the P3 component and the lateralized readiness potential; 
LRP) were applied to examine whether the Stroop effect originates from early, perceptual-input 
stages or rather response-output stages.

In contrast to previous ERP studies (e.g., Duncan-Johnson & Kopell, 1981), longer P3 peak 
latencies were found for incongruent as compared to congruent trials. Note that this was only true 
when calculating P3 latency at the single-trial level, instead of using the average, suggesting that 
delayed P3 latencies were only present on a portion of trials. Smaller stimulus-locked LRPs were 
found for incongruent than for congruent trials, whereas no differences were found with regard to 
stimulus- and response-locked LRP onset latencies, and response-locked LRP amplitudes. Longer 
P3 latencies for incongruent stimuli strongly suggest a delay in stages of perceptual processing, 
which also might have been found for stimulus-locked LRP onset when calculating latencies at 
single-trial level. It was speculated that the findings reflect a substantial variability in the duration 
of information processing stages. We suggested that, at least on a portion of trials, color and word 
processing compete with each other before selective response activation starts. While conflict after 
the start of selective response activation can not be excluded, it does not occur in the last 200 ms 
before the overt response.

This chronometric analysis allows for a parcellation of the Stroop interference process that may 
be applied in pathology. For example, chronometric analysis may be used for an in depth analysis of 
deficient processing in the Stroop task in individuals with ADHD (Lansbergen et al., 2007b, chapter 
2).
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The relation between the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and prefrontal cortex 
(PFC) in the Stroop test (Chapter 4)

Two event-related brain potentials (ERPs), the early N450 and the relatively late sustained potential 
(SP), have been identified in relation to Stroop interference. It has been suggested that these ERP 
components reflect conflict processing and subsequent strategic adjustments in attentional control, 
respectively. Dipole source analyses have indicated that the neural generators of these components 
may be located in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and the lateral prefrontal cortex (LPFC), 
respectively (Liotti et al., 2000; West, 2003). An fMRI study demonstrated that across successive trials, 
activation in the ACC was followed by activation in the PFC, confirming the idea that the ACC is 
involved in conflict detection leading to the recruitment of attentional control (Kerns et al., 2004). 

In the experiment reported in chapter 4 we used dipole source localization to investigate the 
role of the ACC in conflict monitoring (N450) and the involvement of the PFC in subsequent transient 
attentional control (SP) within a trial in the Stroop task. In contrast to our expectation, the source 
models for the N450 as well as for the SP indicated neural generators near the ACC. A previous ERP 
study has reported a dipole model for the N450, consisting of one dipole originating from the PFC 
that was active before a second dipole near the ACC (Markela-Lerenc et al., 2004). Consistently, West 
(2003) obtained a robust dipole model for the N450 consisting of two dipoles that were located 
in the PFC and ACC. In contrast, but consistent with Liotti et al. (2000), the dipole analyses for the 
N450 in the present thesis revealed a robust dipole model for the N450 for both impulsive groups, 
indicating only one generator, that is, the ACC (RV <10%). Regarding the SP, no robust dipole model 
has previously been reported. Only West (2003) conducted dipole source modeling for the late 
time window, yielding a model consisting of three dipoles that provided only a modest fit to their 
own data (RV = 14.28%). The dipole analyses for the SP reported in chapter 4 resulted in a robust 
dipole model for both impulsivity groups, consisting of one pair of bilateral dipoles that adequately 
explained the data (RV < 10%). So, our source models for the N450 and for the SP that revealed 
neural generators within the ACC appear to be the most robust and parsimonious models. We 
suggested that slightly different neural populations in the ACC were activated, probably reflecting 
‘early’ and ‘late’ error processing. This may correspond to the early error-related negativity (ERN) and 
the relatively late error-related positivity (Pe) (Falkenstein et al., 1991; Overbeek et al., 2005). Whereas 
the N450 and ERN may represent early conflict monitoring, the SP and Pe may reflect further and 
complex conflict processing, for example, the awareness of conflict or the adaptation in information 
processing after conflict.

With regard to the contrast between high and low self-reported impulsivity, dipole analyses 
of the N450 and SP indicated that probably the same brain areas were involved in early error 
processing, but more posterior and left-sided areas in relatively late error processing for individuals 
scoring low, relative to high on self-reported impulsivity. Correspondingly, differences in Pe and 
not in ERN amplitudes have been found in children with ADHD as compared to control children 
(Wiersema et al., 2005). However, exactly the opposite pattern has also been reported (Liotti et al., 
2005; Van Meel et al., 2007). The same inconsistent findings have been demonstrated with regard 
to the neural correlates of error processing in healthy individuals who differ with regard to self-
reported impulsivity (Dimoska & Johnstone, 2007; Potts et al., 2006; Stahl & Gibbons, 2007; see also 
chapter 5 in the present thesis). A possible reason for these inconsistent findings is the variety of 
behavioral paradigms that have been used (e.g., stop-signal task and Eriksen flanker task). Further 
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research is needed to investigate the relation between error processing and impulsive behavior in 
pathological samples as well as in the normal population.

Motivational inhibition

As already described in the Introduction, impulsivity is a multidimensional construct. It has been 
conceptualized in terms of an inability to inhibit responses or actions (i.e., deficient inhibitory 
control), but also an inability to wait for a larger reward (i.e., an aversion to delay). In the ADHD 
literature, these aspects of impulsivity, behavioral inhibition and motivational inhibition, have been 
suggested to be rather dissociable and independent, although both contribute significantly to 
the development of ADHD (Sonuga-Barke, 2005). ADHD patients as diagnosed by the DSM-IV may 
represent at least two discrete neurocognitive impaired subtypes, an executive deficit subtype and 
a motivational deficit subtype (Nigg et al., 2005). In the present thesis, we focused on behavioral 
inhibition and found that self-reported impulsivity in healthy individuals was not associated with 
deficient inhibitory control. The question remains whether self-reported impulsivity in healthy 
individuals is related to motivational disinhibition and/or motivational imbalance. The underlying 
mechanism of motivational imbalance has been thought to be reduced cortical control over 
subcortical structures (Schutter et al., 2006). Motivational inhibition can be assessed by behavioral 
paradigms in which a real delay is incorporated within the task (e.g., Tripp & Alsop, 2001), by 
tasks that assess behavioral performance under different reward and punishment reinforcement 
conditions (e.g., Iowa gambling task), and by delay discounting paradigms. A delay discounting task 
includes a series of choice trials in which participants have to choose between a smaller immediate 
and a larger delayed or uncertain (monetary) reward. 

Pathological impulsivity (e.g., gambling) has been associated with disadvantageous decision 
making (Goudriaan et al., 2005) and with a preference for smaller, immediate rewards versus larger, 
delayed rewards on delay discounting questionnaires (Reynolds, 2006). Individuals with ADHD have 
demonstrated impaired decision making (Toplak et al., 2005) and a preference for an immediate 
reward in a task in which real delay is incorporated (Tripp & Alsop, 2001). However no difference 
has been found between an ADHD and a control group in a delay-discounting task (Scheres et al., 
2006). Is self-reported impulsivity in the normal population related to impulsivity in impulse-control 
disorders such as gambling rather than to impulsivity that is observed in ADHD? 

So far as we know, individuals varying on self-reported impulsivity have not been investigated 
in behavioral paradigms in which a real delay is incorporated within a behavioral task. In tasks in 
which different reward and punishment reinforcement conditions were implemented, increased 
reward and reduced punishment sensitivity has been found in healthy individuals scoring high 
relative to low on self-reported impulsivity (Potts et al., 2006) as well as in healthy volunteers 
characterized by high relative to low theta/beta ratios (Schutter & Van Honk, 2005). With regard 
to delay-discounting, whereas Hinson et al. (2003) found that healthy volunteers with relatively 
high scores on self-reported impulsivity show greater discounting of delayed monetary rewards 
as compared to low impulsives, three other studies did not (Marsh et al., 2002; McLeish & Oxoby, 
2007; Reynolds et al., 2006). When negative feedback was given prior to a delay discounting task to 
evoke a negative mood, McLeish and Oxoby (2007) did find a significant correlation between self-
reported impulsivity and the inability to wait for larger delayed rewards. More research is needed to 
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assess the relation between self-reported impulsivity and motivational inhibition within the normal 
population. 

Conclusions and future directions

The findings reported in the present thesis suggest that high self-reported impulsivity, deficient 
inhibitory control, and high theta/beta ratios in the normal population are qualitatively different 
from that in ADHD. Consequently, healthy highly impulsives, healthy slow stoppers, as well as, 
healthy individuals characterized by high theta/beta ratios should not be investigated in order to 
obtain more insight in the mechanisms underlying impulsivity, deficient inhibitory control, and 
abnormal baseline cortical activity in ADHD. 

The experimental paradigms that were implemented in our experiments were shown to be 
effective in inducing impulsive behavior. However, the underlying brain mechanisms of deficient 
inhibitory control in individuals with ADHD and control participants appear to be qualitatively 
different. These findings indicate that the experimental manipulations implemented in our 
experiments are also inadequate to model pathological impulsivity and increase our insight into 
neurobiology and possible treatments of pathological impulsivity. 

A new direction may be the application of a mood induction manipulation, as has already been 
shown to be successful in other areas of research (e.g., see Jongen et al., 2007, for depressive mood 
induction and Eckhardt & Cohen, 1997, for anger induction). As described above, a negative mood 
induction resulted in a significant association between self-reported impulsivity and motivational 
impulsive behavior, as assessed by a delay discounting paradigm (McLeish & Oxoby, 2007). 

Although subjective (self-report questionnaires) and objective (behavioral paradigms) 
impulsivity measures, as well as baseline brain activity (theta/beta ratio) can not be used to investigate 
the underlying mechanisms of pathological impulsivity, inhibition-related brain activation may be 
used. For example, given the robust evidence for decreased activation in the right inferior frontal 
gyrus (IFG) in individuals with ADHD, healthy volunteers that are divided in two groups based on IFG 
activity may be examined. Further, healthy individuals varying in inhibition-related ERPs such as the 
N1 and stop-P3 effect in the stop-signal task may be used to model pathological impulsivity.
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In this appendix, behavioral data from a reversed continuous performance test (R-CPT) as well as 
from a Stroop task with congruent and neutral color-words, for high and low impulsive participants, 
are presented and discussed. Details on participants, procedures, data recording, and data analyses 
are described in chapter 4.

The continuous performance task (CPT) and the Stroop task have often been used to assess inhibitory 
control in psychopathological samples as well as in the normal population. Individuals with low 
impulse control (e.g., ADHD), relative to controls, have demonstrated deficient inhibitory control 
during the performance of these tasks, as quantified by an increased percentage of commission 
errors (CPT; e.g., Losier et al., 1996) and greater Stroop interference (e.g., Lansbergen et al., 2007b, 
chapter 2). Given these findings, and the hypothesis that impulsivity in the normal population is 
a less extreme, qualitatively similar form of impulsivity as observed in ADHD, it was expected that 
healthy individuals, scoring high on self-reported impulsivity, make more commission errors and 
show larger Stroop interference effects as compared to low impulsives.

The Stroop task with neutral and congruent color-words was the same as the Stroop task with 
incongruent and congruent color-words, as described in chapter 4, except for the control condition. 
Neutral words were used instead of congruent color-words. The words ‘diep’ (deep), ‘rijk’ (rich), ‘droog’ 
(dry), and ‘breed’ (wide) were presented in the colors red, blue, yellow, or green. Each neutral word 
appeared in three different colors and was matched to the incongruent color-words for frequency, 
length, and age of acquisition. 

The reversed continuous performance test (R-CPT) consisted of a stream of five black letters: 
A, F, H, Y, and X, which were presented in the center of a computer screen one by one on a gray 
background. The stimulus duration was 150 ms and the interstimulus interval varied randomly 
between 750-2200 ms. Each letter occurred equally often and appeared 20% of the time. The 
participant had to response to each letter (button-press), except in case of an X. The R-CPT consisted 
of three blocks of each 165 trials (33 non-targets, i.e., the X). Letters were pseudo-randomized within 
blocks. There were never more than three identical letters in succession. Before the task commenced, 
the participant received a practice block in which 30 trials were presented. 

For the data analysis of the Stroop task, see chapter 4. Regarding the R-CPT, mean reaction time (RT) 
was based on correct responses to all letters except the X within 175 and 1500 ms after stimulus 
onset. In addition, the percentage of omissions (i.e., a failure to respond to A, F, H or Y) and the 
percentage of commission errors (i.e., a response to the letter X) were calculated. 

Tables 1 and 2 present the behavioral data for the Stroop task and the R-CPT for individuals 
scoring high and low on self-reported impulsivity. As expected, analyses of variance (ANOVA) for 
mean RT in the Stroop task yielded a significant stimulus-type X version effect, F(1,30) = 7.76, p 
= .009, indicating a larger Stroop interference effect (slower RTs to incongruent vs. neutral color-
words) in the high conflict, F(1,30) = 26.53, p < .001, than in the low conflict task version, F(1,30) = 
73.69, p < .001. This finding was confirmed by a significantly smaller ratio interference score in the 
high relative to the low conflict version, F(1,30) = 7.44, p = .011. Error rates were significantly higher 
in the high than in the low conflict task version, F(1,30) = 4.53, p = 0.42, but were not affected by 
stimulus type. No significant interaction effects with group or main group effects were found for RT, 
ratio score, or error rate.

One-way ANOVAs for the dependent variables of the R-CPT (i.e., commission errors, omissions, 
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and RT) showed no significant group effects. The calculated F-values for the percentage commission 
errors, percentage of omissions, as well as for mean RT were smaller than 2.

Consistent with the findings from our previous studies, no differences for inhibition-related variables 
were found between individuals with extremely high and extremely low impulsivity scores on the 
I7 questionnaire. From these findings, it can be concluded that self-reported impulsivity in healthy 
individuals is qualitatively different from impulsive behavior in ADHD patients.

Table 1 - Means and standard deviations of reaction time (RT), overall error rate, and ratio interference score for high 
and low impulsive participants for the high conflict and low conflict version of the Stroop task.

High I7 (n = 16) Low I7 (n = 16)

Low conflict High conflict Low conflict High conflict

RT (ms) Incongruent 660.3 (82.2) 655.4 (99.8) 688.2 (132.2) 684.8 (112.1)

Neutral 624.3 (66.0) 608.5 (80.9) 669.5 (133.3) 644.1 (102.8)

Overall errors (%) Incongruent 6.9 (4.0) 5.8 (4.1) 7.2 (4.4) 6.3 (4.4)

Neutral 6.1 (4.3) 5.8 (4.8) 6.4 (3.9) 6.1 (3.2)

Ratio score 0.95 (0.04) 0.93 (0.05) 0.97 (0.04) 0.94 (0.03)

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses

Table 2 - Means and standard deviations of the percentage of commission errors, the percentage of omissions, and 
reaction time (RT) in the reversed continuous performance test (R-CPT) for high and low impulsive participants.

High I7 (n = 16) Low I7 (n = 16)

Commission errors (%) 27.9 (11.9) 23.8 (10.2)

Omissions (%) 0.65 (0.58) 0.44 (0.48)

RT (in ms) 348.9 (34.7) 363.1 (40.7)

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses
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This appendix presents and discusses a post-hoc, exploratory examination of the relations between 
different forms of inhibitory control in healthy individuals. Specifically, we addressed the question 
whether healthy individuals, who differ in terms of inhibitory control, as assessed by the stop-signal 
paradigm, also demonstrate differences in three other forms of inhibitory control: (1) stopping a 
prepotent response in the reversed continuous performance task (R-CPT), (2) cortical suppression 
of a cortical, relatively automatic, over-learned response (word reading) in the Stroop test, and (3) 
cortical suppression of a reflexive sub-cortical response (eye movement) in the antisaccade task. 

We focus on four inhibition-related variables: (1) stop-signal reaction time (SSRT) from the 
stop-signal task, (2) percentage of commission errors from the R-CPT, (3) ratio interference score 
from the Stroop task, and (4) percentage of antisaccade errors from the antisaccade task. Assuming 
that the stop-signal task, R-CPT, Stroop task, and antisaccade task assess partially the same 
inhibition process, behavioral differences between slow and fast stoppers were expected for all 
these variables.

Important to note is that the same sample of participants who were included in our previous studies 
were investigated to test this hypothesis. Two groups of slow and fast stoppers were created by 
a median split on mean stop-signal reaction time (SSRT). SSRT is an estimate of the time needed 
to stop the initiated response in the stop-signal task and probably reflects the ability to stop an 
ongoing response.

We tried to test the same participants on each behavioral task, but due to several factors (e.g., 
changed address or phone number, technical problems, noisy data) 22 participants (11 fast and 11 
slow stoppers) had data from the stop-signal task, Stroop tasks, and R-CPT. Further, 23 participants 
(12 fast and 11 slow stoppers) had data from both the stop-signal task and antisaccade task. These 
groups partially overlapped.

Details on participants and procedures are described in chapters 4 and 5. Details on the 
behavioral tasks are described in chapters 4, 5, and 6, and in appendix I.

Table 1 presents means and standard deviations of the inhibition-related variables for slow and 
fast stoppers as well as results of the ANOVAs with respect to group effects (fast vs. slow stoppers). 
As expected, slow stoppers had significantly longer SSRTs than fast stoppers. In contrast to our 
expectations, no significant differences between slow and fast stoppers were found for commission 
errors, Stroop interference, or antisaccade errors. Following these findings, it can not be concluded 
that the same inhibition process that underlies stopping performance is also involved in the 
performance of the R-CPT, Stroop task, and antisaccade task. Cheung et al. (2004) already reported 
low correlations between commission errors and SSRT. However, positive associations between 
commission errors and SSRT have also been reported (Avila et al., 2004; Reynolds et al., 2006)1. 

1 Cheung et al. (2004) and Avila et al. (2004) also included the Stroop task, but calculated Golden’s Stroop interference score 
(see chapter 2). No significant correlations were found between Golden’s Stroop interference and either commission errors or SSRT.
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Table 1 - Means and standard deviations of stop-signal reaction time (SSRT), percentage of commission errors, 
percentage of antisaccade errors, and ratio interference scores for the Stroop task with congruent and incongruent 
color-words and the Stroop task with congruent and neutral color-words, for fast and slow stoppers.

Slow stoppers Fast stoppers F p

n Mean (SD) n Mean (SD)

SSRT (ms) 14 193.6 (40.7) 15 140.1 (17.0) 27.86 < .0001

Commission errors (%) 11 29.0 (12.5) 11 26.9 (10.0) < 1.0 .299

Antisaccade errors (%) 11 22.8 (10.8) 12 15.4 (11.9) 2.74 .113

Ratio score – Stroop C 11 0.85 (0.08) 11 0.87 (0.04) < 1.0 .382

Ratio score – Stroop N 11 0.94 (0.04) 11 0.93 (0.03) < 1.0 .959

Note: Standard deviations are given in parentheses
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Samenvatting

Impulsiviteit: een onvermogen tot inhibitie?
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Impulsiviteit wordt gedefinieerd als “het handelen volgens plotselinge opwellingen en niet volgens 
weloverwogen plannen” (http://www.mijnwoordenboek.nl/vertaal/NL/NL/impulsiviteit) of “het 
geen of onvoldoende beheersing hebben over bepaald gedrag” (http://www.ccgt.nl/pagin14.htm). 

De mate van impulsiviteit varieert van persoon tot persoon. Impulsiviteit kan functioneel, 
maar ook dysfunctioneel zijn. Een snelle beslissing kan bijvoorbeeld heel gunstig uitpakken, maar 
er kan ook juist iets over het hoofd gezien worden. In het alledaagse leven wordt impulsiviteit vaak 
geassocieerd met het zoeken naar sensatie, maar impulsiviteit heeft veel meer componenten. In de 
literatuur is er veel onenigheid over het begrip impulsiviteit. Er worden meerdere definities gebruikt 
met als gevolg dat er meerdere vragenlijsten zijn ontwikkeld die impulsiviteit meten. Sommige 
vragenlijsten meten impulsiviteit in het algemeen, andere meten specifieke kenmerken van 
impulsiviteit. Een veel gebruikte vragenlijst is de I7 van Eysenck en Eysenck (1978). Zij definieerden 
impulsiviteit als “het niet vooruit denken over de consequenties van je gedrag”. Een nadeel van 
vragenlijsten is dat deze subjectief zijn en niet altijd juist worden ingevuld. Ze zijn ook gevoelig 
voor zelfinzicht. Andere factoren die de impulsiviteit-meting kunnen beïnvloeden zijn de mate van 
eerlijkheid, sociaal gewenst gedrag en het geheugen. 

Een andere manier om impulsiviteit te bepalen is het gebruik van een gedragstaak die inhibitoire 
controle meet. Inhibitoire controle (inhibitie) is het vermogen om impulsen/responsen te kunnen 
stoppen. Hoe minder inhibitoire controle, hoe impulsiever. In de literatuur worden 3 processen 
beschreven die gerelateerd zijn aan inhibitie: (1) het onderdrukken van een pre-potente maar niet 
adequate reactie, zoals het wachten voor rood licht om rechtdoor te gaan terwijl het stoplicht om 
rechtsaf te gaan op groen springt; (2) het onderbreken van een actie nadat is aangegeven dat deze 
niet langer adequaat is, zoals het stoppen met voetballen nadat de scheidsrechter heeft gefloten; 
(3) het onderdrukken van een respons die interfereert met het juiste gedrag, zoals het negeren 
van een nieuwe email-melding als je vlak voor een deadline zit. Voorbeelden van gedragstaken die 
inhibitie meten zijn de stop-signaal taak, de Stroop test en de antisaccade taak, die verderop nader 
worden besproken.

Extreme impulsiviteit komt vaak voor bij mensen met een psychiatrische stoornis zoals 
aandachtstekort-hyperactiviteitstoornis (ADHD). Impulsiviteit bij ADHD wordt veelal gezien als 
een onvermogen om impulsen/responsen te kunnen stoppen, dus als slechte inhibitoire controle. 
ADHD patiënten hebben dan ook moeite met het uitvoeren van bovengenoemde gedragstaken die 
inhibitoire controle meten. 

Het voornaamste doel van dit proefschrift is het onderzoeken of impulsiviteit bij mensen met 
ADHD vergelijkbaar is met impulsiviteit bij ‘gezonde’ mensen. We testen of gezonde mensen, die 
hoog scoren op impulsiviteit (gemeten met I7 Eysenck’s impulsiviteitvragenlijst), moeite hebben 
met het uitvoeren van gedragstaken die inhibitoire controle meten, zoals eerder is gevonden bij 
mensen met ADHD. Indien impulsiviteit bij ADHD vergelijkbaar is met impulsiviteit bij gezonde, 
hoog impulsieve mensen, dan kunnen gezonde, hoog impulsieve personen onderzocht worden om 
meer inzicht te krijgen in impulsiviteit bij ADHD. Bovendien kunnen potentiële behandelingen voor 
ADHD getest worden bij hoog impulsieve personen. 

In dit proefschrift worden impulsiviteitvragenlijsten gecombineerd met gedragstaken 
die inhibitoire controle meten (stop-signaal taak, Stroop test en antisaccade taak). De algemene 
hypothese in dit proefschrift is dat gezonde personen, die hoog scoren op de I7 impulsiviteitvragenlijst, 
vergelijkbare problemen zullen ervaren in gedragstaken als patiënten met ADHD. Indien dit wordt 
gevonden, is een volgende hypothese dat vergelijkbare hersenenmechanismen ten grondslag 
liggen aan impulsiviteit bij ADHD als aan impulsiviteit bij gezonde, hoog impulsieve personen.
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In deze samenvatting zal eerst nader ingegaan worden op ADHD. Vervolgens worden onder 
de kop ‘Gedragstaken die inhibitoire controle meten – ADHD’ de gedragstaken, die gebruikt zijn 
in dit proefschrift uitgelegd: de stop-signaal taak, de Stroop test en de antisaccade taak. Tevens 
wordt per gedragstaak beschreven wat er al bekend is in de wetenschappelijke literatuur over: 
(a) hoe inhibitoire controle wordt gemeten en (b) hoe personen met ADHD presteren op deze 
gedragstaken. Onder de kop ‘De neurofysiologie van inhibitie en impulsiviteit’ wordt per gedragstaak 
beschreven wat er al bekend is in de wetenschappelijke literatuur over welke hersenmechanismen 
ten grondslag liggen aan het gedrag in deze taken bij personen met en zonder ADHD. Tenslotte 
worden de resultaten van dit proefschrift besproken.

Aandachtstekort-hyperactiviteitstoornis (ADHD)

Aandachtstekort-hyperactiviteitstoornis (ADHD) is een veel voorkomende psychiatrische 
aandoening die gekenmerkt wordt door aandachtstekort en impulsief en hyperactief gedrag, zoals 
‘snel afgeleid zijn’, ‘moeite hebben om op de beurt te wachten’ en ‘niet stil kunnen zitten’. ADHD wordt 
gediagnosticeerd aan de hand van diagnostische criteria, die zijn beschreven in een psychiatrisch 
handboek (DSM-IV; APA, 1994). Het is de meest voorkomende stoornis bij kinderen. Ongeveer 
4-12% van alle kinderen heeft ADHD. Ongeveer 30-50% van de kinderen met ADHD zal ook op 
latere leeftijd last hebben van de symptomen, en moeite hebben met sociaal en professioneel 
functioneren in de samenleving. Erfelijkheid speelt een grote rol in de ontwikkeling van ADHD, 
maar omgevingsfactoren, zoals roken tijdens de zwangerschap, zijn ook van invloed. 

Er zijn verschillende afwijkingen in de hersenen aangetoond bij patiënten met ADHD, zowel 
in de structuur als in de functionaliteit. Frontale hersengebieden zijn bij hen bijvoorbeeld kleiner en 
minder actief tijdens het uitvoeren van gedragstaken die inhibitoire controle meten. Tijdens rust is 
er ook afwijkende hersenactiviteit gevonden. Deze hersenactiviteit wordt gemeten met het elektro-
encefalogram (EEG) en wordt weergegeven in frequentiebanden zoals delta, theta, alfa en beta. 
Een grote groep personen met ADHD heeft verhoogde theta en verlaagde beta in vergelijking met 
controle proefpersonen. 

 Wat is de oorzaak van ADHD, en welke mechanismen liggen ten grondslag aan het 
hyperactieve en impulsieve gedrag bij personen met ADHD? In de wetenschappelijke literatuur 
vinden we verschillende theorieën hierover. De twee voornaamste theorieën zijn de inhibitie 
theorie van Barkley (1997) en de motivationele theorie van Sonuga-Barke (2004). Barkley (1997) 
veronderstelt dat slechte inhibitoire controle de onderliggende oorzaak is van het impulsieve en 
hyperactieve gedrag bij mensen met ADHD. Volgens de motivationele theorie van Sonuga-Barke 
(2004) ligt een onvermogen om te wachten ten grondslag aan het gedrag bij ADHD. Personen met 
ADHD geven bijvoorbeeld de voorkeur aan een kleine, onmiddellijke beloning boven een grote, 
uitgestelde beloning.

Gedragstaken die inhibitoire controle meten – ADHD

Er zijn een aantal gedragstaken ontwikkeld die inhibitoire controle (het stoppen/onderdrukken van 
een respons) meten. In dit proefschrift zijn de stop-signaal taak, de Stroop test en de antisaccade 
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taak gebruikt om inhibitie te meten. 

Stop-signaal taak
In de stop-signaal taak moet een proefpersoon op een knop drukken indien er een visuele stimulus 
op het computerscherm verschijnt. In sommige trials wordt de visuele stimulus gevolgd door een 
auditieve stimulus (een toon). In deze stop-trials mag de proefpersoon niet op de knop drukken, 
met andere woorden, de in gang gebrachte respons moet worden gestopt. De stop-signaal taak 
meet dus het stoppen van een respons die al begonnen is. De maat voor inhibitoire controle is de 
tijd die een persoon nodig heeft om de respons te stoppen. Dit wordt stop-signaal reactie tijd (SSRT) 
genoemd. Personen met ADHD presteren slechter dan controle proefpersonen op de stop-signaal 
taak. Zij hebben een langere SSRT en dus meer moeite met het stoppen van hun respons.

Stroop test
In de Stroop test moet een proefpersoon allereerst kleuren benoemen van een reeks X-en (XXXX) die 
rood, blauw, geel of groen kunnen zijn. Dit wordt de neutrale conditie (neu) genoemd. Vervolgens 
moet de proefpersoon kleuren benoemen van kleur-woorden, die in een andere kleur gedrukt zijn 
(bv. ‘ROOD’ in de kleur groen). In deze incongruente conditie (inc) moet de automatische respons om 
het woord te lezen onderdrukt worden om de inkt-kleur van het woord te benoemen. In sommige 
versies van de Stroop test is er een congruente conditie waarin de proefpersoon kleuren moet 
benoemen van kleur-woorden die in dezelfde kleur gedrukt zijn (bv. ‘ROOD’ in de kleur rood). 

De Stroop test kan met behulp van kaarten worden afgenomen. Elke conditie bestaat dan 
uit 1 kaart waarop 100 kleur-woorden staan afgebeeld. De proefpersoon moet zo snel mogelijk 
de kleuren van de 100 kleur-woorden benoemen. Het aantal seconden wordt gemeten hoe lang 
een proefpersoon erover doet om alle 100 kleur-woorden te benoemen (tijd per kaart in sec). 
Een tweede mogelijkheid is dat de proefpersoon binnen 45 sec, de kleuren moet benoemen van 
zoveel mogelijk kleur-woorden. In dit geval wordt het aantal kleur-woorden gemeten, die in 45 sec 
benoemd wordt (aantal items in 45 sec). De Stroop test kan ook op een computer gepresenteerd 
worden. De proefpersoon krijgt dan 1 voor 1 een kleur-woord te zien en moet de kleur hiervan 
zo snel mogelijk benoemen. Hierbij wordt de tijd, die nodig is om 1 kleur-woord te benoemen, 
gemeten (tijd per item in milliseconden [ms]). 

Er is meer tijd nodig om kleuren te benoemen van kleur-woorden, die in een andere kleur 
zijn weergeven (incongruente conditie), dan voor kleuren in de neutrale of congruente conditie. 
Een en ander is afhankelijk van het onderdrukken van een automatische respons, die aangeleerd is 
(woord lezen). Het vermogen om die respons te onderdrukken wordt ook wel interferentie controle 
genoemd. De maat voor interferentie controle is de extra tijd die nodig is om de incongruente 
conditie uit te voeren in vergelijking met de neutrale (of congruente) conditie. Stroop interferentie 
wordt meestal berekend met de volgende formules: ‘inc – neu’, indien tijd (per kaart of per item) 
gemeten is, en ‘neu - inc’, indien aantal items per 45 sec gemeten is. Meer Stroop interferentie 
betekent slechtere inhibitoire controle. De persoon heeft dan meer moeite hebben met het 
onderdrukken van de automatische respons om het woord te lezen.

Het is nog niet helemaal duidelijk of personen met ADHD meer moeite hebben met het 
onderdrukken van woord lezen in de Stroop test. In hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift wordt 
interferentie bij ADHD onderzocht met behulp van een meta-analyse over alle studies op het gebied 
van ADHD en de Stroop test. 
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Antisaccade taak
In een antisaccade taak wordt eerst een fixatie kruis in het midden van een computerscherm 
getoond. Daarna wordt een visuele stimulus (bv. wit vierkant) aangeboden in het rechter of linker 
gedeelte van het scherm. Er zijn twee verschillende condities. In de eerste moet de proefpersoon 
een prosaccade maken. Dit is een oogbeweging naar de visuele stimulus. In de tweede conditie 
moet de proefpersoon een antisaccade maken. Dit is een oogbeweging weg van de visuele 
stimulus, naar de tegenovergestelde kant. In de antisaccade conditie moet de reflex van het maken 
van een oogbeweging naar de visuele stimulus onderdrukt worden. De antisaccade taak meet het 
onderdrukken van een oogbewegingsreflex. De maat voor inhibitie is het aantal oogbewegingen 
naar de visuele stimulus in de antisaccade conditie (antisaccade fout). 

Het fixatiekruis kan een korte periode zichtbaar blijven tijdens het aanbieden van de visuele 
stimulus (overlap conditie) of kan verdwijnen vóór het aanbieden van de visuele stimulus (‘gap’ 
conditie). In de gap conditie worden meer antisaccade fouten gemaakt dan in de overlap conditie. 
Dit komt waarschijnlijk doordat in de gap conditie de neiging om een oogbeweging te maken 
groter is en er dus meer inhibitoire controle nodig is om een oogbewegingsreflex te stoppen in 
vergelijking met de overlap conditie. 

Personen met ADHD maken meer antisaccade fouten dan controle proefpersonen. Zij hebben 
dus meer moeite met het onderdrukken van hun oogbewegingsreflex. 

Neurofysiologie van inhibitoire controle en impulsiviteit 

Gedragsmaten van inhibitoire controle (SSRT, Stroop interferentie en antisaccade fouten) geven 
ons geen directe informatie over de onderliggende hersenmechanismen. Indien een patiënt 
verschilt van een controle proefpersoon in SSRT weten we nog niet of dit ligt aan een tekort aan 
aandacht of een tekort aan inhibitie. De ‘event-related potential’ (ERP) techniek kan gebruikt worden 
om inzicht te krijgen in de onderliggende hersenprocessen. Event-related potentials (ERPs) zijn 
elektrofysiologische reacties van de hersenen op stimuli tijdens het uitvoeren van een gedragstaak. 
ERPs worden gebruikt om de verwerking van een stimulus in de hersenen in de tijd te meten op 
milliseconde (ms) niveau. ERPs kunnen niet gebruikt worden om heel nauwkeurig te bepalen 
waar in de hersenen de activiteit vandaan komt. Hiervoor wordt functionele ‘magnetic resonance 
imaging’ (fMRI) gebruikt. 

Stop-signaal taak
Het uitvoeren van de stop-signaal taak gaat gepaard met een negatieve hersengolf (ERP-component) 
rond 100 ms (N1) en een positieve golf rond 300 ms (stop-P3) na het begin van het stop-signaal 
(de toon). Beide zijn groter bij het succesvol stoppen van een respons dan bij een niet gestopte 
respons. Er is gesuggereerd dat dit N1 effect de relatie tussen de aandacht op de toon en de kans op 
succesvol stoppen weergeeft. Het stop-P3 effect is gerelateerd aan het stoppen van een respons na 
het horen van de toon (inhibitoire controle). Tijdens het stoppen van de respons in de stop-signaal 
taak, is een specifiek gebied van de hersenen actief, de inferieure frontale gyrus (IFG).

Bij personen met ADHD is zowel het N1-effect als het stop-P3 effect kleiner dan bij gezonde 
mensen. Bovendien is de IFG tijdens het stoppen van de respons minder actief bij personen met 
ADHD. Deze resultaten suggereren dat patiënten met ADHD een slechtere inhibitoire controle 
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hebben, én dat er bij hen geen relatie tussen de aandacht voor de toon en het succesvol stoppen 
van de respons bestaat. 

Stroop test
Een positieve hersengolf rond 300-600 ms (P300) na het aanbieden van het kleur-woord in de 
Stroop test wordt geassocieerd met het evalueren van het kleur-woord. Een negatieve golf die 
groter is over de helft van de hersenen tegenovergesteld aan de hand-respons, begint rond 200 ms 
na het begin van het kleur-woord (lateralized readiness potential: LRP) en wordt geassocieerd met 
hersenactiviteit, die gerelateerd is aan het selecteren van een specifieke respons. De tijd waarop de 
P300 het grootst is (P3 piek latentie), kan gebruikt worden om te bepalen of Stroop interferentie 
plaats vindt vóór of ná het proces van stimulus evaluatie. De tijd waarop de LRP begint (LRP onset 
latentie) kan gebruikt worden om te bepalen of de Stroop interferentie plaats vindt vóór of ná de 
respons-selectie. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt onderzocht of Stroop interferentie plaats vindt vóór of ná 
stimulus-evaluatie en/ of respons-selectie.

Tijdens het uitvoeren van de Stroop test zijn er nog twee andere hersengolven zichtbaar. 
Ten eerste is er een negatieve golf rond 450 ms na het aanbieden van het kleur-woord (N450), die 
groter is in de incongruente dan in de congruente conditie. Er wordt verondersteld dat deze N450 
gerelateerd is aan het evalueren van het conflict tussen het lezen van het woord en het benoemen 
van de kleur in de incongruente conditie. Een tweede positieve golf rond 600 ms na het aanbieden 
van het kleur-woord (sustained potential: SP) is ook groter in de incongruente dan in de congruente 
conditie; één hypothese is dat de SP gerelateerd is aan het versterken van aandacht na de evaluatie 
van het conflict. Er is gesuggereerd dat de N450 gegenereerd wordt vanuit de anterior cingulate 
cortex (ACC), en de SP vanuit de laterale prefrontale cortex (LPFC), gebieden die op grond van 
fMRI onderzoek gerelateerd zijn aan conflict-detectie respectievelijk versterking van aandacht. In 
hoofdstuk 4 wordt dit idee getest met behulp van dipool-analyses. 

Tot nu toe zijn er geen studies gepubliceerd die hersengolven tijdens het uitvoeren van de 
Stroop test hebben onderzocht bij personen met ADHD. Met de fMRI techniek is aangetoond, dat 
personen met ADHD, minder activiteit in de ACC laten zien tijdens het uitvoeren van de Stroop test 
in vergelijking met controle proefpersonen. Dit duidt erop dat personen met ADHD minder goed 
het conflict tussen het woord lezen en kleur benoemen verwerken dan controle proefpersonen.

Antisaccade taak
In een aantal ERP studies is een positieve hersengolf vóór het begin van een oogbeweging 
gevonden die groter is voor een antisaccade dan voor een prosaccade. Een tweede bevinding is een 
negatieve golf na het begin van het fixatie kruis, dat aangeeft of het een pro- of een antisaccade 
trial wordt (contingent negative variation; CNV). Deze CNV is groter in een antisaccade dan in een 
prosaccade trial. De hersenactiviteit tijdens het uitvoeren van de taak is herhaaldelijk onderzocht 
met de fMRI techniek. Hersengebieden, die waarschijnlijk betrokken zijn bij de inhibitie van de 
oogbewegingsreflex, liggen in de laterale prefrontale cortex, inclusief de inferieure frontale gyrus 
(IFG). Tot nu toe zijn er geen studies gepubliceerd die hersenactiviteit tijdens het uitvoeren van de 
antisaccade taak hebben onderzocht bij personen met ADHD.
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Resultaten van dit proefschrift

ADHD en de Stroop test (hoofdstuk 2)
Er zijn tegenstrijdige bevindingen wat betreft slechte interferentie controle in de Stroop test bij 
personen met ADHD. Sommige onderzoekers vonden dat personen met ADHD minder goed het 
woord lezen kunnen onderdrukken tijdens het benoemen van incongruente kleur-woorden (meer 
Stroop interferentie) in vergelijking met gezonde proefpersonen, terwijl anderen geen verschillen 
vonden tussen de groepen. In hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift wordt ingegaan op de mogelijke 
oorzaken van deze tegenstrijdige bevindingen. We hebben een meta-analyse en een consistentie-
test uitgevoerd over alle studies op het gebied van ADHD en de Stroop test, om kwantitatief te 
bepalen of personen met ADHD nu wel of niet slechtere interferentie controle in de Stroop test 
laten zien. 

Resultaten. In hoofdstuk 2 beargumenteren we allereerst dat eerdere tegenstrijdige bevindingen 
veroorzaakt worden doordat de methoden, die in de literatuur gebruikt zijn om Stroop interferentie 
te bepalen (‘Golden’s methode’ en ‘verschil-score’), niet valide zijn. De manier waarop ‘Golden’s 
methode’ controleert voor woord lezen is niet juist. Indien personen langzamer zijn in woord lezen, 
zou je verwachten dat ze relatief sneller zijn in het benoemen van de kleur van een incongruent 
kleur-woord. Hierdoor lijkt het alsof ze minder interferentie hebben dan werkelijk het geval is. 

Een nadeel van het gebruik van de ‘verschil-score’ om Stroop interferentie te bepalen is dat 
deze gevoelig is voor het omrekenen van tijd (per kaart of per item) naar aantal items (in 45 sec) 
en andersom. In hoofdstuk 2 stellen we voor om de ratio score te gebruiken om interferentie te 
bepalen: ’inc/con’ bij aantal kleur-woorden in 45 sec en con/inc bij tijd per kleur-woord. Ten eerste is 
de ratio score niet gevoelig voor het omrekenen van tijd naar aantal en andersom. Ten tweede is het 
mogelijk om op een valide manier te corrigeren voor de snelheid van woord lezen.

Vorige meta-analyses includeerden niet alle Stroop studies van ADHD. Zij hebben alleen naar 
óf kinderen óf volwassenen met ADHD gekeken. Bovendien includeerden ze geen Stroop studies die 
een Stroop test op de computer aanboden. In tegenstelling tot deze meta-analyses includeerden 
wij alle Stroop studies in onze analyses. Tevens excludeerden we Stroop studies die de invalide 
Golden’s interferentie score rapporteerden. De resultaten van zowel de meta-analyse als van de 
consistentie-test geven aan dat personen met ADHD in de Stroop test meer moeite hebben met het 
onderdrukken van de automatische respons om het woord te lezen. We concluderen in hoofdstuk 
2 dat personen met ADHD minder interferentie controle hebben in de Stroop test dan gezonde 
controle proefpersonen. Net als de inhibitoire controle, die gemeten wordt met de stop-signaal 
taak en de antisaccade taak, is dus ook deze vorm van inhibitoire controle verstoord in personen 
met ADHD.

Impulsiviteit, gemeten met de I7 impulsiviteitvragenlijst, en inhibitoire controle bij gezonde vol-
wassenen (hoofdstukken 4, 5 en 6 en appendix I)
In de hoofdstukken 4, 5 en 6 en in appendix I wordt onderzocht of gezonde mensen die hoog 
impulsief zijn, zoals gemeten met een impulsiviteitvragenlijst, moeite hebben met het stoppen 
van hun respons en afwijken wat betreft hersenactiviteit die gerelateerd is met inhibitoire controle. 
Hiertoe hebben we studenten geselecteerd die extreem hoog dan wel extreem laag scoren op de 
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I7 impulsiviteitvragenlijst. De hypothese was dat gezonde, hoog impulsieve personen slechtere 
inhibitoire controle laten zien dan gezonde, laag impulsieve personen en dat deze slechtere 
inhibitoire controle vergelijkbaar is met die van personen met ADHD. Hoofdstuk 4 richt zich op de 
relatie tussen impulsiviteit en inhibitoire controle in de Stroop test met congruente en incongruente 
kleur-woorden, hoofdstuk 5 op deze relatie in de stop-signaal taak en hoofdstuk 6 op deze relatie in 
de antisaccade taak. In Appendix I worden de resultaten van een ‘continuous performance test’ (CPT) 
en een Stroop test met neutrale en incongruente kleur-woorden gerapporteerd. De verwachting 
was dat studenten die hoog scoren op impulsiviteit meer Stroop interferentie, een langere SSRT en 
meer antisaccade fouten laten zien dan studenten, die laag scoren op impulsiviteit.

Resultaten. In tegenstelling tot onze verwachtingen presteerden gezonde, hoog impulsieve 
personen vergelijkbaar of zelfs beter dan laag impulsieve personen op de gedragstaken. Deze 
resultaten suggereren dat gezonde personen, die hoog scoren op een impulsiviteit vragenlijst, geen 
moeite hebben met het stoppen en/of onderdrukken van hun respons. Zij hebben dus geen slechte 
inhibitoire controle, zoals wel gevonden is bij ADHD. De conclusie is dat impulsiviteit bij gezonde 
personen, zoals gemeten met een vragenlijst, niet dezelfde is als impulsiviteit bij ADHD.

Hoe verklaren we deze onverwachte bevindingen? Gedragstaken en impulsiviteitvragenlijsten 
meten misschien verschillende soorten impulsiviteit. Verder is misschien de subjectieve weergave 
van impulsiviteit, zoals gemeten met een vragenlijst, maar ten delen representatief voor de 
werkelijke mate van impulsiviteit. Een derde mogelijkheid is dat, in tegenstelling tot personen met 
ADHD, gezonde personen die hoog impulsief zijn dit van zichzelf weten en mede daardoor relatief 
sterk gemotiveerd zijn om te presteren in gedragstaken, vooral op inhibitie-gerelateerde taken. Dit 
idee komt overeen met de ERP resultaten, die beschreven zijn in hoofdstuk 5. Het stop-P3 effect was 
groter bij hoog impulsieve dan bij laag impulsieve personen. Dit suggereert dat hoog impulsieve 
personen meer hersenactiviteit nodig hebben om tot eenzelfde prestatie te komen. Vergelijkbare 
bevindingen worden beschreven in de hoofdstukken 4 en 6. Tijdens de Stroop test (hoofdstuk 4) 
werd een grotere ERP component gevonden rond 300 ms na het begin van het kleur-woord bij hoog 
impulsieve in vergelijking met laag impulsieve personen. Tijdens de antisaccade taak (hoofdstuk 6) 
werd ook een groter ERP effect bij hoog dan bij laag impulsieve proefpersonen gevonden. Beide 
ERP effecten suggereren meer hersenactiviteit bij hoog dan bij laag impulsieve personen tijdens 
het uitvoeren van de gedragstaak. 

Een vierde verklaring voor onze onverwachte resultaten is dat andere factoren dan impulsiviteit 
de slechtere inhibitoire controle veroorzaken bij ADHD, zoals een tekort aan aandacht. Tenslotte 
speelt ook mogelijk een rol dat de proefpersonen in deze studies allen jong en hoog opgeleid waren. 
In een meer heterogene groep zouden er misschien wel verschillen gevonden worden tussen hoog 
en laag impulsieve personen.

Experimentele manipulaties om impulsiviteit uit te lokken
Een alternatieve methode om impulsiviteit bij ADHD na te bootsen is het toepassen van 

experimentele manipulaties. Impulsiviteit kan bijvoorbeeld uitgelokt worden in een gedragstaak 
waarin je heel vaak moet reageren en slechts een enkele keer je respons moet stoppen. In een 
dergelijke gedragstaak kost het iemand veel moeite om zijn/haar respons te stoppen (inhiberen). 
In de hoofdstukken 4, 5 en 6 hebben we experimentele manipulaties toegepast. In de stop-signaal 
taak hebben we de frequentie van stop-trials gevarieerd (hoofdstuk 5), in de Stroop test hebben we 
de frequentie van incongruente kleur-woorden gevarieerd (hoofdstuk 4) en in de antisaccade taak 
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hebben we een gap conditie toegevoegd aan een overlap conditie (hoofdstuk 6).

Resultaten. Zoals verwacht lokten de experimentele manipulaties impulsiviteit uit. We vonden 
namelijk meer Stroop interferentie in een Stroop test waar meer congruente dan incongruente 
kleur-woorden werden aangeboden, in vergelijking met een Stroop test waar meer incongruente 
dan congruente kleur-woorden werden aangeboden. In de antisaccade taak vonden we meer 
antisaccade fouten in de gap dan in de overlap conditie. 

Deze experimentele manipulaties van impulsiviteit kunnen alleen gebruikt worden als 
nabootsing van impulsiviteit bij ADHD indien de hersenprocessen onderliggend aan dit impulsieve 
gedrag dezelfde afwijkingen laten zien als die bij personen met ADHD. Bij personen met ADHD gaat 
slechte inhibitoire controle op gedragstaken altijd samen met kleinere hersengolven in vergelijking 
met controle proefpersonen. In tegenstelling tot onze verwachtingen, vonden we dat bij gezonde 
volwassenen slechte inhibitoire controle op gedragstaken na een experimentele manipulatie samen 
gaat met grotere hersengolven. Deze resultaten suggereren dat er andere hersenmechanismen ten 
grondslag liggen aan impulsief gedrag uitgelokt door experimentele manipulaties bij gezonde 
volwassenen, dan bij impulsief gedrag bij personen met ADHD.

Stoppen in de stop-signaal taak en inhibitoire controle bij gezonde volwassenen (hoofdstuk 5 en 
appendix II)
Personen met ADHD presteren slecht in een reeks van uiteenlopende inhibitie-gerelateerde taken. 
Zijn gezonde mensen die relatief slecht hun responsen kunnen stoppen ook slechter in meerdere 
inhibitie-gerelateerde taken? In appendix II wordt dit onderzocht. Gezonde volwassenen werden 
ingedeeld in relatief slechte stoppers (lange SSRT in de stop-signaal taak) en relatief goede 
stoppers (korte SSRT), en werden vergeleken op de Stroop test, de antisaccade taak, en de reversed 
continuous performance test (R-CPT). 

Resultaten. In tegenstelling tot onze verwachtingen vonden we geen verschil in Stroop interferentie, 
antisaccade fouten en fouten in de R-CPT tussen langzame en snelle stoppers. De groepen 
verschilden dus niet wat betreft inhibitoire controle zoals gemeten in deze drie gedragstaken. In 
appendix II concluderen we dat slechte inhibitoire controle in de stop-signaal taak bij gezonde 
volwassenen anders is dan deze vorm van inhibitoire controle bij ADHD. Dit werd bevestigd door 
de resultaten uit hoofdstuk 5. 

In hoofdstuk 5 onderzochten we of dezelfde afwijkingen in hersenactiviteit ten grondslag 
liggen aan het slechte stoppen bij gezonde, slechte stoppers als aan het slechte stoppen bij 
personen met ADHD. De verwachting was dat gezonde personen, die slecht hun respons kunnen 
stoppen (langere SSRT), een kleiner N1- en stop-P3 effect laten zien, zoals gevonden is bij personen 
met ADHD. De resultaten wezen uit dat gezonde, slechte stoppers slechts gedeeltelijk dezelfde 
hersenafwijkingen laten zien als personen met ADHD. Zij hadden een kleiner stop-P3 effect dan 
goede stoppers, maar het N1 effect was niet verschillend tussen slechte en goede stoppers. We 
kunnen concluderen dat het inhibitie systeem bij gezonde, slechte stoppers minder activiteit 
vertoont, iets wat vergelijkbaar is met het patroon bij personen met ADHD. Personen met ADHD 
hebben echter nog een afwijking. In tegenstelling tot gezonde personen, vertonen zij namelijk 
geen relatie tussen de aandacht op de toon en het vervolgens succesvol stoppen van hun respons. 
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Dit suggereert dat impulsiviteit bij slechte stoppers niet hetzelfde is als impulsiviteit bij personen 
met ADHD.

Achtergrond elektroencefalografie (EEG) en inhibitoire controle bij gezonde volwassenen (hoofd-
stuk 7)
In hoofdstuk 7 hebben we onderzocht of gezonde personen, die eenzelfde afwijkende achtergrond 
EEG vertonen als personen met ADHD (hoge theta/beta ratio), gebruikt kunnen worden om meer 
inzicht te krijgen in de mechanismen, die ten grondslag liggen aan het impulsieve gedrag bij ADHD. 
Gegeven het feit dat personen met ADHD moeite hebben met stoppen van hun respons in de stop-
signaal taak hebben we in hoofdstuk 7 gezonde proefpersonen, die verschillen in theta/beta ratio, 
vergeleken op de stop-signaal taak. De verwachting was dat gezonde personen met een hoge 
theta/beta ratio in vergelijking tot personen met een lage theta/beta ratio, meer moeite zouden 
hebben met het stoppen van hun respons.

Resultaten. In tegenstelling tot onze verwachtingen en bevindingen bij ADHD vonden we dat 
personen met lage theta/beta ratio’s slechter waren in het stoppen van hun respons (langere SSRTs), 
dan personen met hoge theta/beta ratio’s. Een mogelijke verklaring voor dit onverwachte resultaat 
is dat gezonde proefpersonen met hoge theta/beta ratio’s in onze studie sterker gedreven werden 
door subcorticaal gestuurde motivatie. Een hoge theta/beta ratio kan namelijk opgevat worden als 
het uitvloeisel van een verlaagde corticale controle over subcorticale hersenactiviteit. Door deze 
verlaagde corticale controle kunnen de subcorticale hersenstructuren meer invloed uitoefenen op 
het gedrag van een persoon. Het zou kunnen dat de proefpersonen met hoge theta/beta ratio’s 
hierdoor gemotiveerder waren om een goede prestatie te leveren dan proefpersonen met lage 
theta/beta ratio’s. 

Vindt Stroop interferentie plaats vóór de selectie van de hand-respons of erna? (hoofdstuk 3)
De P300 na het aanbieden van het kleur-woord in de Stroop test wordt geassocieerd met het 
evalueren van het kleur-woord. De LRP wordt geassocieerd met hersenactiviteit die gerelateerd is aan 
de selectie van een specifieke respons. In hoofdstuk 3 hebben we de P300 en de LRP geanalyseerd 
in een Stroop test met incongruente en congruente kleur-woorden. 

Resultaten. De P3 latentie was langer en de LRP na het begin van de stimulus kleiner in de 
incongruente dan in de congruente conditie. Er werden geen verschillen gevonden voor LRP 
latentie. Deze bevindingen suggereren een grote variabiliteit tussen trials wat betreft het tijdstip 
waarop de respons-selectie plaats vindt. We concluderen dat op sommige trials het verwerken van 
het woord interfereert met het verwerken van de kleur vóórdat de respons is geselecteerd, maar dat 
er ook additionele interferentie kan zijn nadat de kleur-respons geselecteerd is. 

De relatie tussen de anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) en de prefrontale cortex (PFC) in de Stroop test 
(hoofdstuk 4)
In de Stroop test worden twee ERP componenten geassocieerd met het conflict tussen woord lezen 
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en kleur benoemen na de aanbieding van een incongruent kleur-woord: (1) de N450 waarvan wordt 
verondersteld dat deze ontstaat door hersenactiviteit vanuit de anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) en 
(2) de sustained potential (SP) waarvan wordt verondersteld dat deze ontstaat door hersenactiviteit 
vanuit de laterale prefrontale cortex (LPFC). In hoofdstuk 4 hebben we deze hypothesen getest met 
behulp van dipool-analyses. 

Resultaten. In tegenstelling tot onze verwachtingen verschillen de dipool-bronnen van de N450 
en de SP niet van elkaar. De dipool-analyses wijzen er op dat activiteit in de ACC gerelateerd is aan 
beide ERP componenten. Dit komt overeen met ERP componenten die zijn gevonden tijdens het 
verwerken van fouten en van conflict. In hoofdstuk 4 concluderen we dat de N450 het evalueren 
van conflict weergeeft en de SP de verdere verwerking van het conflict, zoals het bewust worden 
hiervan.

Conclusies, en hoe nu verder?
De resultaten van de studies, die beschreven zijn in dit proefschrift, suggereren dat ‘gezonde’ 
personen die hoog scoren op een impulsiviteitvragenlijst geen slechte inhibitoire controle laten 
zien, zoals wel bij personen met ADHD is gevonden. Impulsiviteit bij personen met ADHD is dus geen 
extreme vorm van impulsiviteit bij de gezonde populatie. Slechte inhibitoire controle, gemeten in 
de stop-signaal taak, en hoge theta/beta ratio’s bij de gezonde populatie zijn ook niet vergelijkbaar 
met die bij personen met ADHD. Gezonde personen, die hoog impulsief zijn of slecht zijn in het 
stoppen van hun respons of hoge theta/beta ratio’s hebben, kunnen dus niet onderzocht worden 
om meer inzicht te krijgen in de mechanismen, die ten grondslag liggen aan de ontwikkeling van 
ADHD. 

Hoewel experimentele manipulaties in onze gedragstaken wel impulsiviteit uitlokten zoals 
bij ADHD is gevonden, lieten de ERP resultaten zien dat de hersenmechanismen die ten grondslag 
liggen aan dit gedrag verschillend zijn bij gezonde personen en bij personen met ADHD. De 
slechtere inhibitoire controle uitgelokt door experimentele manipulaties verschilt dus kwalitatief 
van de slechte inhibitoire controle bij ADHD.

Een alternatief om impulsiviteit uit te lokken bij gezonde proefpersonen is het uitlokken van 
een impulsieve stemming. De verwachting is dat het uitlokken van een impulsieve stemming leidt tot 
slechtere inhibitoire controle. Indien deze hypothese bevestigd wordt en de hersenmechanismen, 
die ten grondslag liggen aan deze impulsiviteit, gelijk zijn aan die van impulsiviteit bij ADHD, kan 
het uitlokken van een impulsieve stemming bij gezonde proefpersonen gebruikt worden om meer 
inzicht te krijgen in de ontwikkeling van ADHD. 

Een tweede suggestie voor nieuw onderzoek is het gebruiken van hersenactiviteit als mogelijk 
model voor ADHD. Een robuuste bevinding bij ADHD is bijvoorbeeld een lagere activiteit in de 
rechter frontale gyrus (tijdens gedragstaken die inhibitoire controle meten. Gezonde personen die 
een relatief lage activiteit in de rechter IFG laten zien tijdens het uitvoeren van deze taken, kunnen 
onderzocht worden om meer inzicht te krijgen in de ontwikkeling van ADHD.
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Dankwoord
Vanzelfsprekend hebben veel mensen mij geholpen om dit proefschrift tot een goed einde te 
brengen. In dit dankwoord wil ik graag collega’s en vrienden bedanken.

Leon, wat moet het ook voor jou fijn zijn dat dit proefschrift klaar is. Zonder jouw kennis en steun 
was het nooit zo ver gekomen. Wanneer het resultaat dat uit mijn data kwam tegengesteld was 
aan de verwachting (wat vrij vaak gebeurde), wist jij er een positieve draai aan te geven, waardoor 
ik weer verder kon gaan. Ik heb veel van je geleerd. Ik hoop dat ik je nog af en toe mag lastigvallen 
met inhoudelijke vragen.
Herman, mijn tweede promotor, wil ik bedanken voor het uitgebreid beoordelen van mijn 
proefschrift en het commentaar hierop.
Koen, fijn dat je mijn co-promotor wilt zijn. Ik heb veel aan je commentaar gehad en de discussies 
met jou waren altijd verhelderend.

Alle (ex-)collega’s van Psychofarmacologie en Psychologische Functieleer wil ik bedanken voor 
hun hulp, interesses en gezellige lunches, gang-praatjes, café-avonden en uitstapjes. Rob, de EEG 
specialist, jouw lab mocht ik gebruiken en je stond altijd voor me klaar als ik weer langs kwam voor 
een EEG, ERP of Adjar-vraag. Peter L., daar kwam ik weer met een kapotte elektrode…altijd weer een 
leuke klus! Gert, bij jou kon ik altijd en met alles aankomen. En met wat voor een enthousiasme hielp 
je me met het EEG, het programmeren, maar ook met computer advies! Marijn, je hebt me goed op 
weg geholpen in het begin van mijn promotie-project. Evelijne en Judy, jullie voelden als twee grote 
zussen, die mij wel eens door die aio-periode heen zouden slepen….het is gelukt. Joris: “Jij weet het 
het beste, het komt allemaal goed!”, dat is fijn om af en toe te horen. Annelies, leuk om met je samen 
te hebben gewerkt. Ik zie er naar uit om jouw proefschrift te lezen. Dennis, jouw enthousiasme voor 
de wetenschap is fantastisch, dat werkt heel aanstekelijk! Maarten, ik denk dat we ongeveer quitte 
staan wat betreft het eerste aanwezig zijn op de Universiteit. Leuk om dan af en toe bij te kletsen. 
Ook bedankt voor het meedenken over de resultaten van mijn studies en het altijd klaar staan voor 
vragen. Ignace, bedankt voor al het programmeerwerk en de hulp bij de EOG analyses. Je had heel 
veel geduld en legde het keer op keer weer aan me uit. En natuurlijk bedankt voor al je interessante 
en heftige discussies tijdens de lunch. Ik heb me vermaakt. Harald, je was een goede buurman. De 
lunchgroep van Frans, bedankt dat ik bij jullie mijn data mocht presenteren. Ik heb veel aan jullie 
ideeën en kijk op de wetenschap gehad. Tineke, hoe jij in de wetenschap staat is heel bijzonder. 
Daar heb ik veel van geleerd en kan ik nog veel van leren. En natuurlijk de secretaresses, die het 
werken een stuk makkelijker maakten: Veronica, Ans, Janneke, Leonie en Marga. 
Chris, Ryota, Bjorn, Mark, Tanja, Ignace, Jeroen, Erno, Peter P., Sophie, Mascha, Gudrun, bedankt voor 
de gezellige lunches en de TE gezellige door-de-week avonden die we doorbrachten in café België 
of de Bastaard. Zeer gaar op het werk, maar het was altijd erg leuk! Peter P., fluitend door de gang, 
af en toe een handkus en ik kreeg de bijnaam clowntje. Daar kan je niet anders dan vrolijk van 
worden. Bjorn, jij bent echt ‘ne goeie. jij bent mijn grote voorbeeld. Ryota, the japanese guy with his 
nerdy talk, bedankt voor de gezellige avonden en het aanstekelijke enthousiasme! Tanja en Nisan, 
met jullie heb ik heeeeel veel uren doorgebracht op nog geen 20 m2. “Wat is een ander woord 
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voor.....?”  “Hoe zeg je ..... in het Engels”?   “Mag ik wat vragen?”. Jullie hielpen me altijd. Nisan lekker 
rustig, maar af en toe een heerlijke droge opmerking. Tanja, lekker ouwehoeren, heel gezellig, maar 
het heeft me wat extra maanden gekost. Wat zal ik jullie missen! Helen en Joke, fijn om met jullie 
samen te rennen (sjokken is een betere omschrijving!) en zoooo gezellig om daarna pannenkoeken 
of Indiaas te eten, mmmmmmmmmm. We moeten ervoor zorgen dat het renclubbie niet verwatert! 
Titia, elke ochtend even gedag zeggen, een goed begin van de dag. Floris, je bent nu een week mijn 
kamergenoot, en het is meteen gezellig. En alle andere collega’s van Psychologische Functieleer en 
Psychofarmacologie, ik vond het leuk om met jullie samen te werken en te lunchen.

En natuurlijk wil ik ook de studenten bedanken waar ik mee heb samengewerkt. Gijs en Erika, 
bedankt voor het uitvoeren van een gedeelte van mijn studies. Alexander, jij hebt als student een 
groot onderzoek opgezet. Ik ben blij dat ik je kon helpen. Jij zette me aan het denken en hebt mij 
enthousiast gemaakt voor onderzoek naar de effecten van neurofeedback therapie.
Ook wil ik alle proefpersonen bedanken die zich op hun hoofd lieten krassen en met een EEG-cap op 
ongeveer drie uur stil bleven zitten tijdens het uitvoeren van mijn leuke en interessante computer-
taken.

Bart, heel erg bedankt voor het ontwerp van de omslag van mijn proefschrift. Ik heb het je heel 
moeilijk gemaakt door alleen de titel te geven, maar zoals verwacht, is het mooi geworden (P.s.: de 
manager deelt mijn mening).

Ik wil graag de volgende mensen bedanken voor hun interesse in mij en mijn onderzoek en voor de 
afleiding waarvoor ze hebben gezorgd naast het werk. 
Olga, hoewel we elkaar maar een paar keer per jaar zien, ben jij heel belangrijk voor mij. Jij straalt 

gewoon vertrouwen in mij uit, daar hoef je niets voor te zeggen. 
De jongens uit Maastricht en alle aanhang, Sander, Charles, Barry, Rob, Wouter, Bart, Philippe, 

Mieke, Lotje, De Poemel, Emely, Tineke, bedankt voor de leuke Carnaval-dagen en de Ardennen 
weekenden. 

Iny, Peter, Eveline, Thomas, Robbie en Joyce, bedankt voor alle steun en het meeleven, op naar ‘t 
Preuvenemint! 

Noortje en Martine, na 1 jaar Voeding in Wageningen al meer dan 10 jaar vriendschap. Het is altijd 
gezellig en heerlijk om bij jullie te zijn. Lekker zeuren over van alles en daarna weer vrolijk naar 
huis. 

En dan ‘de meisjes’ (klinkt goed hoewel we bijna allemaal al 30 jaar zijn): wat heb ik 18u Appie toch 
gemist toen ik net in Utrecht woonde. Een dag of weekend met jullie is echt een vakantie. 
Heerlijk vertrouwd voelen, alle problemen, gebeurtenissen en belevenissen van iedereen open 
en bloot op tafel. Geen familie, maar wel onvoorwaardelijke liefde.

Paps, mams en Vin, ik houd zielsveel van jullie. De steun die jullie me altijd geven en het feit dat 
gelukkig zijn het allerbelangrijkst is, hebben mij heel sterk gemaakt. De avonden en halve 
weekenden in Meppel waren heerlijk, daar kon ik helemaal tot rust komen.

En dan...log-isch…wil ik de Maanders (en de vrienden niet te vergeten) bedanken. Jij hebt mij en 
ook jezelf er doorheen gesleept. Wat heb jij een geduld. “Wanneer gaan we nu eindelijk op 
vakantie?”....”Ik kan nog niets zeggen.....kan je niet alleen gaan?” .....  “Ik wil juist met jou”. Ik hoop 
dat de heeeeeerlijke vakantie in Italië het een beetje heeft goed gemaakt. En alle vakanties die 
nog gaan komen!
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